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SUMMARY
This report is aimed at providing a computerised design procedure 
based on Australian Standard AS1403 : 1979, 'Design of Steel Shafts 
for Transmission of Power' which is a metrication and revision of 
ASB249 : 1969, 'Recommendations for the Design of Shafts for Cranes 
and Hoists', which it supersedes.
The presentation given in AS1403 and particularly ASB249 lends itself 
to computerised calculations owing to the rigorous design procedure 
and time required for complete analysis.
The programme has the capacity to analyse shafts supported by two 
bearings, being either simply-supported or cantilevered and is best 
suited to the design of gearbox shafts. The programme may also be 
used to analyse drive shafts where the peak shaft torque is entered 
directly in the input data. Shafts with one or two gears being either 
spur, helical or double-helical type may be analysed. AS1403 also 
provides for- the design of hollow construction shafts.
In keeping with modern design practice, a comprehensive array of 
gear and bearing fits have been provided.
Optimisation in this study is aimed at developing a solution criterion 
for minimising the shaft diameter. Recent design practice requires 
reduced shaft diameters where possible in order to locate components 
and reduce drive inertia. Savings in material and manufacturing 
costs can thus be expected.
Execution of the optimisation programme follows entry of all input 
data in the required format. Within the data arrays, all geometrical 
restrictions and operational requirements are detailed. The programme 
does not rely on the designer's need to use 'previous experience' 
in shaft design.
Following all calculations in which the resultant geometry of the 
shaft has been optimised, a data sheet containing all relevant input 
and calculated data is produced including shaft diameters at all 
critical locations along the shaft.
In addition, the slopes and deflections at gears and bearings are 
displayed with which to compare with manufacturer's recommendations.
As an aid in the presentation of final shaft geometry, computer 
graphics has been utilised. Each gearbox shaft analysed may be displayed 
on a single frame in which all critical shaft diameters and relevant 
data are shown.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
1
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Although the elementary theory for a circular shaft with static 
torsional loads is useful, most shafts are subjected to fluctuating 
loads of combined bending and torsion with various degrees of stress- 
concentration. For such shafts the problem is fundamentally one 
of fatigue loading. Hence any shaft design procedure must account 
for the material's strength characteristics with respect to finding 
an optimum solution.
Three significant design codes were considered in the selection
of an appropriate code of practice with which to adopt as a computerised
design procedure. Also considered were papers by Latos and Zyczkowski1 ,
2 3 4Zanker , Borchardt and Maday .
Prior to 1954 in the USA, shaft design was covered by the 'Code 
for Design of Transmission Shafting' — B17c^ approved by the American 
Standards Association in 1927, and withdrawn from use in 1955. This 
code like many others according to Faires , gave conservative results 
and there were situations in which it failed. The code stipulates 
that the shear design stress shall be taken as 0.3 times the tensile 
yield strength or 0.18 times the tensile ultimate strength,
t , = 0.3 S or x, = 0.18 S d y d  u
which ever is smaller. For the shaft in bending only, the normal 
design stress is taken as 0.6 times the tensile yield strength or
0.36 times the tensile ultimate strength,
a, = 0.6 S or a. = 0.36 S d y d  u
which is smaller. The code makes further allowances by use of service 
factors, called shock and fatigue factors, as follows:
2
K s’. 'numerical combined shock and fatigue factor to be applieds
in every case to the computed torsional moment or horsepower'*.
K = 'numerical combined shock and fatigue factor to be appliedm
in every case to the computed bending moment'.
The choice of their values is governed by the designer's experience. 
Incorrect assessment by the designer of shaft duty will result in 
over or under—stressing of the shaft section which eventually leads 
to incorrect final shaft diameters. Normal or shear stresses are combined 
to yield the maximum torsional shear stress using the maximum shear 
stress theory of failure for ductile materials. By rearranging design 
equations and relating the maximum shear stress to the endurance 
limit in reversed bending of the shaft material gives,
D = f (M, T, D, Km , Kg, Fr) (1. 1)
ASB2497 replaced the ASME code B17c from its inception in 1969.
Although thorough in its approach to produce accurate results, the 
tediousness of the rigorous design procedure proved to be oversufficientofor many design purposes. AS1403 is the most recent method of shaft 
design for ductile materials and was drafted from ASB249 providing 
a metricated and streamlined design procedure.
AS1403 is based on the distortion-energy or Hencky-von Mises theory 
of failure. The shaft diameter equation based upon this theory provides 
greater flexibility for incorporating service and stress factors 
than does the ASME Code B17c.
AS1403 applies to shafts which transmit power, including those where * 
reversed bending, frequent starting, stopping and torque reversal 
conditions make the shaft subject to the influence of metal fatigue. 
Related to the fatigue processes are the stress—concentration factors 
which are considered to affect reversing stresses only, and are 
given in Figures 3 to 10 of this code. Peterson was instrumental 
in pioneering the early work of stress and fatigue factor relationships, 
many of which are used in this code.
3
A fluctuating load is considered as a reversing load superimposed 
upon a mean. Stresses caused by these loads are generally analysed 
by the Soderbergh method, which relates the steady stress to the 
yield stress, and the reversing stress to the endurance stress of 
the material,
(1. 2 )
The distortion energy theory for equivalent static normal stress 
relates normal and shear stresses and is derived from a two-dimensional 
stress situation involving maximum principal stresses. Provision 
is made to ensure the shaft is adequate to withstand any additional 
stresses induced by axial compression forces. Also, design factors 
are incorporated in a similar fashion to those used in the ASME 
code B17c.
AS1403 gives four formulae for calculating the theoretical diameter 
of each stressed section of the shaft. The choice of formula depends 
on the number of mechanism starts per year, the number of revolutions 
of the shaft per year and the torque application conditions. Generally, 
these equations are of the form,
D = f (MS ’ S* R* Y ’ S ’ D, K, Kg, Mode) (1.3)
and are detailed in Section 4.2.2.
To illustrate the differences of approach of the two Australian 
Codes, ie. ASB249 and AS1403, a worked example is presented in 
Appendix D.
Zanker in 1977 proposed a design procedure for shafts under composite 
stresses. He used two nomographs to determine the diameter of the 
shafts under combined normal and tangential stress situation. According 
to Bach^, a reduced stress will result when combined normal and 
tangential stresses occur simultaneously. For shafts of circular 
cross-section,
(1.4)
4
To calculate the safe shaft diameter for a set of service conditionsr 
values of the bracketed variables sire determined using the two nomo— - 
graphs provided. The procedure does not make allowance for any stress 
concentration due to changes in section or component fits to shaft, 
etc. A correction factor, § , is introduced based on actual and allowable 
parameters of load and stress, but makes no allowance for the geo­
metrical requirements of the shaft.
Latos and Zyczkowski in 1972 presented a paper for computing the 
optimum cross-section of a shaft to satisfy the condition of minimum 
volume in the general case of loading, taking into consideration 
the time — variable stresses due to the rotation of the shaft. The 
material is assumed to be homogenous and isotropic. The fatigue 
strength is determined for a combined two—axial state of stress, 
making use of a relation obtained experimentally for combined bending 
and torsion.
The method proposed may be used for strength computation of a rotating 
shaft, because it takes into consideration the experimentation 
co-efficients used for actual computation and expressing the influence 
of stress-concentration, the state of the surface layers and the 
size of the element. .
Maday in 1978 proposed an optimum stepped shaft design through an 
application of Pontryagin's Minimum Principle. With the specification 
of critical speed and order, the designer selects a finite number 
of diameters or cross-sectional areas and the method is used to 
design a least mass or a least rotating inertia shaft. In this appli­
cation, the cross-sectional area at any position along the shaft 
which minimises the system Hamiltonian is selected as the shaft *
cross-section. The method does not, however, make any allowances 
for increases in stress at any point along the shaft due to stress 
concentrations. A further limitation exists in the dependence of 
minimisation on knowledge of the shaft’s critical speed of a given 
order.
SECTION 2
CONVERSION AND COMBINING OF SHAFT DESIGN FACTORS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
This Section deals with the conversion of seven out of the eight 
design factors for stress-concentration given in Section 7 of AS1403 
into functional representation for computer solution. Also, the 
combining of these factors into ’zones' of stress-concentration 
is detailed.
Stress—concentrations labled 'primary' stress—raisers arise from 
steps in shaft diameter; fitted-rolling-contact bearings; fitted 
components without keys or splines; fitted components with keys; 
splines; and annular grooves. Transverse holes and their effects 
on shaft design have been omitted in this analysis due mainly to 
their role of lessening importance in recent design practice.
In the analysis of the above stress-concentration factors, several
12Australian and British Standards were used, namely AS1654 : 1974 ,
BS2059 : 1953^ and BS4235, Part 1 : 1972^. Data extracted from 
these standards has been added to existing stress-concentration 
graphs to increase the scope of design.
All data curves have been converted to a form enabling rapid solution 
using computer code. To facilitate this requirement, mathematical 
expressions have been derived peculiar to each curve as detailed 
in this Section.
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
FIG 2.2 SIZE FACTOR, -  LOG FORM
2.2 SIZE FACTOR
Figure 2.1 (Figure 1, AS1403) contains a plot of stress-concentration
factor, Kg for a range of shaft diameters, D. Clause 7.1 states
that the value of the size factor, K shall be as follows
s
a) 'For diameters up to 250mm ... the value in Figure 1 that corres­
ponds to the actual diameter of the stressed section of the 
shaft.'
b) 'For shaft diameters greater than 250mm ... 1.8.'
Since K is a function of diameter, D only, it remains a simple s
task of finding a linear relationship and hence a curve equation. 
Replotting Figure 2.1 on log-log paper produces the segmented lines 
shown in Figure 2.2 from which the general equation of the line 
is
K = a D s
where 3 = slope = log (1.75) - log (1.61) = 0.1203
log (150) - log (75)
( 2. 1)
Now Ks. a D,
3
and 1.61 =
75 .1203
0.958
The first equation is
K 0.958 d0.1203s
where 75 4 D C250mm
(2 . 2 )
Similarly, the second equation is
K 0.5803 D0.2364s
where D <C75mm
(2.3)
The flowchart for this process is shown in Figure 2.3.
SUBROUTINE: SHPFCT BEGIN
FIG 2.3 FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE ’SHPFCT'
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2.3 STRESS-RAISING FACTORS
2«3*1 Primary Stress-Concentration Factors for Stepped Shafts
(Figure 4 t AS1403)
Evaluation of the stress-concentration factor for a stepped shaft 
proceeds in two steps. Firstly, a correction factor, A from Figure 2.4 
(Figure 3, AS1403) must be determined using the ratio of larger 
to smaller diameters, R', ie.
R* = D1
D
where 1.0^ R f 2.0
and D < D1
Inspection of the curve shown in Figure 2.4 reveals an exponentially 
decreasing function of the form,
(2.5)
Taking two points along this line (1.05, 0.14) and (1.8, 0.01) we 
have,
0
0
.14 = ae 
.01 = ae
b(1.05) 
b(l.8)
solving produces the co-efficients,
a = 5.6325788 
b = -3.5187431
The curve expression becomes,
A = 5.633 e-3.519R' ( 2 . 6 )
FIG 2.5 -  STRESS-RAISING FACTOR,E
FOR STEPPED SHAFT 1
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The Z-factor in Figure 2.5 (Figure 4, AS1403) relates the geometric 
properties D1, D and R of the stepped shaft to the stress-concentration • 
factor, K, and the tensile strength of the shaft material, F . Generally,
Z = R + a 
D
= R + 5.633 
D
-3.519R'e (2*7)
As discussed in Section 5.1 two expressions are derived for fillet 
radii at shaft steps; they are
(5.2)
for full fillet radii and
„ ___ -3.519R'Z2 = Vz (R'-l) + 5.633 e
for a specific radius.
(5.4)
A case rarely exists where Z = 0, ie. A = 0 and R/D = 0. For A = 0, 
from Figure 2.4 the ratio Dl/D = R ’ = 2.0. Since no step in a shaft 
design of this order is anticipated, we may assume a Z-factor range 
from 0.05 to 0.50. A quadratic relationship was derived between 
the parameters K, Z and F^ for each of the curves for Z = 0.05,
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 as follows,
( 2 . 8 )
(2.9)
(2.10) 
(2*11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13)
Z. = 0.05 K1,1 2.756 x 10 6F 2-.002658F + 2.463u u
Z2 = 0.1 K1,2 3.911 x 10 6F 2-.004676F + 2.937u u
Z„ = 0.2 K1,3 2.178 x 10 6F 2-.002749F + 2.155u u
Z. = 0.3 K1,4 2.067 x 10 6F 2-.002643F + 1.962u u
Zc = 0.4 K 5 1,5 1.711 x 10 6F 2-.002346F + 1.861u u
= 0.5 K6 1,6 1.60 x 10 6F 2-.00204F + 1.698u u
where 350 <Fu <900 MPa
BEGIN SUBROUTINE: FACT
READ: Fu
FIGURE 2.6 FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE T PACTf
Interpolation in the range 0.05< Z< 0.5 is possible using equations 
(2.11) to (2.16) and the ratio,
Thus K(Z..) = K(Z±+1) + R"(K(Zj_p - K(Z±+1))
Where K(Z.) = K-factor for Z.-factor1 1
K(Z ) = K-factor for Z, ,-factor i-1 1-1
K(Zi+i) = K-factor for Z±+1-factor
(2.14)
(2.15)
For example, if the K-factor was desired at a value of Z-factor 
of 0.25, we would have (using = 350 MPa)
zi-i
zi+i
which gives R"
0.2
0 . 2 5
0 . 3
0 . 3  -  0 . 25  
0 . 3  -  0 . 2
0 . 5
and K(Z = 0.25) = K(Z = 0.2) + 0.5 (K(Z = 0.2) - K(Z = .3))
= 1.17 + 0.5 (1.45 - 1.17)
= 1.31
using Figure 2.5.
The flow diagram of Figure 2.6 shows this process in the form of 
a calling subroutine from the main programme (see Section 5.1). 
This was necessary owing to the frequent useage of such a routine 
in the optimisation DO-loop.
3.0
0 200 400 6 0 0 8 00 1 0 0 0
T E N S I L E  STREN G TH  OF S H A F T  M A T E R I A L ,  MPa
FIG 2.7 - STRESS-RAISING FACTOR. K  FOR
SHAFT FITTED WITH ROLLING-CONTACT 
BEARING
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Figure 2.7 gives values of primary stress-concentration factor, 
for shafts fitted with rolling-contact bearings. Interpolation 
is possible within the range KB/k6 to KB/g6 (see Table 1, AS1654).
For design purposes, additional curves have been added to Figure 5, 
AS1403 for intermediate fits KB/j6 and KB/h6, as shown in Figure 2.7.
(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)
2.3.2 Primary Stress-Concentration Factor for Shaft Fitted
with Rolling-Contact Bearings (Figure 5, AS1403)
The selection of the above factors is shown schematically in Figure 
2.8 for subroutine •SSFRCB'.
H7/k6
H7/J6
H7/h6
H7/g6
K0 „ = 1.633 x 10~6F 2-5.833 x 10 4F + 1.4722.1 u u
K_ _ = 1.333 x 10_6F 2-3.333 x 10~4F +1.322.2 u u
K_ _ = 4.667 x 10~6F 2-5.333 x 10~4F + 1.0122.3 u u
-7 2 -4K_ „ = 5.0 x 10 F -3.5 x 10 F + 0.98 2,4 u u
where 350<Fu < 900 MPa
FIG 2.8.- FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE 'SSFRCB'
FIG 2.9 - STRESS-RAISING FACTOR, FOR
COMPONENTS FITTED WITHOUT KEY 
OR SPLINE
Figure 2.9 gives values of primary stress-concentration factor,
K_, for components fitted without key or spline. Interpolation isO
possible within the range of hole-based fits H7/u6 to H7/k6 (see 
Table 1, AS1654).
For most general applications the H-hole basis fits are recommended 
by AS1654 as has been adopted by AS1403.
For design purposes, additional curves have been added to Figure 2.6 
for shaft deviations between H7/k6 to H7/s6 and H7/s6 to H7/u6,
(2.-20) 
( 2 . 21 ) 
( 2 . 22 )
(2.23)
(2.24)
(2.25)
(2.26)
(2.27)
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2.3.3 Primary Stress - Concentration Factor for Fitted Component
without Key or Spline (Figure 6, AS1403)
The selection of the above factors is shown schematically in Figure 2.10 
for subroutine 'SSFFC'.
as shown m  Figure 2.9
H7/k6
H7/m6
H7/n6
H7/p6
H7/r6
H7/s6
H7/t6
H7/u6
K. , = 1.933 x 10 6F 2-3.333 x 10 5F + 2.243.1 u u
K_ _ = 2.067 x 10”6F 2-5.667 x 10*4F + 1.9963.2 u u
K_ _ = 1.033 x 10”6F 2+6.167 x  10“4F + 1.2083.3 u u
K_ „ = 6.667 x 10’?F 2+8.333 x 10”4F + 1.0603.4 u u
K e = 7.0 x 10_7F 2+5.5 x 10~4F + 1.0883.5 u u
K_ _ = 1.333 x 10~6F 2-5.333 x 10”4F +1.353.6 u u
K_ _ = 1.567 x 10”6F 2-l.017 x 10“3F + 1.4463.7 u u
K3 8 = 1.367 x 10“6Fu2-8.167 x  10“4Fu + 1.308
where 350 <F < 900 MPa u
FIG 2.10 - FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE 'SSFFC
0 200 A00 600 800 1000
TENSILE STRENGTH  OF SHAFT  M ATER IAL ,  MPa
FIG 2.11 - STRESS-RAISING FACTOR, K ,
FOR KEYED COMPONENT
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2.3.4 . Primary Stress-Concentration Factor for Keyed Component
(Figure 7, AS1403)
Figure 2.11 gives values of primary stress-concentration factor,
K^, for components fitted with keys. Interpolation is possible within 
the range of hole-based fits H7/k6 to H7/s6, (see Table 1, AS1654).
For design purposes, additional curves have been added to Figure 2.16 
for shaft deviations between H7/k6 to H7/s6 as shown in Figure 2.11.
H7/k6 K _ = 1.333 x 10 6F 2-3.333 -4x 10 F + 1.324,1 u u
H7/m6 K . _ = 1.5 x -6 2 -4 10 F -2.5 x 10 F + 1.364,2 u u
H7/n6 K . _ = 8.333 x 10~?F 2+9.167 x 10~4F + 1.114,3 u u
H7/p6 K. =1.167 4,4 x 10~6F 2+7.833 u x lo”4Fu + 1.25
H7/r6 K = 2.0 x 10“6F 2+2.794 x -910 F + 1;584,5 u u
H7/s6 K„ . = 3.8 x 10 6F 2-1.7 x 10_3F + 2.1024,6 u u
where 350 £ F < 900 MPa ^ u
(2.28)
(2.29)
(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)
(2.33)
and for side-milled keyways on opposite sides
K . _ = 1.033 x 10 5F 2-6.433 x 10_3F + 3.444,7 u u
where 350 CF < 700 MPa u
(2.34)
The selection of the above factors is shown schematically in Figure 2.12 
for subroutine '"SSFFC * .
FIG 2.12 FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE ’SSFFC'
FIG 2.13 - STRESS-RAISING FACTOR, Kg
FOR SPLINED SHAFT
DO
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2.3.5
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Primary Stress-Concentration Factor for Splined Shafts
(Figure 8, AS1403)
Figure 2.13 gives values of primary stress-concentration factor, 
K5» for shafts with parallel-sided and involute splines.
For parallel-sided splines we have
K_ . = 2.567 x 10“6F 2-5.167 x lcf4F + 1.5865.1 u u
where 350 < F < 900 MPa u
For involute splines we have
K_ _ = 1.333 x 10“6F 2-7.333 x 10“4F +1.285.2 u u
where 350 < F < 900 MPa u
(2.35)
(2.36)
In this study, splines have been considered to exist at shaft ends 
only where the location of bearings may produce a combined stress 
situation (see Section 4.4.2.4).
Figure 2.14 gives the flowchart diagram for the selection and evaluation
of stress-concentration factor, K_ for subroutine *SSFSS'.o
FIGURE 2.14 FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE ’SSFSS'
FIG 2.15 - STRESS-RAISING FACTOR, K~6 FOR
SHAFT WITH ANNULAR GROOVE
Primary Stress-Concentration Factor for Shaft with Annular
Groove (Figure 9, AS1403)
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2.3.6
Figure 2.15 gives values for primary stress-concentration factor,
K , for shafts with annular grooves. AS1403 imposes the restriction 6
R/H> 0.1. We have
K_ = 1.533 x 10”6F 2+4.667 x 10 4Fit + 2.068O ; U U
where 350 ^Fu ^900 MPa
(2.37)
Annular grooves are used to aid in the lubrication of bearings- and 
occur at shaft steps where bearings are located.
Figure 2.16 gives the flowchart diagram for evaluation of stress-concen­
tration factor, K_, for subroutine 'SSFAG’.o
SUBROUTINE: SSFAG
FIGURE 2.16 FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE TSSFAG*
F i l le t  radius
FIG 2.17 - TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF STRESS-RAISING
CHARACTERISTICS
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2.4 COMBINING STRESS-CONCENTRATION FACTORS
2.4.1 General Case for Combining Stress-Concentration Factors
Stress-concentration factors are combined in a manner similar to 
that used for the configuration shown in Figure 2.17 and as stated 
by the following:—
a) Where there is only one stress-raising characteristic, the 
value is read from the respective stress-concentration curves 
given in Section 2.3.
b) Where two stress-concentration characteristics are separated 
by an axial distance greater than 0.25D, the greater of the
two values read from stress-concentration curves as appropriate.
c) Where two stress-raising characteristics are separated by an 
axial distance between 0.16D and 0.25D, the sum of the greater 
value and 0.1 times the lesser value. Both values of stress-concen- 
traction factors are read from the appropriate stress-concentration 
curves.
d) Where two stress-raising characteristics are separated by an 
axial distance not greater than 0.16D, the sum of the greater 
value and 0.2 times the lesser value. Both values of stress-concen­
tration factor are read from the appropriate stress-concentration 
curves.
Combining two stress-concentration factors for the general case 
as detailed above is shown diagrammatically in the flowchart of 
Figure 2.18. . .
Stress-concentrations of the form that appears in Section 2.3 have 
been referred to in this report as primary stress-concentration 
factors. Secondary stress-concentration factors arise from combinations 
of primary stress-concentration factors associated with each shaft 
geometry. Table 2.1 lists primary and secondary stress-concentrations 
respectively with graphical representations.
FIGURE 2.18 GENERAL CASE OF COMBINING STRESS-CONCENTRATION FACTORS
PRIMARY SECONDARY
TABLE 2.1 - PRIMARY AND SECONDARY STRESS-CONCENTRATION FACTORS
1. Shaft steps, 7. Keyed gears near shaft steps, K̂
2. Fitted bearings, K̂ 8. Interference fitted gears near shaft steps, K̂
3. Gears fitted by interference, K̂ 9. Bearings fitted near shaft steps, K̂
4. Gears fitted by key, K̂ 10./ Bearings fitted near annular grooves, K^
5. Annular grooves, Kg 11. Bearings fitted near shaft 3teps and annular grooves,
6. Splines, Kg 12. Bearings fitted near splines, K^-
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Stress-concentrations in the analysis are treated in terms of ’zones' 
rather than by individual contributions. For single-geared shafts, 
five zones have been designated from which all critical cross-sections 
of the shaft may be analysed. As changes to shaft geometry occur, 
each zone is investigated for changes in stress-concentration. Con­
vergence criterion is satisfied when changes of zoned stress—con­
centration are less than 0.05. Figure 2.19 shows the arrangement 
of stress-concentration factors and zones for single—geared shafts.
Double-geared shafts contain seven zoned stress-concentration factors 
as shown in Figure 2.20. The convergence criterion is the same as 
that used for single—geared shafts. Analysis of cantilevered shafts 
utilises the same zoned stress-concentrations as that for single 
and double-geared shafts.
A typical stress-distribution for a single and double-geared shaft 
is shown in Figures 2.19 and 2.20 respectively.
Table 2.2 contains a list of zoned stress-concentration with respective 
stress-concentration components for single and double-geared shafts.
TYPICAL ________f
STRESS-CONCENTRATION _____________ j-------------
DISTRIBUTION I
FIGURE 2.19 - ARRANGEMENT OF STRESS-CONCENTRATION FACTORS AND ZONES
FOR SINGLE-GEARED SHAFTS
TYPICAL
STRESS-CONCENTRATION 
DISTRIBUTION r J
f
- ARRANGEMENT OF STRESS-CONCENTRATION FACTORS 
A N D  Z O N E S  F O R  D O U B L E - G E A R E D  S H A F T S
FIGURE 2.20
TABLE 2.2 - ZONED STRESS-CONCENTRATION FACTORS
Single-Geared Shafts Double-Geared Shafts
Stress Zone Stress Components Stress Zone Stress Components
K K KTOT TOT, k2
K9 K9
K K„ „10 10
K K„ ,11 11
KX2 k12
K K K ~ KTOT. 9 ^tot 92 2
K11 K11
KTOT- K7 k tot K73 3
K8 K8
irTOT . K9 k t o t . K74 4K K11 8
vT0T5 K4 k t o t5 K7
K- K9 8
K „10
V TOT K9
K, „11
V TOT K2
K-9
K,10
K, „11
FIGURE 2.21 - CURVES FOR SECONDARY STRESS-CONCENTRATION FACTOR, K;
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2.4.2 Secondary Stress-Concentration Factors
2.4.2,. 1 Secondary Stress-Concentration Factor for Gears 
Fitted by Key near Shaft Step
The combined or secondary stress-concentration factor, results
from gears fitted by key, (Section 2.4.4) located near shaft 
steps, (Section 2.4.1).
This stress situation is common in most shaft designs where reduced 
sections are desired to lower drive inertia. The combined stress 
level in this situation is given by the following general expressions,
where K^> (2.38)
where > K (2.39)
Equations (2.38) and (2.39) follow the general rule for combining 
stress-concentration factors as detailed in Section 2.4.1.
As an example, values from Figure 2.5 for a Z-factor of 0.2 have 
been combined with corresponding stress-concentrations from Figure 2.11 
for all keyed fits H7/k6 to H7/s6 and for components keyed on both 
sides. Combined stress levels from Table C.l, Appendix C are plotted 
in Figure 2.21. This curve represents only one combination of many.
In the calculation stage, only one value of combined stress-con­
centration corresponding to the material's ultimate tensile strength 
is of importance. The production of the curve shown in Figure 2.21 
is merely for illustrative purposes.
The evaluation of stress-concentration factor, is shown schemat­
ically in Figure 2.22 for subroutine 'SSFGSS'.
or
SUBROUTINE: SSFGSS BEGIN
FIGURE 2.22 FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE ’SSFGSS'
4.0 11
3.5
3 .0 -
2 .5 -
2.0-
1.5-
— 4------------------------------ f------------------------------ 1-------------------------------1------------------------------- 1-------------------------------\-----
400 500 600 700 800 900 F (MPa) u
FIGURE 2.23 CURVES FOR SECONDARY STRESS-CONCENTRATION FACTOR, Kg
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The combined or secondary stress—concentration factor, Kg^ results 
from gears fitted by interference, Kg (Section 2.4.3) located near 
shaft steps, K (Section 2.4.1).
This stress situation is common in shaft designs where reduced sections 
are desired to lower drive inertia. The combined stress level in 
this situation is given by the following general expressions,
2.4.2.2 Secondary Stress-Concentration Factors for Gears
Fitted by Interference near Shaft Step
PS 00 II PS + 0.2 K3 where Ki > K 3 (2.40)
K8 = K3 + 0.2 K1 where K3 >Ki (2.41)
Equations (2.40) and (2.41) folow the general rule for combining 
stress—concentration factors as detailed in Section 2.4.1.
As an example, values from Figure 2.5 for a Z—factor of 0.2 have 
been combined with corresponding stress-concentrations from Figure 2.9 
for all interference fits H7/k6 to H7/u6. Combined stress levels 
from Table C.2, Appendix C are plotted in Figure 2.23.
As explained in Section 2.4.2.1, this curve is shown merely for 
illustrative purposes.
The evaluation of stress-concentration factor, KQ> is shown schemat­
ically in Figure 2.24 for subroutine ’SSFGSS'.
FIG 2.24 - FLOW CHART FOR SUBROUTINE 'SSFGSS'
K9 1
2.5
2.0
1.5 ■
1
K9,3
K9,4
—»-------------- •---------------- 1------ — — 1---------------- !--------------- 1—
400 500 600 700 800 900 F (MPa) u
FIGURE 2.25 CURVES FOR SECONDARY STRESS-CONCENTRATION FACTOR, K,
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The combined or secondary stress-concentration, results from 
fitted bearings, K2 (Section 2.4.2) located near shaft steps, ^
(Section 2.4.1).
This stress situation is common where shaft steps are used to locate 
bearings. While using this configuration, it is important to note 
that the fillet radius at the step must be less than or equal to 
the corner radius of the bearing sleeve.
The combined stress level in this situation is given by the following 
general expressions,
where K > K  (2.42)
where K2 >Kx (2.43)
Equations (2.42) and (2.43) follow the general rule for combining 
stress-concentration factors as detailed in Section 2.4.1.
2.4.2.3 Secondary Stress-Concentration Factors for Fitted
Bearings near Shaft Step
or
As an example, values from Figure 2.5 for a Z—factor of 0.2 have 
been combined with corresponding stress-concentration levels from 
Figure 2.7 for a range of bearing fits KB/k6 to KB/g6. Combined 
stress levels from Table C.3, Appendix C are plotted in Figure 2.25.
As explained in Section 2.4.2.1, this curve is shown only for illustra­
tive purposes.
The evaluation of stress-concentration factor, Kg> is shown schemat­
ically in Figure 2.26 for subroutine 'SSTBRF’.
SUBROUTINE: SSTBRF ( BEGIN
FIGURE 2.26 FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE ’ SSTBRF1'
FIGURE 2.27 - CURVES FOR SECONDARY STRESS-CONCENTRATION FACTOR, K
(MPa)
2.4.2.4
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The combined or secondary stress-concentration factor, K1Q| results 
from the location of fitted bearings, (Section 2.4.1) near shaft 
splines, (Section 2.4.5).
This stress situation occurs when the shaft end is coupled via a 
spline in the proximity of a fitted bearing.
The combined stress level in this situation is given by the following 
general expressions,
Secondary Stress-Concentration Factor for Fitted
Bearings near Splined Shaft
or
where FP
where ^2> K 5 (2.44)
where K5> K2 (2.45)
is a factor indicating proximity of spline to bearing fit,
s K0 + F Kc10 2 P 5
K. _ = K,- + F K010 5 P 2
for 0.16D<1<0.25D 
for 1 <0.16D
where 1 is the distance between the spline and bearing.
FP = 0.1
F = 0.2P
Equations (2.44) and (2.45) follow the general rule for combining 
stress-concentration factors in Section 2.4.1.
As an example, values from Figure 2.7 for all bearing fits KB/k6 
to KB/g6 have been combined with corresponding stress-concentration 
levels from Figure 2.13 for parallel-sided splines. Combined stress 
levels from Table C.4, Appendix C for factor, F = 0.1, are plottedr
in Figure 2.27.
As explained in Section 2.4.2.1, this curve is shown only for illustra­
tive purposes.
The evaluation of stress-concentration factor, is shown schemat­
ically in Figure 2.28 for subroutine 'SSFSPB'.
SUBROUTINE: SSFSPB BEGIN
K2 FIG 2.7 
K5 FIG 2 .1 3
/ V  LspL, Wb, Lb, H~ . N 15
L, = .00025 1 K
L0 = .00016 D 2 &
l sb = lb ■ l spl " ,5wb
-̂ RETURN ^
FIGURE 2.28 FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE TSSFSPBf
— I--------------------------- 1-------------------------------1----------------------------- 1------------------------------1------------------------------1------------------------ m ~
400 500 600 700 800 900 F^CMPa)
FIGURE 2.29 -  CURVES FOR SECONDARY STRESS-CONCENTRATION FACTOR, K
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The combined or secondary stress-concentration factor, K ^ f results 
from the location of fitted bearings at shaft steps, Kg (Section 
4.4.2.3) with annular grooves, (Section 2.4.6).
Use of relieved fillets replaces the need to select compatible fillet 
sizes with bearing dimensions. Rather, the fillet between the bearing 
sealing and the shaft or housing shoulder is relieved in the form 
of an undercut. Table 5.1 gives recommended dimensions for relieved 
fillets (see Section 5.1).
The combined stress level in this situation is given by the following 
general expressions,
where K g > K g (2.46)
where KQ > K C (2.47)9 6
Equations (2.46) and (2.47) follow the general rule for combining 
stress-concentration factors as detailed in Section 2.4.1.
2.4.2.5 Secondary Stress-Concentration Factor for Fitted
Bearings near Shaft Step and Annular Grooves
K11 * K6 + ° ’2 K9
or _ Kg + 0 .2  Kg
As an example, values from Figure 2.25 for a range of bearing fits 
KB/k6 to KB/g6 and Z-factor of 0.2 have been combined with corresponding 
stress-concentration levels from Figure 2.15 for annular grooves. 
Combined stress levels from Table C.5, Appendix C are plotted in 
Figure 2.29.
As explained in Section 2.4.2.1, this curve is shown only for illustra­
tive purposes.
The evaluation of stress-concentration factor, Kn  , is shown schemat­
ically in Figure 2.30 for subroutine 'SSBSTG'.
SUBROUTINE:
FIGURE 2.30 FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE ’SSBSTG'
12FIGURE 2.31 CURVES FOR SECONDARY STRESS-CONCENTRATION FACTOR, K
2.4.2.6
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The combined or secondary stress-concentration factor, K , results 
from the location of fitted bearings, (Section 2.4.2) near annular 
grooves, Kg (Section 2.4.6).
It is common practice to make use of annular grooves at bearing 
locations to aid in the lubrication of bearing components. The location 
of the groove is usually compatible with the lubrication channel 
on the bearing sleeve.
The combined stress level in this situation is given by the following 
general expressions,
Secondary Stress-Concentration Factors for Fitted
Bearings near Annular Grooves
where K2 > Kg (2.48)
where Kg > K2 (2.49)
Equations (2.48) and (2.49) follow the general rule for combining 
stress-concentration factors given in Section 2.4.1.
As an example, values from Figure 2.7 for a bearing fit of KB/g6 
have been combined with corresponding stress-concentration levels 
from Figure 2.15 for annular grooves. Combined stress levels from 
Table C.6, Appendix C are plotted in Figure 2.31.
As explained in Section 2.4.2.1 this curve is shown only for illustra­
tive purposes.
The evaluation of stress-concentration factor, K12. is shown schemat­
ically in Figure 2.32 for subroutine 'SSFAGB'.
K12 =  K2 +  0,2 K6
or K12 =  K6 +  0,2 K2
SUBROUTINE:
K 12 = K2 + -2K6 -*( return)
FIGURE 2.32 FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE fSSFAGBT
SECTION 3
CALCULATION OF DESIGN PARAMETERS
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3.1 MAXIMUM STARTING TORQUE
Motors having high starting torque or high pull-out torque 
place great loads on shafts and other components of the 
driven mechanism. The pull-out torque can be as high as 
four times the full-load torque for a.c. motors, three times 
for shunt type d.c. motors, and five times for series type 
d.c . motors.
The effect of high starting torque or high pull-out torque 
of the motor can be minimised by electrical means (motor 
controllers), or mechanical means (fluid couplings).
3.1.1 Motor Controllers for A.C. Motors
Controllers for a.c. motors range from simple on-off operation 
to automatic 'stepless* control systems. With single on-off 
operation, the full starting and pull-out torque of the 
motor is applied to the power transmission system each time 
the motor starts up irrespective of whether the system is 
operating on load or on no load.
The motor controller systems result in a torque applied 
in starting of a value of the order indicated below:-
a) Direct acting with no - 100 percent of starting
automatic torque regulating or pull-out torque,
system or device, e.g. 
whole'current starter.
whichever is the greater.
(b) Direct acting with auto­ - 50 percent to 80 percent
matic torque regulating of starting or pull-out
system or device, e.g torque, whichever is
whole current starter with 
gate type mechanical 
stepping.
the greater.
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c) Indirect acting with no 
automatic torque 
regulating system or 
device, e.g. pushbutton 
or master controller.
- 100 percent of starting or 
pull-out torque, whichever 
is the greater.
d) Indirect acting with automatic 
torque regulating system 
or device -
(i) with less than 4 steps; - 70 percent
(ii) with 4 steps or more, - 40 percent 
e.g.master controller
with time current or 
voltage control be­
tween steps.
]of starting or 
pull-out
>torque, whichever 
iis the greater.
e) Indirect acting with auto­
matic regulated torque 
system where the acceler­
ating motor currents does 
not vary by more than 20 
percent from the manu­
facturer's setting, e.g. 
automatic 'stepless' 
control.
- Set by manufacturer (nor­
mally in the vicinity 
of 150 percent of full-load 
torque).
3.1.2 Motor Controllers for D.C. Motors
The use of whole current and/or unregulated controllers 
for d.c. motors is very limited. Where such devices are 
used the maximum possible motor starting torque is to be 
used in determining the loading of shafts.
These motor controller systems result in a torque applied 
in starting of a value of the order indicated below:
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a) Indirect acting controllers 
with automatic regulating 
systems or devices of the 
single or multi-step type, 
e.g master controller with 
suitable time, current or voltage
control between steps —
(i) shunt or compound 
motors
(ii) series motors
b) Indirect acting controllers 
with automatic torque regu­
lating systems where the 
accelerating and deceler­
ating motor currents do 
not vary by more than 20 
percent above the manufact­
urer's setting, e.g. 
automatic 'stepless' 
control used with current 
limit, variable voltage, 
Ward Leonard or silicon 
controlled rectifier or 
equivalent.
— 180% of full-load torque;
.— 250% of full-load torque.
- set by manufacturer 
(normally in the vicinity 
of 150% of full-load 
torque).
3.1.3 Torque-Limiting Devices
Torque-limiting devices used to reduce the effect of starting 
torques on a shaft include fluid couplings, friction clutches 
and eddy current clutches.
Fluid couplings are used to achieve five objectives as follows:
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FIG 3.1 -  TYPICAL TORQUE TRANSMITTED BY FLUID
COUPLING DURING STARTING
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a) To reduce the duration of high starting currents.
b) To limit the torque applied to the transmission system 
(usually to twice the maximum full-load torque).
c) To provide controlled acceleration of the driven machine.
d) To limit motor rotor inertia in the event of sudden 
application of overload.
e) To absorb load and speed variations.
Fluid couplings must be correctly matched to the system 
and maintained. Similarly to electric motors, the thermal 
properties of fluid couplings need to be equated to the 
duty cycle of the application. Typical torque-speed curves 
for a.c. motors and fluid couplings during starting are 
given in Figure 3.1. Fluid couplings are very popular for 
the above reasons and are most suited to crane long-travel 
drives etc.
3.2 MAXIMUM ANGULAR ACCELERATION
The maximum angular acceleration of the system is a function
of the maximum torque applied by the driving or braking
means, T , the reactive torque, T , the equivalent rotational max r
mass moment of inertia of the system, I I£ , and the overall
mechanical efficiency, n .P
For driving,
For braking,
a
maXD
= (T
maXD - v
n p
(3.1)
eie
a = (T
maxB ■ v
np
(3.2)
SIE
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For driving, T refers to the motive power source, and max
for braking, T refers to the braking element. Also, max
varies upon the operational mode. For a crane hoist system:
For driving,
For braking,
For crane long-travel drives:
For driving,
For braking,
1T- = T
rD tw nP
T = T. . n
rB tw p
n
iu
H T 1
D R n
T = Tw . n
rB R
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
where TV is the track-wheel torque required to overcome the tw
rolling effort* The torque on the shaft due to the weight being 
lifted is
T = F w R W . R c w (3.7)
and where FR is the rolling effort"
op—l
. ( U 1  + f ) . yII
R 2w
(3.8)
The total mass moment of inertia for the system is the sum 
of the rotational and linear components of inertia
where
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
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3.3 SHAFT TORQUES
The theoretical value of the torque applied to a component 
shaft of a gear train or other speed-changing device is 
given by the following two equations under driving and braking 
conditions respectively,
'ER.*
1 ma:*D
and T = T „
h  1-1 Ni - xN.l
amaxB
(3.12)
(3.13)
For the first motion of a gear drive
No .
N- ER.i
T N 1
°B * 0
Ni
Tmax,. - I c ER- *
'ER, * max.B
. T, = T___ - Iwtl ,a
B1„ ‘maXg ER1*
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
For the nth motion
T
nD
= T . 
n_1D
N i. n-1
Nn
• ncn " IER - n
a
“ *0
T = T , 
n_1B
N i . n-1 1* " XER • n
a
“b Nn ncn maXB
(3.17)
(3.18)
r
FIGURE 3.2 - LOCATION OF TOOTH FORCES
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3.4 CALCULATION OF TOOTH FORCES
It is necessary to first calculate the tooth forces before 
loadings on the shaft and bearings may be determined. The 
magnitude of these forces depends on the power transmitted 
and the speed.
Tooth friction is disregarded as far as spur and helical 
gears are concerned, but consideration must be given to 
the tooth friction when hypoid or worm gears are used, where 
the teeth slide against one another in a longitudinal direction.
In Figure 3.2, the tangential force, is dependent on 
the power transmitted, and is obtained from the expression
F = T t —r
For spur gears, from Figure 3.3 we have
(3.19)
F = 0a
and F = F. tan as t
For helical gears, from Figure 3
F = F. tan 3a t
and F = F, tan as t
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)
In the case of spur gears, the bearings theoretically carry 
radial loads only, but in the case of helical gears they 
are subjected to a thrust load, the magnitude of which is 
determined by equation (3.22). For double-helical gears, 
from Figure 3.5 we have
*i ii oa
and F = F tan a s t
(3.24)
(3.25)
FIGURE 3.5 -  DOUBLE-HELICAL GEAR TOOTH FORCES
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As for spur gears, no thrust load, F exists. Components
F and F being equal and opposite, cancel out. We also 
1 a2 
have
F Fs2
F + F 
S1 S2
F = F. tan a s t
(3.26)
(3.27)
(3.28)
(3.29)
B FORCE
SHEAR
BENDING
X-DIRECTION Y-DIRECTION
FIGURE 3.6 SIMPLY-SUPPORTED, SINGLE GEAR FORCE ANALYSIS
3.5 BENDING MOMENTS FOR SINGLE AND DOUBLE-GEARED SHAFTS
3-5.1 Simply - Supported Shaft Configurations 
3-5.1.1 Simply - Supported Single-Geared Shafts
Figure 3.6 shows diagrammatically the orientation of axial,
tangential and separating forces on the simply—supported
single-geared shaft. For spur gears the axial force, F ,aequals zero.
The reactions at the bearing supports and the moments along 
the shaft in the X-direction for both spur and helical gears 
are:
(3.30)
(3.31)
(3.32)
(3.33)
(3.34)
(3.35)
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For helical gears in the Y-direction we have,
R, = F B  + F r  ‘ Ay s a
1
(3.36)
Rr = F a - F r s- a
1
(3.37)
M = M = 0  Ay By (3.38)
.. D ( F B  + F r \M = R A. a = v  s a ' . a (3.39)
°Y Y 1
\ =  V
(3.40)
. C a + f  > - Fs ' f - Far (3.41)
To obtain the reaction forces and bending moments for spur 
gears in the Y-direction, equations (3.36) to (3.41) may­
be used except where the axial force, equals zero.
The resultant bending moments at the points 0, 1, 2, A and 
B along the shaft are as follows;
M = o ( M 2 + M 2 ) (3.42)°x °Y
Mi =
?( M + Mi 2 )
h (3.43)
X Y
M2 =
( \ 2
+ M 2 ) % (3.44)
M. = M_ = 0 (3.45)A B
Double-helical gear force analyses follow that for spur gears.
FORCE
SHEAR
X-DIRECTION Y-DIRECTION
FIGURE 3.7 SIMPLY-SUPPORTED DOUBLE-GEAR FORCE ANALYSIS
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3.5.1.2. Simply-Supported Double-Geared Shafts
Figure 3.7 shows diagrammatically the force loading of a 
shaft containing two gears and located between antifriction 
bearings at points A and B.
The reactions at the bearing supports and the moments along 
the shaft in the X-direction of both spur and helical gears 
are:
(3.46)
(3.47)
(3.48)
(3.49)
(3.50)
(3.51)
(3.52)
(3.53)
(3.54)
R, = F. . (b + c) + F . c 
AX C1 1 2
R_ = F . a + F . (b + a)
A  H
1
M. = M_ = 0
'X*x " 'B-
M„ = R..a 
X•1.. - • ̂
M = R a • (a + b) - F. . b
C1
V V  < * - ! >
B4 * «* ■ <* + f>X X 2
- F. .
2
%  -  V  ( 8  +  * +  ^
M6v = RA • (a + b - J )
X  X
Ft -(b + p  1
F . (b - j) 
1
- % - 2
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For helical gears in the Y-direction, we have,
R, = F . (b + e) + F . r + F . r - F . c 
Y _®1____________ al 1 a2 2 s2
RB = Fa • r i " F s • (a + b) - F . r + F . Y al 1 s2____________ a2 2 s1
M. = M„ = 0
a y by
M1 = RA. • a Y r
M = R . (a + b) - F . b - F  .
2y ay a 1
M. = R. t d N 3y Ay-(a - -)
M RA ' + “ Fc • 4 - F . rAy 2 sx 2 3^ 1
M5 = R , ' (a + b + f ) - F . (b + §) - F . ray 2 s 2 a 1
- F . r - F . e 
a2 2 S2 2
M = R . (a + b - x) - F . (b - §) - F . r. 
6Y \  2 sl 2 ai -
1
1
(3.55)
(3.56)
(3.57)
(3.58)
(3.59)
(3.60)
(3.61)
(3.62)
(3.63)
Bending moments at points 4 and 6 are resolved to find the 
maximum. This resultant is then used to determine the shaft 
diameter.
FORCE
X-DIRECTION Y-DIRECTION
SH EAR
BEN D IN j
MOMENT
FIGURE 3.8 CANTILEVERED SINGLE-GEAR FORCE ANALYSIS
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To obtain reaction forces and bending moments for spur gears 
in the Y-direction, equations (3.55) to (3.63) may be used 
except where the axial force, F ,equals zero.cL
The resultant bending moments at points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 
6 along the shaft follow the general rule.
2 2 h
M. -  ( M. +  M. ) ^
where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
Also, MA = Mg = 0
(3.64)
(3.45)
Double-helical gear force analyses follows that for spur 
gears.
3.5.2 Cantilevered Shaft Configurations *
3.5.2.1 Cantilevered Single-Geared Shafts
Figure 3.8 shows diagrammatically the force loading of a 
centilevered shaft with one gear.
The reactions at the bearing supports and the moments along 
the shaft in the X-direction for both spur and helical gears 
are:
(3.65)
(3.66)
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M. = 0
( a + 2 ) + RB.X
d
2
MB. a.
For helical gears in the Y-direction we have;
R, = F .b + F .r s______a
a
RB, = F .1 + F .r' s______ a
a
1 + rb
Y
b - fa r
d
2
M, 0
MB, a
(3.67)
(3.68)
(3.69)
(3.70)
(3.71)
(3.72)
(3.73)
(3.74)
(3.75)
(3.76)
(3.77)
X rb.
FORCE
SHEAR
X-DIRECTION Y-DIRECTION
FIGURE 3.9 CANTILEVERED DOUBLE-GEAR FORCE ANALYSIS
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To obtain reaction forces and bending moments for spur gears 
in the Y-direction, equations (3.71) to (3.77) may be used 
except where the axial force, F ,equals zero.
The resultant bending moments at points 1, 2 and 3 along 
the shaft may be determined by the general equation (3.64). 
Also,
(3.45)
(3.78)
Double—helical gear force analyses follow that of spur gears.
3.5.2.2 Cantilevered Double-Geared Shafts
Figure 3.9 shows diagrammatically the force loading of a 
cantilevered shaft containing two gears-
The reactions at the bearing supporting supports and the 
moments along the shaft in the X-direction for both spur 
and helical gears are:
ra =X V b - Ft - c 2
1 - c
rb = Bx V a + Ft -1 2
1 - c
Mi =
X raX
. a
M = 
X \ = 0
(3.79)
(3.80)
(3.81)
(3.82)
(3.83)
(3.84)
(3.85)
(3.86)
(3.87)
For helical gears in the Y-direction we have:
(3.88)
(3.89)
(3.90)
(3.91)
(3.92)
(3.93)
R a = F .B + F .r, + F .c + F .r« Ay s1 1 s2 a2 2
a + B '
R„ = F .a - F . r - - F  .1 - F .r_"Y a^ 1 s1 ^2 “
a + B
= R. .a 
Yi.. "Ay
M a = 0 Ay ■
M.> = R a .1 - F . CB + c} - F .rn + R_ .c + F ,r«
-y Ay Si al 1 "y a2 2
M3 = Ry Ay • (a - j)
M = r (a - y)
3X *X 2
W ^ - V *
5 Avx X
R4 . Ca +  E  - F . . Ct> -  y )
1 i
M6x = Ca + 6 + 2>
M = R . . Ca + 6) -  F . 6 
X X C1
M4 = Ra. • Ca + 4) - F . 4  - F . r. Y y * 2 1
M5 * RA > Ca + B - y) - F . (b - f) - F , r. 
Y Y L si a 1
M
6Y ay
R a . Ca + 6 + |) - Fg . (6 + |) F , r- 
ai 1
+v
Mb = R a , (a + b) - F_, b - F_.
Y V s, a,
(3.94)
(3.95)
(3.96)
(3.97)
To obtain reaction forces and bending moments for spur gears
in the Y-direction, equations (3.88) to (3.97) may be used
except where the axial force, F .equals zero.a
Bending moments and are resolved to find the maximum 
of the two. This resultant is then taken as the bending 
moment to determine shaft diameter between the two gears.
The resultant bending moments at points 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 
along the shaft may be determined by the general equation 
(3.64), and points A and B by equations (3.45) and (3.78) 
respectively.
SECTION 4
OPTIMISATION
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4.1 QUALIFICATION OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Tests of convergence are performed on shaft diameter and 
zoned stress-concentration levels for each critical location 
along the shaft. Changes in shaft diameter produce changes 
in corresponding and neighbouring stress zones.
Section 4.3 details Newton's Method used in minimising the 
shaft diameter, in which two objective functions are used 
(given generally by equations (4.30) and (4.31)). Applying 
equation (4.30) to each of the critical locations along 
the shaft we have, for single-geared shafts,
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
F(D1) = D1 - g(D1)
f (d 2) = D2 - g(D2)
f (d 3) = D3 - s < V
f (d4) QII - g < V
f (d 5) = °5 " S(D5>
where = Diameter at bearing location 1.
= Diameter at transition location 1.
Dg = Diameter at gear.
D^ = Diameter at transition location 2.
D = Diameter at bearing location 2. b
For double-geared shafts,
F(DX) = Dx - g(D1)
F(D2) = D2 - g(D2)
f (d 3) = d 3 - «(d 3)
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)f (d 4) « d 4 - «(d 4)
F(D5) = D5 - g(D5)
F(D6) = °6 - g(V
F(D?) = D? - g(D?)
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
where = Diameter at
°2 = Diameter at
D3 = Diameter at
°4 = Diameter at
D5 = Diameter at
°6 = Diameter at
°7 = Diameter at
bearing location 1. 
transition location 1. 
gear 1.
intermediate location, 
gear 2.
transition location 2. 
bearing location 2.
Optimisation is taken when the absolute value of F(D^ ) 
for each diameter is less than or equal to 0.005. In general, 
the objective functions for single and double-geared shaft
(4.13)
(4.14)
diameters are, respectively,
Minimise (F(D1 ), F(D2 ), F(D3 ), F(D4 ), F(D5 )) 
n n n n n
and minimise (F(D ), F(D_ ), F(D_ ), F(D ), F(D_ ),
1 2 3 4 5n n n n n
F(Dg ), F(D? )) 
n n
Additionally, corresponding zoned stress-concentration levels 
must be less than or equal to 0.05. In general, the objective 
functions for single and double-geared shafts zoned stress- 
concentration levels are, respectively,
Minimise (AK , AK AK_ , A K , AK_)
1 2 3 4 5
and minimise (AK , AK_, AK_, AK., AK_, AK_, AK ) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 /
(4.15)
(4.16)
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FIG 4.1 - TRIAL SHAFT DIAMETER
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An optimum set of shaft diameters may be assumed when equations 
(4.13) to 4.16) are satisfied.
4.2 EVALUATING SHAFT DIAMETER
4.2.1 Trial Shaft Diameter
A 'trial' shaft diameter is calculated to determine the 
order of magnitude of the shaft diameter and is ussed in 
the equations (4.19) to (4.22). Using Figure 4.1 (Figure 
Bl, AS1403) we may read the trial shaft diameter, or determine 
it from the equation of the line. Using the method shown 
in Section 2.3.1, the line approximation becomes
and
D_ = 3.96 m 0.3495T E
where 30 < TE < 106 Nm
T -1.15 (M 2 + t 2)^& max max
(4.17)
(4.18)
T refers to the peak torque applied to the shaft forITISIX
equations (3.17) and (3.18). M is determined following 
an analysis of the shaft loading a detailed by Section 3.5.
The flowchart for calculating the trial shaft diameter is 
shown in Figure 4.2.
SUBROUTINE:
FIGURE 4.2 FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE 'DTRIAL'
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4.2.2 Theoretical Shaft Diameter - Solid Shafts
Following calculation of a trial shaft diameter, the theoretical 
shaft diameter at each stressed section may be determined.
'Table 2', AS1403 lists four expressions for determining 
shaft diameter according to the mode of operation. The choice 
of formula depends on the number of mechanism starts per 
year, the number of revolutions of the shaft per year and 
the torque application conditions. These formulae are given 
as follows.
For less than 600 mechanism starts per year and less than 
900 shaft revolutions per year, mode = 1,
D, 20,000 Ms
p D \ 2
8,000 >■
1/3
(4.19)
If the torque is manually applied, the magnitude of T ism
taken as T^, while if the torque is power applied, the magnitude
of T is taken as T . m max
For less than 600 mechanism starts per year and more than 
900 shaft revolutions per year, mode = 2,
12,000
•R
(' KsK
P D
r—CM1
CM
M + s s ----- H--TL S\ L 8,000- / ^
1/3
(4 i 20)
FIGURE 4.3 FLOWCHART OF SUBROUTINE TDIAMM'
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In this case the magnitude of T is taken as T^.m f
For more than 600 mechanism starts per year and more than 
900 shaft revolutions per year, mode = 3,
12,000
R
K Ks „ P D M + s s ----
8,000
(4.21)
Equation (4.21) is based on the torque being power applied
with torque reversals. In this case the magnitude of
is taken as T .max
For more than 600 mechanism starts per year and more than 
900 shaft revolutions per year, mode = 4,
Equation (4.22) is based on the torque being power applied
with no torque reversals. In this case the magnitude of
T is taken as T . .m max
A subroutine 'DIAMM' is responsible for calculating the 
shaft diameter according to the mode of operation and is 
given in Figure 4.3.
FIGURE 4.4 GEOMETRY FOR HOLLOW SHAFT
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4.2.3 Theoretical Shaft Diameter - Hollow Shafts
Calculation of an appropriate theoretical shaft diameter 
follows the same procedure as described in Section 4.2.2 
for solid shafts. The four expressions given as equations
(4.19) to (4.22) representing the four operating modes apply 
in the same manner as for solid shafts.
Where a shaft has a constant-diameter longitudinal hole 
co-axial with the outside diameter and the wall thickness 
is not less than 0.15 times the minimum theoretical outside 
diameter for solid shafts, the theoretical outside diameter 
for each stressed section through which the hole passes 
shall not be less than the value calculated by means of 
the following expression (see Figure 4.4),
(4.23)
(4.24)
(4.25)
II
CO
oQ 3 3 + 1.7D. 
i
or D = o (D3 + 1.7D. 3) 1/3l
and where D - D, >  0.15D o i
• • D =  D +  0.15D o . m m
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4.3 MINIMISING SHAFT DIAMETER USING NEWTONTS METHOD
Initially a 'trial' shaft diameter*' D^^is calculated based
upon an equivalent torque, TE ,and appropriate bending moment,
M . A corresponding shape factor, K ,is determined and an s s
initial zoned stress-concentration factor of 2.0 is assumed.
The variables are combined to evaluate the objective function 
for a theoretical diameter. All diameters are taken to the 
nearest higher integer value in millimetres. ,
Newton's method is utilised to find the solution of the 
functional equation F(D) = 0 (see equations (4.19) to (4.22)). 
For this purpose the derivative F(D) is required.
The derivatives of the equations (4.19) to (4.22) given 
in Section 4.2.2 are as follows; .
( 4 . 27)
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( 4 . 28)
( 4 . 29)
FIGURE 4.5 - FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE *DERIVr
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The method uses the initial diameter, D (D = Dm for theo o T
first iteration) as an initial guess to F (D) = 0, where,
F (D) = D -  g(D) (4.30)
and where the function g (D) is given by the right-hand
side of equations (4.19) to (4.22). A sequence (D^) is generated
by
D = D - F D̂n̂ n = 0,1,2 ...n + 1 n — - --
F CD. ) n
(4.31)
Each is an approximate solution of F(D) = 0 and in general 
becomes more accurate with increasing n.
An optimum solution is reached when the expression
F (D ) = D -  g (D ) n n ° n
for the shaft diameter at each location is less than or 
equal to 0.005, and the corresponding difference
(4.32)
A K = K - K ,n n-1 (4.33)
for changes in zoned stress-concentration (due to changes 
in shaft diameter) is less than or equal to 0.05. Tests 
for convergence using equations (4.32) and (4.33) apply 
for each critical location along the shaft.
For calculating the derivative, F'(D ), a subroutine 'DERIV' 
is used as is shown by the schematic Figure 4.5.
CALL SRPFCT DETERMINE CORRESPONDING SHAPE FACTOR, ?{ 
--------------------- j-----------------_ J
® ©
DERIV CALCULATE THE 
FUNCTION F(D.
DERIVATIVE OF
)! f 'cd )
■ ■
1 I
— i-J-----
SET UP INITIAL VALUE, CALL DTRLAL
I ~
F(D2 ) - D - g(D )
— ^ abs(e (d2 )) < T ooT - ~ ^
n
) _______________
CALCULATE THE DERIVATIVE OE 
FUNCTION F(Dj )t f 'cDj )
DETEKHINE NEW FUNCTION VALUE
-"V
I
©
CALCULATE NEW ZONED STRESS-CONCENTRATION 
fACTORS FOR CHARGE IN DIAMETERS Dj ,
1«! E, A E,
IF DOUBLE-GEARED SHAFT, TAEF. MAX 
STRESS LEVEL OF EACH FITTED GEAR 
AS THAT FOR INTERMEDIATE DIAMETERCE3i _ , E,2 _)
"X
_ 2 ___________________ _
CD
AK* . ‘ V  V
DETERMINE NEW ZONED STRESS-CONCNETRATION FACTORS CALL TTOTFj, A t 3 - * 3 - *
FOR CHANGE IN DIAMETER, Dj * NEW D^ ttotf3 • « •
a k a m \  - \
1 m m 4«
1 ©
CALCULATE INTERMEDIATE SHAFT DIAMETERS 
. FOR DOUBLE-GEARED SHAFTS ONLY
(CALCULATE THE DERIVATIVE OF FUNCTION F(0. ); P* (D, ) ft ft_
DETERMINE NEW FUNCTION VALUE F(D4 )-B* - _-_" + 1 * b'(D4,
FINAL CfllCE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
F(V«M ' MAX(f(Dl >• r(D2 >• r(DJ >• ,(D* ̂ 
Rod -  MAX< ^ K ( . A K 2, f l E j ,  AK ^)
cb
E (Dj )
m
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For shafts of hand operation, (mode = 1), no stress-concentra­
tion evaluation is necessary and control is diverted away 
from such calculations.
Shaft diameters at bearing supports of simply-supported 
shafts are determined for the case of zero bending moments.
The diameter is further adjusted to the nearest standard 
bearing diameter conforming to manufacturer's specification 
for bearings, (see Section 3.7).
For single-geared shafts, five shaft diameters are calculated, 
ie. at bearings, gear and each transition point. For double-gear­
ed shafts, seven shaft diameters are calculated, ie. at 
bearings, gears, transition and intermediate locations.
$The schematic for this process is given in Figure 4.6.
4.4 INCREASING SHAFT INERTIAS
Following the first complete analysis by the programme, 
control is directed to recalculate the shaft's mass-moment 
of inertia to include calculated shaft sizes. This new data 
is entered into the optimisation procedure and a new set 
of calculated shaft sizes are produced.
If the shaft is only small compared to the radius of gyration
of fitted components, and its recalculated mass-moment of
2 . .inertia increases by less than 0.1 kgm the existing shaft 
sizes are drawn from temporary storage and stipulated as 
the optimum for that loading system and operating conditions.
Increasing shaft mass—moment of inertia is more significant 
with larger diameter shafts or where the ratio of gear P.C.D. 
to shaft diameter is only small.
Simply-Supported: Gear 1 Bearing 2
Cantilevered:
Simply-Supported
Cantilevered:
Bearing 1
Bearing 1 Bearing 2 Gear 1
FIGURE 4.7 - SINGLE-GEARED, SIMPLY-SUPPORTED AND
CANTILEVERED SHAFTS
Bearing 1 
Bearing 1
------11-1
. Q
Gear 1 
Gear 1
D 2
h
D3
. S
D
Gear 2 
Bearing 2
D5
Bearing 2 
Gear 2
D6
>
D?
h
FIGURE 4.8 - DOUBLE-GEARED, SIMPLY-SUPPORTED AND
CANTILEVERED SHAFTS
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F o r  s i n g l e - g e a r e d ,  s i m p l y  s u p p o r t e d  a n d  c a n t i l e v e r e d  s h a f t s ,  
e q u a t i o n  ( 4 . 3 4 )  i s  u s e d  t o  c a l c u l a t e  t h e  i n c r e a s e  i n  m a s s - m o m e n t  
o f  i n e r t i a ,  w h e r e ,
w h e r e  a l l  d i m e n s i o n s  a r e  s h o w n  i n  F i g u r e  4 * 7 .
( 4 . 3 4 )
S i m i l a r l y ,  e q u a t i o n  ( 4 . 3 5 )  a p p l i e s  f o r  d o u b l e —g e a r e d , s i m p l y -  
s u p p o r t e d  a n d  c a n t i l e v e r e d  s h a f t s ,  w h e r e ,
ERT0TAL ERi
N
11 „ „ 45 2 ( l . D . )l i
32 i  = 1
= 1  5 ( 1 ^ 4 + i 2d24 + i 3d3 + i 4 d 4 4
32 + 15D5 + 16D6 + l yD7 )
(4.35)
where a l l  d im e ns ion s  a re  shown in  F ig u re  4 . 8 .
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For hollow shafts we have
where N = 5 for single-geared shafts 
= 7 for double-geared shafts.
(4.36)
4.5 NON-GENERATION OF FRACTIONAL SHAFT DIAMETERS
During the course of calculating the shaft diameter at each 
critical location along the shaft, a fractional value will 
invariably result. In this case, it is necessary to either 
increase or decrease to the nearest higher or lower integer 
value according to the selection criteria stipulated in 
the programme.
If a shaft diameter is calculated within 20% of an integer 
value, the nearest lower integer value is adopted, for example, 
the theoretical shaft diameter of 44.15 millimetres would 
become 44.0 millimetres. Alternatively, a value of 44.25 
millimetres would become 45.0 millimetres.
It is necessary to include this modification as selection 
of standard bearing diameters is based on integer shaft 
sizes only, and for design and manufacturing purposes fractional 
shaft sizes are not desired.
SECTION 5
SHAFT GEOMETRY
FIGURE 5.1 - SHOULDER HEIGHT RESTRICTIONS FOR BEARINGS NEAR SHAFT STEPS
a) Restricted shoulders on stepped shafts
b) Additional step at bearing sleeve
c) Spacing collar at bearing sleeve
Bearing Fillet dimensions
comer
radius
r ri b0 ha rc 
nominal
mm mm
1.5 2 0.2 1.3
2 2.4 0.3 1.5
2.5 3.2 0.4 2
3 4 0.5 2.5
3.5 4 0.5 2.5
4 4.7 0.5 3
5 5.9 0.5 4
0 7.4 0.6 5
8 8.6 0.6 8
10 10 0.6 7
TABLE 5.1 - SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR RELIEVED FILLETS
"1r
/, '/
ha f rc '
/ / / /
p p #
( i
ha ( rC-X
__Ir
I r ~ J r
f
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5.1 FILLET RADIUS AT STEPPED SHAFTS
The selection of fillet radius, R, between any two shaft 
diameters is related to the geometric requirements of that 
particular section of the shaft. If a roller bearing is 
to be fitted at the reduced diameter of the shaft, the fillet 
radius must be compatible with the requirements of that 
bearing geometry. Figure 5.1(a) shows how the shoulder height 
may become restricted by the bearing geometry. It would 
be necessary in such cases to step the shaft an appropriate 
amount in order to avoid interference with-moving bearing 
components as shown in Figure 5.1(b). Alternatively, a spacing 
collar should be provided between the bearing and the shoulder 
to ensure a sufficiently large abutment surface for the 
inner ring of the bearing, see Figure 5.1(c).
The fillet between the bearing seating and the shaft or 
housing shoulder may either take the form of a simple curve 
or be relieved in the form of an undercut. The better the 
blending of the cylindrical shaft with the shoulder, the 
more favourable is the stress distribution. Too small a 
fillet radius will produce an adverse stress situation.
Bearing manufacturers specify suitable dimensions for relieved
12fillets, such as Table 5.1 .
In order to allow stress-concentration factors to be calculated 
simultaneously with shaft geometry, some relationship must 
be defined between the larger and smaller shaft diameters.
This relationship is dependent upon the design specification 
as stated as input to the programme.
For every step in shaft diameter, there are two cases which 
are open to the designer. These are,
a)
b )
FIGURE 5.2 -  FILLET RADII GEOMETRY FOR STEPPED SHAFTS
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a) a standard fillet radius is specified in millimetres 
which applies to all steps in the design, see Figure 
5.2(a), or,
b) a full-fillet radius is taken to bridge the upper and 
lower shaft diameters, see Figure 5.2(b).
From Figure 2.8 we have, using equation (2.7)
Z =* 1L + A 1 D
f
z = I  + 5.633e " 3,519 R 1 D
where 1.0 < R ^ 2.0
(5.1)
(5.2)
where R * specified fillet radius, mm 
R'= ratio Dl/D
For the case of a full-fillet radius we have
R - X (Dl-D) (5.3)
Substituting into equation (5.1)
Z - % (D1 - D) + A
D
- 3.519 R
35 h (D1 - D) + 5.633e
D
FIGURE 5.3 FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE 'SHSTF'
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Z = H (Dl/D - 1) + 5.633e - 3.519 R
Z = h CS.' - 1) + 5.633e 3.519 R*
where ^*0 ^  ̂2.0
(5.4)
The process for calculating values of Z-factor and hence 
stress-concentration factors for stepped shaft geometry 
is shown in Figure 5.3.
5.2 STANDARD BEARING-SHAFT DIAMETERS
Following calculation of the theoretical diameter at the 
bearing supports, the nearest standard bearing inside diameter 
is selected to conform to the manufacturer's specifications 
for bearings.
In this design, standard bearing inside diameters were adopted 
from the SKF bearing catalogue . In addition, for each 
size of bearing inside diameter, a corresponding bearing 
width is specified. The bearing width was selected to approxi­
mate that used by all bearing manufacturers. Bearing widths 
are used in the analysis where stress-concentrations arise 
from the location of splines and shaft steps near bearings.
Standard bearing inside diameters and approximate widths 
have been detailed up to 500 millimetres of shaft diameter 
and are shown in Table 5.2. The schematic process for determining 
standard bearing inside diameters and approximate widths 
is shown in Figure 5.4.
STANDARD 
BEARING INSIDE 
DIAMETER (jam)
APPROXIMATE 
WIDTE (jam)
STANDARD 
BEARING INSIDE 
DIAMETER (mm)
APPROXIMATE 
WIDTH (mm)
20 15 160 114
25 18 170 120
30 20 180 126
35 23 190 132
40 33 200 138
45 36 220 145
50 40 240 160
55 43 260 180
60 46 280 186
65 48 300 200
70 51 . 320 218
75 55 340 243
80 58 360 243
85 60 380 243
90 64 400 256
95 67 420 280
100 73 440 280
110 80 460 300
120 86 480 310
130 93 500 336
140 102
150 108
TABLE 5.2 STANDARD BEARING INSIDE DIAMETERS AND APPROXIMATE WIDTHS
SUBROUTINE: STBRDM~j R£AD; PRtPBRG i WBRG/~(BEGIN)
db” -INT (db) 
A  - db - db”' D » 10 D,B B + 10
°B " 10 °3 + 20
. D„ =» 10 DB B
J STOP )
FIGURE 5.4 - FLOW CHART FOR SUBROUTINE 'STBRDM'
a )
S e c tio n  x - x
S e c t i o n  x - x
FIGURE 5 .5  -  KEYWAY CONFIGURATIONS
a) R e c ta n g u la r P a r a l le l  Keyways
b) R e c ta n g u la r Taper Keyways
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5.3 STANDARD KEYWAY SIZES FOR SHAFTS
The programme allows for the specification of keyway dimensions 
for gears which are keyed to the shaft. Both rectangular 
parallel and taper keyways are detailed, the dimensions 
of which have been extracted from British Standard BS4235,
14Part 1 (See Figure 5.5). The main difference between the 
two types of keyways is the key depth, tg, of the gear.
Table 5.3 lists a summary of standard keyway sizes for width, 
depth of gear and shaft and minimum corner radius for both 
rectangular parallel and taper keyways. Square parallel 
and taper keyways have been overlooked due to their limited 
range as detailed in BS4235, Part 1. For further details 
of keyways and tolerances of the class of fit, it is recommended 
to consult BS4235, Part 1.
The selection of standard keyway sizes is shown schematically 
in Figure 5.6 for subroutine ’KEYWAY'.
5.4 SHAFT DEFLECTIONS AND SLOPES
Having determined the shaft diameter at each critical location 
along the shaft, the next step is to calculate shaft deflections 
and slopes. As will be detailed below, shaft deflections 
are calculated at different intervals along the shaft. However, 
only deflections at gear locations are of significance in 
this study.
Determination of shaft deflections at gears is important 
due to the requirement to check separation tolerances between 
gears under combined loading conditions of shaft operation.
Shaft deflection at mating gears increases the backlash 
between gear teeth, increases the gear tooth pressure angle 
and reduces the length of tooth contact. In general, excessive 
shaft deflections impedes the proper functioning of gears 
and reduces overall drive efficiencies.
DIAMETER RANGE 
(mm)
KEY WIDTH- th f 
(mm)
KEY DEPTH *tr (nun)
MIN. CORNER 
RADIUS (mm)
GEAR
oriAr 1
PARALLEL TAPER
22-30 8 5- 3.3 2.4 0.16
31-38 10 5 3.3 2.4 0.25
39-44 12 5 3.3 2.4 0.25
45-50 14 5.5 3.8 2.9 0.25
51-58 16 6 4.3 3.4 0.25
59-65 18 7 4.4 3.4 0.25
66-75 20 7.5 4.9 3.9 0.4
76-85 22 9 5.4 4.4 0.4
86-95 25 9 5.4 4.4 0.4
96-110 28 10 6.4 5.4 0.4
111-130 32 11 7.4 6.4 0.4
131-150 36 12 8.4 7.1 0.7
151-170 40 13 9.4 8.1 0.7
171-200 45 15 10.4 9.1 0.7
201-230 50 17 11.4 10.1 0.7
231-260 56 20 12.4 11.1 1.2
261-290 63 20 12.4 11.1 1.2
291-330 70 22 14.4 13.1 1.2
331-380 80 25 15.4 14.1 2.0
381-440 90 28 17.4 16.1 2.0
441-500 100 31 19.5 18.1 2.0
TABLE 5.3 - STANDARY KEYWAY SIZES FOR RECTANGULAR PARALLEL AND
TAPER KEYWAYS - BS4235 : Part 1
SUBROUTINE: KEYWAY BEGIN
FIGURE 5.6 FLOWCHART FOR SUBROUTINE 1KEYWAY'
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In the course of finding the shaft deflection, the slope 
of its elastic curve must be established. Knowing the slope 
will enable the designer to judge the amount of skewing 
between gear teeth (an additional deviation from ideal gearing 
theory). Furthermore, it will aid in determining minimum 
bearing clearances for sleeve bearings as well as establishing 
the requirement to use self-aligning bearings.
A numerical integration method was chosen with which to 
determine shaft deflection. This method lends itself readily 
to computer solutions. •
Most good texts contain details on the principle and use 
of numerical integration techniques as applied to variable 
cross-section beams.
There are no clearly defined standards or restrictions concern­
ing lateral deflection of shafting. Faires® and others suggests 
the designer be guided by the following criteria:
1. For machinery shafting, the deflection should be no 
greater than 0.0833mm/m of shaft length between bearing 
supports.
2. For shafts mounting good quality spur gears, the deflection 
at the gear mesh should not exceed 0.127mm (between 
gears) and the slope should be limited to 0.0127mm/mm 
(that is, approximately 0.728 degrees).
3. For shafts mounting good quality bevel gears, the deflec­
tion at the gear mesh should not exceed 0.0762mm.
Using the above restrictions the designer may be guided 
to stiffen the shaft at gear locations by increasing appropriate 
shaft diameters. '
a)
BRG 1 
— f---
1 2 3
GEAR 1 
-- 1---
4 5 6
BRG 2
b)
BRG 1
— I---
GEAR 1 
---1---
GEAR 2 BRG 2
1 2  3 4 5 6  7 8 9 10
c)
BRG 2
i
BRG 1 GEAR 1
-----1----
1 ' " " J
1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
d) BRG 1i GEAR 1i BRG 2i1 -----i------
i
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
GEAR 2
— i---------
9 10
FIGURE 5 ♦ 7 - STATION ALLOCATIONS FOR SPxAFTS
a) S im p ly -S u p p o rte d , S in g le  Geared S h a ft
b) S im p ly -S u p p o rte d , Doub le Geared S h a ftc) C a n t i le v e re d ,  S in g le  Geared S h a ft
d) C a n t i le v e re d ,  Doub le Geared S h a ft
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In order to apply numerical integration to determine shaft 
deflections, each configuration of shaft was divided into 
length intervals by marking a station number at each force 
and change of section. Figure 5-7 shows each of the four 
shaft configurations with respective station allocations.
Figure 5-8 shows a general flow diagram for the sequence 
of operations required to determine shaft deflections and 
slopes.
Programme H.2, Appendix H,was written to calculate shaft 
deflections and is incorporated in the main programme. Shaft 
deflections at gears and slopes at gears and bearings are 
printed in order that they can be checked against allowable 
limits specified by gear and bearing manufacturers. If unsuit­
able, shaft diameters may be increased appropriately and 
in proportion to the previous sizes. Programme H.2, Appendix 
H,when run will give a new set of slopes and deflections 
with which to test. ’
Appendix E contains tables of data for shaft deflections 
and slopes for the single-geared shaft analysed in the worked 
example of Appendix D.
From Tables E .1 and E.2 we see the slope of the shaft at 
the left-hand bearing is zero (this point is considered 
the origin), and the slope at the right-hand bearing is 
determined by taking the vector sum of the average slopes 
at this point. The slope of the gear is the vector sum of 
the average slopes at that gear. The deflection of the gear 
is read directly from Table E.3.
Slopes and deflections for other configurations of shafts 
follow similarly to that described above.
REPEAT FOR 
2ND PLANE
BEGIN
READ*. D, M, Ax , E
Klav = * (Mn + Mn + 1>
9 = £ (K, )• Ax
iav
___ - h  (© + © , ,)av n n + 1
A7 = 9av *Ax
I.C.= -2A:
EA
• “X
x
y = E (Ay + I.C.)
yD = /y 2 + y 2 R >/ yx *y
0R A 2 +  V  E
(STOP )
FIGURE 5.8 - GENERAL FLOW DIAGRAM FOR COMPUTATION
OF SHAFT DEFLECTIONS AND SLOPES.
SECTION 6
COMPUTER PROGRAMME
'READ: SHAFT GEOMETRY; MAX. 
SHAFT TORQUE; MATERIAL 
SPECIFICATIONS; REQUIRED 
OPERATING CONDITIONS.
CALCULAI 
LEVELS 
SHAFT C(
re STRESS 
’OR DRIVE 
)MPONENTS
CALCULATE DRIVE 
SHAFT GEOMETRY
DETERMII
DIMENSIC
Ê KEYWAY 
INS
REPEAT CYCLE 
FOR DOUBLE 
GEARED SHAFT
NO
(BEGlfl
NDES
'READ: POWER; SPEED; MAX. DRIVING & 
BRAKING TORQUES; REACTIVE TORQUES; 
MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS; SHAFT GEOMETRY;y 
PROGRAMME VARIABLES;REQUIRED OPERATING 
CONDITIONS_______________
CALCULATE EQUIVALENT SHAFT AND 
SYSTEM MASS MOMENTS OF INERTIA
CALCULATE MAXIMUM ANGULAR ACCELERATION 
FOR DRIVING AND BREAKING MODES
CALCULATE SHAFT TORQUES FOR 
DRIVING AND BRAKING MODES. FIND MAXIMUM 
TORQUE FOR EACH SHAFT MOTION______
INCREASE 
INERTIAS 
TO INCLUDE 
SHAFT SIZES
ANALYSE FORCES ON SHAFT. DETERMINE 
BEARING REACTIONS AND FORCES AT GEARS, 
TRANSITION POINTS & INTERMEDIATE LOCATIONS
CALCULATE BENDING MOMENTS FOR EACH GEAR IN 
BOTH HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL DIRECTIONS 
AND FIND RESULTANTS.
SET BENDING MOMENTS FOR SIMPLY-SUPPORTED 
AND CANTILEVERED SHAFT CONFIGURATIONS
EVALUATE FUNCTION EQUATIONS TO OBTAIN 
SHAFT DIAMETERS. INITIALLY USE TRIAL 
DIAMETERS AND IMPROVE BY USING NEWTON'S 
METHOD
SELECT NEAREST STANDARD BEARING DIAMETERS 
AND APPROXIMATE WIDTHS WHERE APPROPRIATE
CALCULATE NEW ZONES STRESS-CONCENTRATION 
FACTORS
CHECK IF CONVERGENCE IS SATISFIED OR IF 
THERE IS LITTLE CHANGE IN STRESS- 
CONCENTRATION USING OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
[yes
STORE SOLUTION IN TEMPORARY STORAGE AND 
REPLACE IT WITH OVERALL BEST
REPEAT TO OBTAIN 
SOLUTIONS FOR 
BEARING LOCATIONS, 
TRANSITION POINTS, 
GEARS AND AT 
INTERMEDIATE 
LOCATIONS WHERE 
NECESSARY
CONTINUE' l--
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CALCULATE ACTUAL SHAFT ROTATIONAL 
MASS - MOMENTS OF INERTIAL. COMPARE 
WITH EQUIVALENT VALUE TO SEE IF 
SIGNIFICANT____________ _ ______ .
YES
DETERMINE STANDARD KEYWAY DIMENSIONS; 
DEFLECTIONS & SLOPES WHERE APPROPRIATE
NO
WRITE: MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS; 
SHAFT DETAILS; SHAFT TORQUE; 
SHAFT DIAMETER; BEARING DETAILS; 
COUPLING DETAILS; NOTES
WRITE: LOADING ANALYSIS; MATERIAL SPEC­
IFICATIONS; SHAFT DETAILS; BEARING 
DETAILS; GEAR DETAILS; INERTIAL ANALYSIS;y 
GEAR FORCE ANALYSIS; CALCULATED SHAFT 
GEOMETRY; NOTES ________
(STOP1)
FIGURE 6.1 GENERAL FLOW DIAGRAM.
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Flow diagram and Variable Notation
The flowchart diagram for the procedure used in this report 
is given in Figure 6.1 . The variables used in the programme 
are detailed below.
A
ACCB
ACCD
BBBDIA
BBD
BBDIA
BBW
BDIA
BM
BMA
BMBX
BMBY
BMGX
BMGY
BMG1X
BMG1Y
BMG2X
BMG2Y
BMIN1X
BMIN1Y
BMIN2X
BMIN2Y
BMTR
BMTR1X
BMTR1Y
Variable used in deflection calculation routine. 
Maximum angular acceleration — braking.
Maximum angular acceleration — driving.
Variable used in subroutine 'STBRDM *.
Shaft diameter at bearings.
Variable used in subroutine 'STBRDM'.
Variable used in subroutine 'STBRDM'.
Standard bearing diameter.
Bending moment.
Bending moment in deflection calculation routine. 
Bending moment in X—direction for bearing 2. 
Bending moment in Y-direction for bearing 2. 
Bending moment in X-direction for gear.
Bending moment in Y-direction for gear.
Bending moment in X-direction for gear 1.
Bending moment in Y-direction for gear 1.
Bending moment in X-direction for gear 2.
Bending moment in Y-direction for gear 2.
Bending moment in X-direction.
Bending moment in Y-direction.
Bending moment in X-direction.
Bending moment in Y-direction.
Bending moment in X-direction for transition 
location. -
Bending moment in Y-direction for transition 
location 1.
Bending moment in X-direction for transition 
location 1.
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BMTR2X Bending moment in Y—direction for transition 
location 2.
BMTR2Y Bending moment Y-direction for transition 
location 2.
BMTR3X Bending moment X—direction for transition 
location 3.
BMTR3Y Bending moment Y—direction for transition 
location 3.
BMTR4X Bending moment X—direction for transition 
location 4.
BMTR4Y Bending moment Y-direction for transition 
location 4.
BRGDIA Standard bearing diameters used in subroutine 
'STBRDM’.
BRGFIT Bearing fit to shaft.
BRGWID Standard bearing width used in subroutine 
'STBRDM'.
BW Standard bearing width.
C Variable used in deflection calculation routine.
CF Constant of integration in deflection calculation 
routine.
CLMMI Components linear mass-moment inertia.
COMFIT Component fit to fit.
D Variable used in subroutine 'SHSTF'.
DBRG Diameter of shaft at bearings.
DBRGH Diameter of shaft at bearings for hollow shafts.
DCD Variable used in optimisation routine.
DCS Variable used in optimisation routine.
DD Diameter of shaft at gears.
DDH Diameter of hollow shaft at gear.
DDIFF Variable used in subroutine 'STBRDM'.
DDINT Diameter of shaft at intermediate location.
DDRDD Variable used in subroutine 'STBRDM'.
DDRED Variable used in subroutine 'STBRDM'.
DDRED1 Variable used in subroutine 'STBRDM'.
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DDS
DDSS
DDSUM
DDS1
DEFL
DEFLN
DELTA
DEPTHG
DEPTHS
DFL
DGP
DGT
DIA
DIAM1
DIAM2
DIAR
DIFF
DINS
DINT
DINTH
DIST1
DIST2
DMIN
DRED
DS
DSL
DT
DTFMAX
DTF1
Diameter of drive shaft.
Diameter of hollow drive shaft.
Variable used in deflection calculation routine. 
Diameter of drive shaft.
Deflection of shaft at critical locations. 
Deflection of shaft at critical location.
Variable used in subroutine 'SHSTF'.
Depth of keyway at gears.
Depth of keyway at shaft.
Deflection of shaft.
Depth of keyway at gear for- rectangular parallel 
keyway.
Depth of keyway at gear for taper parallel 
keyway.
Diameter of shaft at gears.
Pitch circle diameter of gear 1.
Pitch circle diameter of gear 2.
Standard shaft diameter in subroutine 'KEYWAY'. 
Variable used in subroutine 'STBRDM'.
Inside diameter of hollow shaft.
Diameter of shaft at intermediate location. 
Diameter of hollow shaft at intermediate location. 
Variable used in subroutine 'SSFSPB'.
Variable used in subroutine 'SSFSPB'.
Variable used in optimisation routine.
Diameter of shaft at bearings.
Depth of shaft for keyway.
Variable used in deflection calculation routine. 
Trial shaft diameter.
Variable used in objective function in optimisa­
tion routine.
Variable used in objective function in optimisa­
tion routine.
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DTF2 Variable used in objective function in optimisa­
tion routine.
DTF3 • Variable used in objective function in optimisa­
tion routine.
DTF4 Variable used in objective function in optimisa­
tion routine.
DTR Diameter of shaft at transition locations.
DTRAN Diameter of shaft at transition locations.
DTRANH Diameter of shaft at transition locations 
for hollow shafts.
DTRNS Diameter of shaft at transition location.
DTRB Trial shaft diameter at transition location.
DTRDIA Diameter of shaft at transition location.
DTRINT Diameter of shaft at intermediate location.
DTRTR Diameter of shaft at transition location.
DTTE Variable used in subroutine 'DTRIAL'.
EFFMG Efficiency of mating gear pair.
ENDLT Endurance limit of material.
EQUIVT Equivalent torque of shaft.
FA? Axial tooth force.
FDD1 Variable used in objective function in optimis­
ation routine.
FDD2 Variable used in objective function in optimis­
ation routine.
FDD3 Variable used in objective function in optimis­
ation routine.
FDD4 Variable used in objective function in optimis­
ation routine.
FDMAX Variable used in objective function in optimis­
ation routine.
FD1 Variable used in objective function in optimis­
ation routine.
FD2 Variable used in objective function in optimis­
ation routine.
FD3 Variable used in objective function in optimis­
ation routine.
FD4 Variable used in objective function in optimis­
ation routine.
FIT1 Gear fit to shaft.
FIT2 Gear fit to shaft.
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FMAX
FMIN
FRAD
FSHSTF
FSP
FTP
FWIDTH
HA
MODE
NANGRB
NANGRS
NBRGF1
NBRGF2
NBRGS
NCMFT1
NCMFT2
NCOMFT
NCPLGS
NCRMMI
NDES
NFR
NGEARS
NGEOM
NKEY
Variable used in subroutine 'SSFSPB'.
Variable used in subroutine 'SSFSPB*.
Fillet radius at shaft step.
Variable used in subroutine 'FACT'.
Separating tooth force.
Tangential tooth force.
Facewidth of gear.
Helix angle of gear.
Operational mode of shaft duty.
Dummy variable indicating use of annular 
grooves at bearings.
Dummy variable indicating use of annular 
grooves at shaft steps.
Dummy variable indicating fit of bearing 
to shaft.
Dummy variable indicating fit of bearing 
to shaft.
Dummy variable indicating number of bearings 
on shaft.
Dummy variable indicating type of component fit.
Dummy variable indicating type of component fit.
Dummy variable indicating type of component fit.
Dummy variable indicating number of couplings
on shaft.
Dummy variable indicating number of components 
with rotational mass-moments inertia.
•Dummy variable indicating type of shaft.
Dummy variable indicating use of full or 
specific fillet radius.
Dummy variable indicating number of gears #
on shaft.
Dummy variable indicating type of shaft configur­
ation.
Dummy variable indicating type of keyway.
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NMOT
NN
NO
NOO
NOUT
NSHAFT
NSPLFT
NSPLIN
NSUMTG
NTEETH
NTYPE
NTYPEG
NTYPG1
NTYPG2
ODME
PA
POWER
R
RADIUS
RAT
RBA
RBAX
RBAY
RBB
RBBX
RBBY
RBM
Dummy variable indicating number of the shaft 
motion.
Dummy variable used in deflection calculation 
routine.
Dummy variable used in deflection calculation 
routine.
Dummy variable used in deflection calculation 
routine.
Dummy variable used to indicate form of output. 
Dummy variable indicating number of shaft 
motions in drive. '
Dummy variable indicating type of spline used. 
Dummy variable indicating number of splines used. 
Variable used in the output sequence.
Dummy variable indicating number of teeth 
on gear.
Dummy variable indicating hollow or solid 
construction shaft.
Dummy variable indicating type of gear.
Dummy variable indicating type of gear.
Dummy variable indicating type of gear.
Overall drive mechanical efficiency.
Pressure angle of gear teeth.
Power of motive power source.
Radius of gear.
Minimum allowable keyway radius.
Variable used in subroutine 'SSHSTF'.
Resultant reaction at bearing.
Resultant reaction at bearing 1 in X-direction. 
Resultant reaction in bearing 1 in Y-direction. 
Resultant.reaction at bearing 2. .
Resultant reaction at bearing in X-direction. 
Resultant reaction at bearing in Y-direction. 
Resultant bending moment.
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RBMAX
RBMB
RBMG1
RBMG2
RBMINT
RBMIN1
RBMIN2
RBMTR1
RBMTR2
RBMTR3
REATB
REATD
RMI
RMIS
R1
R2
SBSTAG
SFACT
SFACT1
SFACT2
SFACT3
SFACT4
SFAG
SFAGBR
SFFC
SFFCD
SFFGSS
SFRCB
SFRCBD
SFSPBR
SFSS
SF1
SF2
Maximum resultant bending moment.
Resultant bending moment at bearing.
Resultant bending moment at gear 1.
Resultant bending moment at gear 2.
Resultant bending moment at intermediate
location.
Resultant bending moment at intermediate 
location 1.
Resultant bending moment at intermediate 
location 2. '
Resultant bending moment at transition location 1
Resultant bending moment at transition location 2
Resultant bending moment at transition location 3
Reactive torque under braking mode.
Reactive torque under driving mode.
Rotational mass-moment of inertia.
Rotational mass-moment of inertia of shaft.
Radius of gear 1<
Radius of gear 2.
Secondary stress-concentration factor.
Shape factor.
Shape factor.
Shape factor.
Shape factor.
Shape factor.
Primary stress-concentration factor.
Primary stress-concentration factor.
Primary stress-concentration factor.
Primary stress-concentration factor.
Secondary stress-concentration factor.
Primary stress-concentration factor.
Primary stress-concentration factor.
Secondary stress-concentration factor.
Primary stress-concentration factor.
Variable used in subroutine ’FACT’.
Variable used in subroutine ’FACT’.
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SGSTAG
SHAFTL
SHSPED
SHSTF1
SHSTF2.
SL
SLO
SLOPE
SLOPEG
SLOPG1
SL0PG2
SLG
SLBRG
SL1
SL2
SL3
SL4
SL5
SPBRL
SPECM
SPEED
SPLLEN
SPOSI
SPBRL
SPRAT
SSLTH1
SSLTH2
STBRF
STORQ
SUM1
SUM2
SUM3
SUPPDC
SUPPL
SUPPLC
TENS
Secondary stress-concentration factor.
Overall shaft length.
Shaft speed.
Variable used in subroutine 'SSFAGS'.
Variable used in subroutine 'SSFAGS*.
Slope of shaft.
Variable used in deflection calculation routine. 
Slope of shaft at each location.
Slope of shaft at gear.
Slope of shaft at gear 1.
Slope of shaft at gear 2.
Slope of shaft at gear.
Slope of shaft at bearing.
Distance between bearing 2 and gear 1.
Distance between bearing 2 and gear 2.
Distance between gear 1 and gear 2.
Distance between gear 1 and bearing 2.
Distance between gear 2 and bearing 2.
Distance between end of spline and bearing 1.
Shaft material specification.
Speed of input shaft.
Length of spline. •
Shaft's percentage of overall system inertia. 
Distance of spline from bearing 1.
Speed ratio of mating gear pairs.
Distance between gear 1 and bearing 1.
Distance between gear 2 and bearing 1.
Secondary stress-concentration factor.
Peak shaft torque for drive shafts.
Peak shaft torque drive shaft diameter evaluation. 
Peak shaft torque drive shaft diameter evaluation. 
Peak shaft torque drive shaft diameter evaluation. 
Distance between gear 2 and bearing 1.
Distance between bearing 1 and bearing 2.
Distance between gear 1 and bearing 1.
Ultimate tensile strength of shaft material.
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TMAXB
TMAXD
TMODLE
TORQ
TORQB
TORQD
TOTF
TOTF1
T0TF2 .
T0TF3
T0TF33
TOTF4
TOTMI
TOTMR
TOTMS
TOTMI
TYPEG
UU
WIDTH
WK,WL
X, X1,X2,X3,X4, 
X5,X11,X12,X13
Y, Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4 
Y5
YIELD
Z1,Z11,Z2
Maximum braking torque.
Maximum driving torque.
Gear tooth module.
Shaft torque.
Shaft torque under braking mode.
Shaft torque under driving mode.
Total zoned stress concentration level.
Total zoned stress concentration level.
Total zoned stress concentration level.
Total zoned stress concentration level.
Total zoned stress concentration level.
Total zoned stress concentration level.
Total mass moment of inertia for shaft 
Total mass moment of inertia for rotational 
components.
Total mass moment of inertia for drive system. 
Individual mass moment of inertia for each 
component.
Type of gear.
Average slope at each location along shaft. 
Approximate width of bearing.
Variables used in deflection routine.
Variables used in plotting routine.
Variables used in plotting routine.
Shaft material's yield strength.
Variables used in subroutine 'SFACT'.
2 INPUT DATA
Input data for the programme is entered in either of two 
formats depending on the type of shaft to be designed. For 
drive shaft analysis, = 1 and control is directed to
the relevant section of the input sequence. For a complete 
shaft analysis = 2 and control is also directed appropriately
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6.2.1 Drive Shaft Input Data
The second line of input required is:
n2> n 3, N., N4’ 5
Where:
N2 = Number of couplings on shaft.
Ng = Number of bearings on shaft.
= Dummy variable indicating type of shaft construction; 
1 = solid; 2 = hollow.
= Dummy variable indicating operational mode of the 
shaft: .
1 = shafts of hand operation
2 = shafts of constant or static torque
3 = shafts of power operated motions
4 = shafts of power operated motions with no torque
reversals.
The third line of input required is:
DL
Where:
L*s = Overall shaft length, mm.
D = Inside diameter of hollow shaft (= 0 for solid shaft), 
mm.
T = Peak torque shaft experiences.
The fourth line of input required is:
M , F , Fsp u y
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Where:
Msp “ Material specification.
Fu = Material’s ultimate tensile strength, MPa.
Fy = Material’s yield strength (tensile), MPa.
The fifth line of input is required only if the drive shaft 
is mounted on bearings.
N6 . .................N6i m
Where:
m = Number of bearings.
Mg , Ng = Dummy variable indicating the type of bearing
1 m fit to shaft: 1 = KB/k6; 2 = KB/j6;
3 = KB/h6; 4 = KB/g6.
The sixth line of input is required only if the shaft is 
fitted with couplings.
N7. ’l
N , N7 * 8n
Where:
n = number of couplings.
Ny , Ny = Dummy variable indicating type of coupling
* n fit to shaft:
1 = light transition, fit H7/k6
2 = medium transition, fit H7/m6
3 = heavy transition, fit H7/n6
4 = light interference, fit H7/p6 
5* = medium interference, fit H7/r6
6 = heavy interference, fit H7/s6
7 = heavy interference, fit H7/t6
8 = heavy interference, fit H7/u6
9 = side milled (both sides) key fit
6 9
10 = Side milled key, fit H7/k6
11 = Side milled key, fit H7/m6
12 = Side milled key, fit H7/n6
13 = Side milled key, fit H7/p6
14 = Side milled key, fit H7/r6
15 = Side milled key, fit H7/s6
Ng = Dummy variable indicating type of keyway used:
0 = non use; 1 = rectangular parallel; 2 = rectangular 
taper.
The input data array for drive shaft analysis should appear 
as follows:
1. Ni
2. N-, N_, N , N,_2* 3 4* 5
3. L , D.,S 1 T
4. M , F , Fsp u y
5. , .. • »6. 6l m
6. N_ , .. . , N,, ,7. 7 8l m
This section of the input sequence deals with lines 60 to 
66 of the main programme (see Appendix B).
6.2.2 Gearbox Shaft Input Data
The second line of input required is:
P, N, Tmax. max.
Where:
P = Power of motor, kW.
N = Speed of motor shaft, rpm.
T = Maximum torque of motor, Nm. max_
T
maxB = Maximum torque of brake, Nm.
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/
T = Reactive torque of motor, Nm. 
RD
T = Reactive torque of brake, Nm.
B
The third line of input required is:
V  Nio- Nll> N12* N13* N14* N15* N16* N17' N18* N19’ N20* N21
Where:
Ng = Dummy variable indicating use of output display:
1 = tabled data only; 2 = graphical data only; 3 
= both outputs.
=s Number of the shaft motion to be designed.
N., = Number of shaft motions in drive.11
N ^  = Number of components with rotational mass moments 
inertia.
^13 = Number of gears on shaft.
N = Number of bearings on shaft.
N = Dummy variable indicating use of spline at left-hand lb
end of shaft: 0 = non use; 1 = use.
N = Dummy variable indicating use of annular groove at lo
bearing sleeves: 0 = non use; 1 = use.
N ^  = Dummy variable indicating use of annular groove at
shaft steps near bearings: 0 = non use; 1 = use.
N = Dummy variable indicating the geometrical configuration 18
of the shaft: 1 = simply-supported, single gear;
2 = simply-supported, double gear; 3 = cantilevered,
single gear, cantilevered, double gear.
N = Dummy variable indicating use of coupling connection X9
at left hand end of shaft: 0 = non use; 1 = use.
N20 = Dummy variable indicating the type of shaft construction;
1 = solid; 2 = hollow.
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= Dummy variable indicating the operational mode of 
the shaft: 1 = shafts of hand operation; 2 = shafts 
of constant or static torque; 3 = shafts of power 
operated motions with fully reversing torque; 4 = 
shafts of power operated motions with no torque reversals.
The fourth line of input required is:
R
n
Where:
n = Number of shafts with gears in drive.
R = Speed ratio of the ith mating gear pair, s. i
n = Mechanical efficiency of the ith mating gear pair, %. c .l
The fifth line of input required is:
•• ’ IR ’ IL* no’ n I n
Where:
'R.i
n.
I , I = Rotational mass moments of inertia forRi 1 Rn 2
each component on the shaft, kgm .
. . 2= Linear component of mass moment of inertia, kgm . 
= Overall drive mechanical efficiency, %.
= Shafts percentage of total system rotational mass 
moment of inertia, %.
The sixth line of input required is:
I
n
LG* Mt’ Ff N22* N23’ Pa’ Ha ’ N24
Where:
Lq = Distance to the gear centre from left hand end, mm. 
t = Number of teeth on gear.
= Traverse diametral module, mm.
F = Facewidth of gear, mm.
N22 = Dummy variable indicating type of gear: 1 = helical;
2 = spur; 3 = double helical.
N23 = Dummy variable indicating gear fit to shaft:
1 = light transition, fit H7/k6
2 = medium transition, fit H7/m6
3 = heavy transition, fit H7/n6
4 = light interference, fit H7/p6
5 = medium interference, fit H7/r6
6 = heavy interference, fit H7/s6
7 = heavy interference, fit H7/t6
8 = heavy interference, fit H7/u6
9 = side milled (both sides) key fit
10 = side milled key, fit H7/k6
11 = side milled key, fit H7/m6
12 = side milled key, fit H7/n6
13 = side milled key, fit H7/p6
14 = side milled key, fit H7/r6
15 = side milled key, fit H7/s6
16 = Integral gear on shaft.
P& = Pressure angle of gear teeth, degrees.
H = Helix angle of gear teeth, degrees, a
N24 = Dummy variable indicating type of keyway used: 0
= non use*, 1 = rectangular parallel; 2 = rectangular 
taper.
Note: The above data is repeated for each gear on shaft.
The seventh line of input required is:
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Where:
N25 = Dummy variable indicating type of fillet radius:
1 = full fillet; 2 = specific fillet radius.
= Fillet radius required between shaft steps (if Noc 1 25
=2), otherwise = 0.
L = Overall shaft length, mm.
Di = Inside diameter of hollow shaft (= 0 for solid shaft), 
mm.
The eighth line of input required is: •
Where:
M = material specification, sp
= Material's ultimate tensile strength, MPa. 
Fy = Material's yield strength (tensile), MPa.
The ninth line of input required is:
N26 J %  m m
Where:
m
N N26. * 26m
Bl
L,
m
= number of bearings on shaft.
= Dummy variable indicating the type of bearing 
fit to shaft: 1 = KB/k6; 2 = KB/j6; 3 =
KB/h6; 4 = KB/g6.
= Distance to bearing centre from left hand 
end of shaft, mm.
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The tenth line of input is required only if a spline is 
used at the left hand end of the shaft.
N,. L27* spl
Where:
N27 = Dummy variable indicating type of spline: 1 = parallel-
sided spline; 2 = involute spline.
L  ̂= Length of spline, mm.
The input data array for gearbox shaft analyses should thus 
appear as follows:
1. Ni
2. P, N, T , maxD
3. n9 , n 10> n u
4. Rs.’ V ’ "  1 1
5. IR.’ IR.1 1 + 1
6. V  Mt’ F
7. N25’ Rf’ Ls’
8. M , F , F
sp u y
9. N26. ’ V  ’ ‘1 1
10. N . L . 27* spl
:b ’ V rb
s c m m
'R ’ lo ’ 'i n
22 * 23 * a’ a* 24
26 ’ B m m
This section deals with lines 42 to 56 of the main programme 
(see Appendix B).
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6.3 CALCULATION OF PARAMETERS
Following specification of operating conditions and required 
geometry via input, the programme proceeds in step form 
to calculate relevant design parameters.
Firstly, the equivalent shaft and system mass moments of 
inertia are determined by summing all the rotational components 
of mass moments of inertia (given by equation (3.10)) with 
the linear components of mass moments of inertia (given 
by equation (3.11)). Using equation (3.9) these inertias 
are later increased to account for the shaft’s geometry 
(see Section 4.4).
The maximum angular acceleration for both driving and braking 
modes is determined. This is a function of the maximum and 
reactive torques and the shaft's mass moment of inertia 
(see equations (3.1) to (3.6)).
A force analysis of the loading contribution by each gear 
on the shaft is made from which the resultant bending moments 
at all relevant locations along the shaft are determined 
(see Section 3.5).
This section deals with lines 83 to 311 of the main programme.
6.4 OPTIMISATION TECHNIQUE
Optimisation in this procedure is aimed at reducing the 
shaft diameter at each section of interest to within the 
allowable limits as specified by the failure criterion of 
the distortion - energy theory.
In its evaluation, all pertinent stress concentrations are 
summed within each zone (see Figures 2.19 and 2.20), and 
successive iterations produce adjustments leading towards 
a minimum shaft diameter. The process is repeated at each 
cross section of interest.
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For single geared shafts, N ^ = 1. five shaft diameters
are calculated, i.e. at each bearing, gear and each transition
point between bearings and gear. For double geared shafts,
N = 2, seven shaft diameters are calculated, i.e. at each 
bearing, each gear, each transition point and at the inter­
mediate location between gears.
For hollow shafts, N^q = 2, and equations (4.23) to (4.25) 
apply.
Following a complete design analysis, the shaft's dimensions 
are used to recalculate shaft and system mass moments of 
inertia (see Section 4.4). If no significant increase in 
the shaft's mass moment of inertia is found, the solution 
held in temporary storage is adopted, otherwise the procedure 
is repeated with the increased mass moments of inertia.
A significant increase in shaft mass moment of inertia will 
produce a proportional decrease in maximum angular acceleration. 
Thus, for only small changes in mass moment of inertia a 
complete recalculation of shaft sizes is not necessary.
If no acceptable solution is determined for any of the shaft 
diameters following one hundred iterations, the programme 
defaults and terminates the execution.
This section deals with lines 318 to 551 of the main programme 
‘ for gearbox shafts, and 563 to 591 for drive shafts.
6.5 KEYWAY GEOMETRY AND SHAFT DEFLECTIONS
Keyway geometry is calculated following specification of 
final shaft dimensions in the optimisation routine. For 
gears fitted by key, standard keyway dimensions are determined 
using BS4235, Part 1 (see Section 5.3) and subroutine 'KEYWAY’.
The deflections and slopes at each station along the shaft 
are calculated (see Section 5.4). Only the deflections at 
gears and the slopes at each bearing are of significance 
when checking against manufacturers' requirements.
This section deals with lines 555 to 559 and 599 to 799 
of the main programme.
OUTPUT SEQUENCE
Two forms of output are produced by the programme. For gearbox 
shaft analyses a comprehensive data sheet is produced containing 
details on loading analysis, material specifications, shaft 
details, gear details, inertia analysis, gear force analysis, 
calculated shaft geometry and relevant notes. Drive shaft 
analyses produce a shortened output format containing only 
relevant data. Examples of output format are given in Appendix 
A for the examples covered in Section 7. This section deals 
with lines 1,159 to 1,447 of the main programme.
In addition to the tabular output, the programme allows 
for graphical representation of the gearbox shafting. With 
the specification of = 1, each shaft motion may be displayed 
on a single frame as shown in the examples of Section 7.
This section deals with lines 810 to 1,152 of the main programme.
SECTION 7
EXAMPLES
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7.1 INTRODUCTION
The following Sections deal with a variety of shaft design 
problems demonstrating the various attributes of the programme 
developed.
Each example represents a typical design situation which 
may arise from time to time.
Input data for each example follows a standard format with 
details of loading analysis, material, shaft, bearings and 
gear details and required operating conditions.
If an incomplete array is entered in the input data sequence, 
the following warning message is outputted:
** WARNING **
INSUFFICIENT DATA ENTERED AS INPUT 
PLEASE CHECK AND RE-EXECUTE
Also when an error exists in the format of the input data, 
the warning message following is outputted:
** WARNING **
ERROR IN INPUT DATA 
PLEASE CHECK AND RE-EXECUTE
The input data required for each example is stated along 
with any manual calculations required. The programme was 
run on a UNIVAC 1106 computer at the University of Wollongong 
in November 1981.
PLATE 1 HOIST GEARBOX INSTALLATION
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A default function has been incorporated into the optimisation 
runstream which is activated only when the set number of 
iterations for convergence is exceeded. In this case, the 
following warning is outputted:
** WARNING **
NO SOLUTION HAS BEEN GENERATED
7.2 EXAMPLE 1 - HOIST GEARBOX SHAFT ANALYSIS
The main hoist gearbox of an overhead crane has been selected 
as the first example to demonstrate the use of the computer 
programme.
All four motions of the gearbox shown in Plate 1 were analysed 
and computer output is given in Appendix A.l.
Several manual calculations were required prior to executing 
the computer programme and are given below:
Motor Power 
Motor Speed 
Full Load Torque 
Pullout Torque 
Maximum Torque - Driving 
Maximum Torque - Braking 
Design Load 
PCD Rope Drum 
No. Falls Rope 
Torque on Drum 
Gear Reduction 
Overall Drive Efficiency 
Reactive Torque, Driving 
Reactive Torque, Braking 
Linear Velocity of Load 
Linear mass-moment 
inertia
149.2 kW 
410 rpm
9,550 P/N = 3,475.3 Nm
3.75 x 3,475.3 = 13,032.4 Nm
0.4 x 13,032.4 = 5,213.0 Nm
4,067.43 Nm 
62 tonne 
850 mm 
4
62,000 x 9.81 x 0.425/4 = 64,623.4 Nm 
270:1 
88%
64,623.4/(0.88 x 270) = 271.98 Nm
64,623.4 x 0.88/270 = 210.62 Nm 
0.3302 m/sec
W (V/2tt N)2 = 3.6671 kgm2L
1st Motion Shaft
Motor Shaft Inertia 
Coupling Inertia 
Pinion Gear Inertia 
Brake Drum Inertia 
Shaft Material 
Shaft's Mechanical 
Efficiency
Shaft's Percentage of 
Drive Inertia 
Bearing 1 - fit 
Bearing 2 - fit 
Gear Type
No. Teeth 
Module 
Facewidth 
PCD
Pressure Angle
2nd Motion Shaft
Pinion Gear Inertia 
Wheel Gear Inertia 
Shaft Material 
Shaft's Mechanical 
Efficiency
Shaft's Percentage of 
Drive Inertia 
Bearing 1 - fit 
Bearing 2 - fit 
Gear 1:
Type
No. Teeth 
Module 
Facewidth 
PCD
Pressure Angle 
Fit
Keyway
=2.50 kgm2 
= 1.8 kgm2
2= 0.44 kgm
2= 8.50 kgm 
= K1040
= 96%
= 0.9%
= KB/k6 
= KB/k6
= spur, integral 
=  20
= 12.7 mm 
= 146 mm 
= 254 mm 
= 20 deg.
= 1.83 kgm2 
= 35.51 kgm2 
= K1040
= 96%
= 2.65%
= KB/k6 
= KB/k6
= spur 
= 19 
= 17 mm 
= 222 mm 
= 322 mm 
= 20 deg.
= keyed, H7/k6 
= Rectangular parallel
Gear 2:
Type
No. Teeth 
Module 
Facewidth 
PCD
Pressure angle 
Fit
Keyway
3rd Motion Shaft
Pinion Gear Inertia 
Wheel Gear Inertia 
Shaft Material 
Shaft's Mechanical 
Efficiency
Shaft's Percentage of 
Drive Inertia 
Bearing 1 - fit 
Bearing 2 - fit 
Gear 1:
Type
No. Teeth 
Module 
Facewidth 
PCD
Pressure angle 
Fit
Keyway 
Gear 2:
Type
No. Teeth 
Module 
Facewidth 
PCD
Pressure Angle
= spur 
= 59 
= 13 mm 
= 146 mm 
= 749 mm 
= 20 deg 
= keyed, H7/m6 
= rectangular parallel.
=7.83 kgm2 
= 170.85 kgm2 
= EN22
= 96%
= 12.08%
= KB/k6 
= KB/k6
= spur 
= 59 
= 17 mm 
= 222 mm 
= 1,000 mm 
= 20 deg 
= keyed, H7/k6 
= rectangular parallel
= spur, integral 
= 17 •
= 25 mm 
= 292 mm 
= 432 mm 
= 20 deg
4th Motion Shaft
Rope Drum Inertia 
Drum Gear Inertia 
Shaft Material 
Shaft's Mechanical 
Efficiency
Shaft's Percentage of 
Drive Inertia 
Gear: ■
Type
No. Teeth 
Module 
Facewidth 
PCD
Pressure Angle 
Fit
Keyway
= 789.51 kgm2 
= 457.65 kgm2 
= EN24
= 96%
= 84.37%
= spur 
= 47 .
= 25 mm 
= 292 mm 
= 1,194 mm 
= 20 deg 
= keyed, H7/k6 
= rectangular parallel
Input data to the programme for each of the above shafts 
is given as follows:
1st Motion Shaft
1 1
2 1 4 9 * 2 , 4 1 0 * , 5 2 1 2 . , 4 0 6 7 . 4 3 , 2 7 1 • 9 8 , 2 1 0 . 6 2
3 2 , 1 , 4 , 4 , 1 , t , o , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1  ,0
4 1 * , 1 0 0 *  , • 3 9 , 9  o • , * 2 2 2 , 9 6 *  , *2 6 1 , 9 6 .
5 2 * 5 ,  * 4 4 , 1  • c r t o * 4 2 , j i * 6 6 / 1 , 8 2 * t . 9
6 6 4 5 . , 2 0 , 1 2 . 7 , 1 4 6 . , c , 1 6 , 2 0 . , 0 •, 0
7 4 , 2 * , 1 2 0 7 * , 0 .
(Q K 1 0 4 0  5 0 0 .  5 5 0 *
9 1 , 4 7 0 * , 1 , 8 2 6 .  .
2nd Motion Shaft
1
2
3
4
5
6 
7
3
9
1 _  . 
1 4 9 * 2 , 4 1 0 *  , 5 i 1 i « » 4 u 6  / * 4 3 , c 71 * ? 8 , 4 1  • t  Z
4 , 2 , 4 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 0 , 0 , 1  , 4 , 0 , 1  t
1 • , 1 0 0 . t . 3 3 9  , 9 6 * , * -522 ,) 9 Aw . 3 6 1 , 9 6  •
3 5 . 5 1 1 1 * 6 3 4 , 5 . 6 6  71 , 8 6 <* , 4 . 6 5
2 9 2 . , 19 » 1 6 • 9 5 , 2 2 4 * t 2 , 1 ! 0 » 4 0 * !r 0 • ,1
6 3 5 . , 5 9 » 1 2 * 7 , 1 4  6 * 3 » 4 , ‘i 1 * 4 0 * 1r 0. ,1
2 , 2 * , 9 0 0 • t 0 *
K 1 C 4 C  5 0 0 .  3 5 0 *
10 1 , 5 7 * , 1 , 2 1 9 *
-1ST MOTION SHAFT DETAILS-AS1403*1879-
DIA. (MM)
SIMPLT-SUPPORTED SINGLE-GEAR SOLID
MATERIAL- IU348
S3 32 87. 92.90.
BEARING l GEAR 3EARING 2
APP- NIDTH- 84. PIT= fca/XB SLOPE- .30050194
TTPE-SPUR 
NO. TECTHsza HODULE-12.7 FACEWIDTH- 148- P.C.D.- 254. PAESS. ANGLE-20. 
H EL IX  ANGLE- 9. INTEGRAL GEAR SLOPE- .05502897 OEFL.- .96712279
RPP. WIDTH- 84- PIT* ko/KB SLOPE- .36428528
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MM ALL SLOPES 4 ANCLES IN DES.
-2NO MOTION SHRFT OETAILS-AS1493*1973-
OIA.(MM)
SIMPLT-SUPPORTED DCUBLE-CEBA SOLID
MATERIAL- K1040
130- 1 36 1S3. 151. 142. 32.133.
BEAR INC l
APf. NIDTH- 33. PIT* KB/K8 SLOPE- .30003371
GEAR l
TTPE-3PUR NO. TCetHsia M00ULE-17.8 FACEWIOTH- 222- P.C.O.- 322. PRESS. ANGLE-20. 
H E L IX  ANCLE- 0. FIT-KEYED H7/KS SLOPE- -04442370 DEAL.- - 10279152
GEAR 2 
T7PE-3PUR
NO. TEETHs39 MOOULE-12* 7 FACEHIOTH- 140. P.C.D.- 743. PAESS. ANGLE-20. HELIX ANGLE- 9. FIT-KEYED H7/M8 SLOPE- .38793880 CSFL-- . !8 2 55799
BEARING 2
APP. WIDTH- 33. PITs KB/K8 SLOPE- .03313673
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MM ALL SLOPES 4 ANGLES IN QEG.
FIGURE 7.1
c)
-3RD MOTION SHAFT DETAILS-AS1403*1978-
SIMPLT-SUPPORTED DOUBLE-GEAR SOLID
MATERIAL- EN22
01 A. tHM) 130. 33 134. 212. 97. 190.
BEARING 1
APP. NIOTH-128. 
r iT =  K8/K8 SLOPE- .33083540
GEAR 1
TTPE-3PUR NO. TCETH=39 MODia.E-17.0 FACEWIDTH- 222- P.C.0.-1330. PAESS. ANGLE-28. 
H E L IX  ANCLE- 9. FIT-KEYED H7/KS SLOPS- -32951913 
D S FL .-  .1 2 1 29 579
GEAR 2
TYFE-3PUA 
NO. TEETH=1? MC0ULE-2S.4 FACEWIDTH- 292- P.C.O.- +32. PAESS. ANGLE-20 
H E L IX  ANGLE- t .  FIT-KEYED H7/N8 SLOPE- •0S491S3S 
OEFL*- •1 21 3 5 9 4 1
BEARING 2
APF. WIDTH-132. riT= KB/xa SLOPE- .35373873
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MM ALL SLOPES * ANGLES IN DES.
d)
-4TH MOTION SHAFT DETAILS-AS3 493* 1973-
DIA. (MW)
SIMPLT-SUPPORTED SINGLE-GEAR SOLID
MATERIAL- EN24
37. 91 91. £5.
BEARING 1 GEAR BEARING 2
APP. WIDTH- 83. PITs «/K8SLOPE- .39821318
TTPE-3PUR NO. TEE7H=47 MOOtlLE-25.4 FACEWIDTH- 292- P.C.0.-1194. PAESS. ANGLE-23. HELIX ANGLE- 3. FIT-KEYED H7/K8 SLOPE- .1S3SHS38C5FL.- 3 .752233̂ 3
APP. WIDTH- 39' PITs KB/XBSLOPE- .752457:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MM ALL SLOPES 4 ANGLES IN 0E5.
SHAFT DETAILS, EXAMPLE 1
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3rd Motion Shaft
1 1
2 149.2,4 iO. ,5413. , 4o6 7 .**3,271 .98 , 6 1 0 . 6 2
3 2 ,5,4,2 ,2 ,2 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,4,0,1
4 1 ., 1 0 0.,.3^9,9o • ,.324,96., .361 ,96.
5 1 7.0.8 5,7.8 j , 3 « o671 ,8&«,14.08
6 4 8 6 .,59,16.95,222.5,2,10,20.,0. ,1
7 5 5 0 •, 17,25.4,292.,2,11,20.,0.,1
8 2,2.,659»,C.
9 £N£2 483. 276.
10 1,57.,1,632.
4th Motion Shaft
1 1
2 1 4 9 . 2 , 4 1 0 . , 5 * 1 3 . , 4 v 6 7 . 4 3 , 2 7 1 . 9 8 , 2 1 0 . 6 2
3 4 , 4 , 4 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 3
4 1 . , 1 0 0 . , . 3 3 9 , 9 6 . , . 3 2 2 , 9 6 . ,  .361,96.
5 1 2 4 7 . 1 6 , 3 . 6 6 7 1 , 8 8 . , 8 4 . 3 7
6 5 5 6 . , 4 7 , 2 5 . 4 , 2 9 2 . 2 , 2 , 1 0  , 20.,0. ,1
7 2 , 2 . , 4 4 3 5 .  ,0. •
8 EN24 900. 500.
9 1 , 5 7 . , t , 4 l 9 1  •
The computer programme was run using the above input data 
and output data sheets which appear in Appendix A, Tables 
A.1.1 to A.1.4.
#
Figure 7.1(a), (b), (c), and (d) shows each shaft produced 
from graphical output option in the programme.
PLATE 2 - LONG-TRAVEL DRIVE MOTOR AND SHAFTING INSTALLATION
PLATE 3 DRIVE GEARBOX AND JACKSHAFT
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*7.3 EXAMPLE 2 - LONG TRAVEL GEARBOX AND DRIVE SHAFT ANALYSIS
The long ■travel gearbox and drive shafts of* the same overhead 
crane as Example 1 are designed similarly.
All three motions of* the gearbox and the lineshaft and jackshaft,
shown in Plates 2 and 3 respectively, were analysed using
the computer programme. Computer output is given in Appendix A.2.
Manual calculations required for this example are given 
below:
Motor Power = 
Motor Speed = 
Full Load Torque = 
Pullout Torque = 
Maximum Torque - Driving = 
Maximum Torque - Braking = 
Weight of Crane + Load = 
Rolling Effort =
74.6 kW 
460 rpm 
1,548.76 Nm 
5,807.85 Nm 
2,323.14 Nm 
2,033.7 Nm 
525 tonne
(| + f) Y Nt”1 (AS1403)
Where: •
R ss wheel radius = 457 mm
d = mean bearing diameter = 200 mm
f = eccentricity of contact point = 0.5 mm
y = friction co-efficient = 0.002
y = friction-raising factor = 2
.*. Rolling effort = 30.635 Nt ^
Track wheel torque required to overcome rolling effort 
= 30.635 x 525 x 0.457 
= 7,350 Nm '
= 3,675 Nm per driving mechanism
Reactive Torque, Driving 
Reactive Torque, Braking 
Gear Reduction 
Speed Output Shaft 
Velocity of Crane 
Linear Mass Moment 
Inertia
= 235.75 Nm 
= 182.55 Nm 
= 17:1 
= 25.97 rpm 
= 1.2433 msec
= 349.73 kgm^
-1
1st Motion Shaft
Motor Shaft Inertia = 1.096 kgm2
Input Coupling Inertia = 4.76 kgm2
Pinion Gear Inertia = 0.12 kgm2
Additional Coupling
Inertias in Drive = 14.28 kgm2
Brake Drum Inertia = 3.789 kgm2
Drive Shaft Inertias = 0.818 kgm2
Shaft Material = R4
Shaft's Mechanical
Efficiency = 96%
Shaft's percentage of
Drive Inertia = 6.3%
Bearing 1 - fit = KB/k6
Bearing 2 - fit = KB/k6
Gear:
Type = spur, integral
No. Teeth = 17
Module = 10.2 mm
Facewidth = 112 mm
PCD = 173 mm
Pressure Angle = 20 deg.
2nd Motion Shaft
Wheel Gear Inertia = 19.704 kgm2
Pinion Gear Inertia = 0.172 kgm2
Shaft Material = R4
Shaft's Mechanical
Efficiency = 96%
Shaft's Percentage of
Drive Inertia = 5.02%
Bearing 1 - fit = KB/k6
Bearing 2 - fit = KB/k6
Gear 1:
Type = spur
No. Teeth = 68
Module = 10.2 mm
Facewidth
PCD
Pressure Angle 
Fit
Keyway 
Gear 2:
Type
No. Teeth 
Module 
Facewidth 
PCD
Pressure Angle
3rd Motion Shaft
Wheel Gear Inertia 
Output Coupling Inertia 
Additional Drive
Coupling Inertia 
Track Wheel Inertias 
Jackshaft Inertia 
Shaft Material 
Shaft's Mechanical 
Efficiency
Shaft's Percentage of 
Drive Inertia 
Bearing 1 - fit 
Bearing 2 - fit 
Gear:
Type
No. teeth 
Module 
Facewidth 
PCD
Pressure Angle 
Fit
Keyway
= 112 mm 
= 692 mm 
= 20 deg.
= keyed, H7/k6 
= rectangular parallel
= spur, integral 
= 14 
= 13 mm 
= 222 mm 
= 178 mm 
= 20 deg.
= 65.716 kgm2 
= 34.14 kgm2
= 34.14 kgm2 
= 215.42 kgm2 
=2.09 kgm2 
= R4
= 96%
= 88.72%
= KB/k6 
= KB/k6
= spur 
= 62
= 12.7 mm 
= 200 mm 
= 788 mm 
= 20 deg.
= keyed, H7/k6 
= rectangular parallel
-1ST MOTION SHAFT OETRILS-AS1493*1879-
SlMPLT-SUPPOflTSD SINGLE-GEAR SOLID
MATERIAL- R4
9CAMINC l GEAR SCARING 2
APP. WIDTH- 51. TTPE-3PUR APP. WIDTH- 51-PIT- X8/K8 NO. TEETH—17 PIT- K8/K8SLOPE- .39927301 MOOULE-19.2 PACENIOTH- 112. P.C.O.- 179. PRESS. ANGLE-29. HELIX ANGLE- 9. INTEGRAL GEAR SLOPE- .11324332 OEPL.- .13823739
SLOPE- .12947155
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MHALL SLOPES * ANGLES IN OEG.
-2NO MOTION SHAFT OETAILS-AS1433* 1979-
01 A. !MHJ
SIMPLT-SUPPCfiTED 0CU9LE-CEAR SOLID 
MATERIAL- A4
111. 117. 12S. 1 139. 1 39 118.
s c a r in g  i gear i GEAR 2 SCAM I  AC 2
APR. WIDTH" 39- 
P IT *  X8/K8 SLOPE- .33891341
TTPE-SPUfl 
NO. TCCTH=S8 M00ULE-19.2 PACENIOTH- 112- P.C.O." 992- PRESS. ANGLE-29. HeLIX ANCLE- 9. PIT-KEYED H7/K9 SLOPE- -93789291 OEPL.- >13928752
TTPE-3PUA NO. TCCTn-14 M00ULE-12.7 PACENIOTH- 222- P.C.O.- 179. PRESS. ANGLE-29 HELIX AHGLS* 9. INTEGRAL GEAR SLOPE- •3038741 DCPL.- . 14 1 5529
APP. WIDTH- 8«. 
P IT *  KB/XS SLOPE- .33753495
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MN ALL SLOPES « .ANCLES IN OES.
FIGURE 7.2
c)
-3RC MOTION SHAFT OSTAILS-AS1493*1979-
oia. \ m
SIHPLT-SLPPCHTSD SINGLE-GEAR SOLID 
MATERIAL- A4
139. 77 179. 177. 139.
SEAMING l GSAN BEAMING 2
APP. HlDTH-128. TTPE-3PUA SPP. HIOTH-128-PITs XO/KS NO. TEETrt=82 PIT* KB/K8SLOPE* ■ 33323243 MOOJLE-12.7 PACCHIDTH- 299. P.C.O.* 799. PAESS. ANGLE-29. HELIX ANGLE* 3. FIT-KETEO H7/K9 SLOPE- •31271393 OePL.* .92175189
SLOPE- .31528737
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MN ALL 3L0PE3 « ANGLES IN OES.
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The computer programme was run using the above input data 
and output data sheets which appear in Appendix A, Tables 
A.2.1 to A.2.3.
Figure 7.2(a), (b) and (c) shows each shaft produced from 
the graphical output option in the programme.
Input data to the programme for each of the above shafts 
is given as follows:
1st Motion Shaft .
2nd Motion Shaft
1
-n£
3
4
5
6 
7
1 _   ̂ _ 
74 .6»4c0 .  ftl3 63*14f i :Cj3*7 *235»75*13<:*55
1 . 11 o C •
1 9 . 7 0 4 , u . 1 7 2 , 3 4 9 . 7 3 , 8 ? . , 5 .  ^
225.4»6c#1G»18»112.»£t1G»20.»Q*f1
4 0 6 . 4 f l 4 fl2.?1f222.3»2f1bf20«»0.»0
8 tf3.fbCu.»y»
9 R 5 v 0 • 33 0.
10 1 , 4 i . 9 f 1 ,590.
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3rd Motion Shaft
1 A1
74.6,46 0.,2323.14,*053.7,235.75,132.557w7 493,3,4,1,2,u,0,0,1,1 ,1 ,34 1.,1QU.,0.25,96.,0.226,96.5 65.716,w4.14,215.4c,oS.23,349.73,58.,86.76 c6Q.4,62,1*.71, 200. ,2,10,2 G • , C • , 17 2,3. ,939.8,0.g R4 500. 350.9 1,439.74,1,909.64
The lineshaft connecting the input shaft of the long-travel 
gearbox and the jackshaft connecting the gearbox output 
shaft to the track wheel are both analysed. The programme's 
drive shaft analysis may be used. This is a simpler procedure 
than that used for gearbox shafting.
The maximum driving torque is used as the peak shaft torque 
for the lineshaft, and the resultant shaft torque calculated 
above for shaft No.3 is used for the jackshaft.
Input data for both drive shafts is as follows:
For the lineshaft
1 2
2 2,0,1 ,3 •
3 2 3  c 9 . , G . , 2 2 6 1 * 7 9
4 K VO40. 50 U • 5 5 0 •
5 1 0 ,1 9 1 0 9 !
For the jackshaft
1 c
2 4,1,1 ,33 3 0 4 8*,0«y37CG7 *244 S1G6U '55Q̂  30C.5 1
6 10,1,10,1
Appendix A.2 contains computer output, Tables A.2.4 and 
A.2.5 for the lineshaft and jackshaft respectively.
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8.1 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study is one example of the trend towards the application 
of computer technology in the engineering field. The software 
developed enables rapid analysis of shaft systems converting 
the complex task to one of ease.
Use of the computer programme enables the designer to obtain 
optimum shaft sizes with very little experience in shaft 
design or use of AS1403.
In its present form, the computer programme can analyse 
gearbox and drive shafts. Gearbox shafts require a full 
inertia analysis in order to obtain important design parameters 
which govern the resultant shaft geometry. A fair percentage 
of calculation phases are involved in obtaining these para­
meters. Alternatively, drive shaft analyses require the 
inputting of peak shaft torque from which a quick calculation 
of shaft diameter follows. In the case of designing drive 
systems, the peak shaft torques developed through the gearbox 
motions and printed on the output data sheets may be used 
to design connecting drive shafts to any of these motions.
A major feature of this programme is the comprehensive array 
of gear and bearing fits allowable in designing a shaft.
As detailed in Section 2, there are fifteen different fits 
of gears to the shaft (eight interference, seven keyed), 
and four fits of bearings (two interference, two clearance).
The programme also allows the use of annular grooves at 
shaft steps for bearing locations and at bearing sleeves 
for lubrication purposes.
Through the coupling of geometrical characteristics and 
applied loading, the shaft develops complex stress-concentra­
tions which ultimately result in failure due to metal fatigue. 
Correct identification and analysis of these stress situations 
is thus required and accommodated via the rigorous stress 
analysis within the optimisation routine of the programme.
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Using a set of individual stress zones peculiar to each 
shaft configuration has enabled a thorough and failsafe 
analysis leading to an optimum design. Newton's Method has 
been utilised to improve individual sizes until the objective 
functions satisfy convergence criteria.
The output data sheet produced for gearbox shaft analyses 
contains a comprehensive array of data from which to carry 
out further design checks. For example, the resultant bearing 
reactions enables the designer to carry out a theoretical 
bearing design life calculation in order to check the suita­
bility of the bearing diameter with required operating life 
expectancy. Additionally, the slopes of the shaft centreline 
at each bearing may be checked against permissible angular 
misalignment figures from manufacturer's handbooks.
As mentioned in Section 5.4, the shaft deflections and slopes 
at mating gears are restricted to 0.127 mm deflection for 
mating spur gears and a slope of 0.728 degrees or less.
These criteria have not been included with the objective 
function tests within the optimisation routine due to the 
advisory nature only of Faire's suggestions. The ultimate 
decision regarding permissible slopes and deflections at 
bearings and gears should lie with the manufacturers. The 
author has, however, produced a separate slope and deflection 
evaluation programme, given in Appendix H, which may be 
used with the results of the shaft design programme to check 
against manufacturer's specifications. By increasing shaft 
diameters in proportion to the original shaft geometry, 
a satisfactory final design may be obtained with approximately 
the same levels of stress concentrations.
Suggested further work in this field could be conducted 
on the area of the design charts given in AS1403. Increasing 
the range of ultimate tensile strength beyond 900 MPa would 
enable the use of high yield steels and alloys in shaft 
design. Further development of keyed and interference fit . 
components stress concentration curved would give greater 
flexibility in design.
Further scope also exists in the development of a gearbox
X 6design package using this work and work of Buchhorn . Walton 17
17 .and Taylor have followed these lines in producing an inter­
active design package, however, work should be confined 
where possible to using Australian Standards and design 
practice only in all analyses of this nature.
Using this study as a base, further development could produce
analyses of worm and bevel gear drives, etc.
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FIGURE A.1.1 -  -1ST  PiOTION SHAFT D t IA  I L S - A S 1403: 1979-
A D E S C R I P T I O N * D A T A , Hr
Hr LOADING ANALYSIS-
*
*
*
★
A ' MOTOR POWER(KW) * 149.2 *♦ MOTOR SHAFT SPEED ( R P M) * 410.0 *A MAXIMUM DRIVING TORQUE(NM) * 5213.0 *A MAXIMUM BRAKING TORQUE(NK) 4067.4 ★* OPERATING MODE #1 * 3 Hi
A MATERIAL- * Hr
A MATERIAL SPECIFICATION <CL.6.1> * K1 040 *A ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH (MPA) * 500. *A YIELD STRENGTH(MPA) ★ 350. *
* ENDURANCE LIMIT(MPA) <CL.3.0> 82 * 225. *
A SHAFT DETAILS- * Hr
A CONSTRUCTION * SOLID HrA CONFIGURATION * SIMPLY SUPPORTED *A OVERALL LENGTH(MK) ★ 1207. HrA SHAFT SPEED(RPM) Hr 410.00 ★A DISTANCE BETWEEN BRG. SUPPORTS(MM) * 356. *A NO. GEARS * 1 *A NO. COUPLINGS * 1 *A NO. BEARINGS * 2 *A NO. SHAFT MOTIONS IN dpive * 4 ★A FILLET RADIUS REQ.D(MM) * c • *
A BEARING DETAILS- Hr BEARING 1 * BEARING 2 *
A MINIMUM BEARING INSIDE DIAMETER(MM) 8_>,4 * 90. * 90. *A APPROXIMATE BEARING WIDTH(MM) 83 * 64. * 64. HrA BEARING FIT TO SHAFT * KB/K6 * KB/K6 *A RESULTANT BEARING REACTIONS(N) * 22042.23 * 21311.55 *
A GEAR DETAILS- * GEAR 1 *
A TYPE OF GEAR * SPUR *A NO. TEETH * 20 *A TRANSVERSE DIAMETRAL MODULE(MM) Hr 12.7 *A FACEWIDTH(MM) * 14 6# Ht* PITCH CIRCLE DIAMETER(MM) * 2 5 4 . ♦A GEAR TOOTH PRtSSUKE ANGLE(DEG.) * *A GEAR TOOTH HELIX ANGLECDEG.) * u • *
* COMPONtNT FIT TO SHAFT * integral gear *
A INERTIA ANALYSIS- * *
A SHAFTS ROTATIONAL MASS MOMENT INERTI A(KGM2) * 80.220 *A EQUIVALENT " " " " " ★ 88.220 *A " LINEAR " " " " * 3.667 *A TOTAL SHAFT " " " " * 9802.222 HiA TOTAL SYSTEM " " " " * 9805.889 *A SHAFTS PERCENTAGE OF OVERALL SYSTEM IneRTIA(X) * .90 ** SHAFTS MECHANICAL EFF 1 C 1 ENCY(Z ) 1 GO•00 *
* OVERALL DRIVE MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY(%) * 88.00 **
* MOTION * DRIVING * BRAKING HI* * *
A REACTIVE TORQUE(NM) * 272.0 * 210.6 *A MAXIMUM SHAFT TORQUE(NM) * 5173.88 * 4036.90 *A MAXIMUM ANGULAR ACCELERAT10N(R/S2) * .44 * -.35 *
A GEAR FORCE ANALYSIS- * GEAR 1 *
A TANGENTIAL FORCE(N) * 40739.23 *A SEPARATING FORCE(N) * 14827.87 *A AXIAL FORCE(N) * .00 *A RESULTANT BENDING MOMENT(NM) * 3857.39 *A " ’• " -LEFT TRANSITION(NM) * 2248.31 HIA -RIGHT " " * 2301.65 *
* CALCULATED SHAFT GEOMETRY- * *
A DIAMETER AT EACH GEAR(MM) <CL.5.1> #5 • 87. *A SLOPE(DEG • ) * .05502897 *A DEFLECTION(MM) * .06712279 ♦A TRANSITION OIAMETER(MM)-LEFT Hr 92. *A -RIGHT * 92. ♦A REDUCED DIAMETER AT BEARINGS(MM)-BRG. 1 #7 * 90. *• - b r g .  c m * 90. HIA NEAREST STANDARD BEARING 01A.(MM)-BRG. 1 #3 * 90. *A -BRG. 2 #3 * 90. HIA SLOPE(D£G.)-BRG. 1 * .00050194 *A -BRG. 2 *Hr .06426528 *HI
* 81 SHAFTS WITH POWER OPERATED MOTIONS: FULLY REVERSING TORQUE
HrHr
A 82 BASED ON 0.45 (ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH) *A 83 SKF BEARING CATALOGUE HrA 84 BASED ON STANDARD BEARING DIAMETER SIZES *A 85 REF. B0RCHARDTU973) *A 86 BS4c35.PART 1 ** 87 CONDITION OF ZERO BENDING MOMENT AT SUPPORT *
• 80 ALL UNITS IN METRIC HIA *
t
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FIGURE A.1.2 -2ND MOTION SHAFT Dc [AILS-AS H O i  : 1V79-
r ******* 1
D £ S C
nr ** # ** ****** i
r * * ******
r**********iDATA
LOADING analysis-
MOTOR POWER CKW) * 149.2
MOTOR SHAFT SPEED(RPM) * 410.0MAXIMUM DRIVING TORQUE(NM) * 5213.0
MAXIMUM BRAKING TORQUE(NM) * 4067.4
OPERATING MOOE 01 *
*
3
MATERIAL- *
MATERIAL SPECIFICATION <CL.6.1> * K 1 04 0
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH(MPA) * 500.
YIELD STRENGTHCMPA) * 350.ENDURANCE LIMIT(MPA) <CL.3.0> 02 *
*
225.
SHAFT DETAILS- *
CONSTRUCTION * SOLID
CONFIGURATION * SIMPLY SUPPORTEDOVERALL LENGTH(MM) * 900.SHAFT SPEED(RPM) * 138.99
DISTANCE BETWEEN BRG. SUPPORTSCMM) * 762 .NO. GEARS * 2
NO. BEARINGS * 2
NO. SHAFT MOTIONS IN DRIVE • 4
FILLET RADIUS REQ.D(MM) * £ •
BEARING DETAILS- * BEARING 1 * BEARING 2
MINIMUM BEARING INSIDE OIAMETER(MM) 03,4 * 130. * 130.
APPROXIMATE BEARING WIDTH(MM) 03 * 93. * 93.BEARING FIT TO SHAFT * KB/K6 * K8/K6RESULTANT BEARING REACTIONS(N) * . .73304.99 * 56465.53
GEAR DETAILS- * GEAR 1 * GEAR 2
TYPE OF GEAR * SPUR * SPURNO. TEETH * 19 * 59TRANSVERSE DIAMETRAL MODULE(MM) * 17.0 * 13.
FACEWIOTH(MM) * 22 2. * 1 46.PITCH CIRCLE OIAMETER(Mh) * 322. * 749.
GEAR TOOTH PRESSURE ANGLE(DEG. ) * 20. * 20.GEAR TOOTH HELIX ANGLE(DEG.) * 0. * U .
COMPONENT FIT TO iHAFT * KEYED * KEYED
* H7/K6 * H7/K6
TYPE OF KEYhAY 06 * RECTANGULAR * RECTANGULAR
- - --
* P A R A L L E L * PARALLEL
INERTIA ANALYSIS- *
SHAFTS ROTATIONAL MASS MOMENT INERTIA( KGME ) * 37.624EQUIVALENT "  "  "  *• " * 4.151
"  LINEAR M M ” " * 5.667TOTAL shaft •• •• •• " * 156.635
total SYSTEM "  •• ” " * 160.303SHAFTS PERCENTAGE OF OVERALL SYSTEM INERTIA U) *SHAFTS MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY(X ) * 96.00OVERALL DRIVE MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY(X) * 88.00
MOTION * DRIVING * BRAKING
REACTIVE TORQUE(NM) * 272.0 * 210.6MAXIMUM SHAFT TORQUE(NM) * 14331.05 * 12140.32MAXIMUM ANGULAR ACCELERATION(R/S2) * 27.12 * -21.17
GEAR FORCE ANALYSIS- * GEAR 1 * GEAR 2
TANGENTIAL FORCE(N) * 88996• 94
*
* 38251.85SEPARATING FORCE(N) * 32392.96 ★ 13922.53AXIAL FORCE(N) * .00 * .00RESULTANT BENDING MOMENTS(NM) * 17226.67 * 10389.66
"  M "  "  -LEFT TRANSITION(NM) * 9089.82 * 14917.25-RIGHT M " * 14917.25 * 6601.83
calculated SHAFT GEOMETRY-
DIAMETER AT EACH GEAR(MM) *5 <CL.5.1> SLOPE(DEG ■ )
DEFLECTION(MM)KfcY WIDTH(MM) *6 
KEY DEPTH(MM)-SHAFT #6 
-GEAR 06WIN. KEY R A DI US(MM) 06
TRANSITION 0 I AMETER(MM)-LEFT 
-RIGHTREDUCED DIAMETER AT 0EARINGS(MM)-BRG.
-BRG.
NEAREST STANDARD BEARING DIA.(MM)-BRG.
- e R G .SLOPE(DEG.)-BRG. 1 
-8RG. 2
1 07 £ 07
1 032 03
153. * 142.04442370 ★ .0879389018270152 * .1615570840. * 36.13.0 * 12.09.4 * 8.4.70 * .70
136. * 151 .151. *
12b.12b.
130.13o..00080971
.09318678
132.
01 SHAFTS WITH POWER OPERATED MOTIONS:FULLY REVERSING TORQUE02 BASED ON 0. 45 (ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH)
03 SKF BEARING CATALOGUE
04 BASED ON STANDARD BEARING DIAMETER SIZES05 REF. BORCHARDT(1973)
»0 BS4*35,PART 1
07 CONDITION OF ZERO BENDIhg MOMENT AT SUPPORT00 ALL UMTS IN METRIC
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FIGURE A.1.3 - 3 R D  M O T I O N  S H A F T  0 c. T A I  L  S -  A S 1 •*. O 3 : 1 V 7 9  —
C R I P T I O N
LOADING ANALYSIS”
MOTOR PUWUUKW)
MOTOR SHAFT SPEED(RPM)  
MAXIMUM DRIVING TORQUE(NM)  
MAXIMUM BRAKING TORQUE( NM) 
OPERATING MODE #1
* 1 4 9 . 2 *
* 4 1 0 . 0 *
* 5 2 1 3 . 0 *
* 4 0 6 7 . 4 *
* 3 *
M AT E R I A L -
MAT ERIAL  S P E C I F I C A TI O N  < C L . 6 . 1 >  
ULTIMATE  TENSILE  STRENGTHCMPA) 
Y IE LD  STRENGTH(MPA)
ENDURANCE L I M I T ( M P A )  < C L . 3 . 0 > #2
SHAFT DE TA I LS ”
CONSTRUCTION 
CONFIGURATION  
OVERALL LENGTHCMM) '
SHAFT SPEED( RPM)
DISTANCE BETWEEN BRG 
NO. GEARS 
NO. BEARINGS
NO. SHAFT MOTIONS IN DRIVE  
F I L L E T  RADIUS REQ.D(MM)
BEARING D ET AI L S”  '
SUPPORTS(MM)
MINIMUM BEARING I NSIDE  DIAMETER(MM) #3,4  
APPROXIMATE BEARING WIDTH(MM) #3 
BEARING FIT  TO SHAFT 
RESULTANT BEARING REACT IONS(N)
GEAR DETAILS”
TYPE OF GEAR 
NO. TEETH
TRANSVERSE DIAMETRAL MODULE(MM)  
FACEWIDTH(MM)
PITCH CIRCLE  OIAMETER(MM)
GEAR TOOTH PRESSURE ANGLE(DEG. )  
GEAR TOOTH HELIX ANGLE(DEG. )  
COMPONENT FIT  TO SHAFT
TYPE OF KEYWAY #6
INERTIA ANALYSIS-
SHAFTS ROTATIONAL MASS MOMENT INERTI A (K.GM2) 
EQUIVALENT " " "  "  "
** L INEAR " "  " "
TOTAL SHAFT " "  " "
TOTAL SYSTEM " M M ”
SHAFTS PERCENTAGE OF OVERALL SYSTEM I N E R T I A ( X )  
SHAFTS MECHANICAL E F F I C I E N C Y ( X )
OVERALL DRIVE MECHANICAL E F F I C I E N C Y ( X )
MOTION
REACTIVE  TORQUE(NM)
MAXIMUM SHAFT TORQUE(NM)
MAXIMUM ANGULAR ACCELERATION(R/S2)
GEAR FORCE A NA L Y S I S -
TANGENTIAL  FORCE(N)
SEPARATING FORCE(N)
AX IAL  FORCE(N)
RESULTANT SENDING MOMENTS(NM)
•• "  " “  - L E F T  T Ra n SITION(NM)
- RI GHT  ”  "
CALCULATED SHAFT GEOMETRY-
DIAMETER AT EACH GEAR(MM) #5 < CL .5 .1 >
S LOPE IOEG . )
DEFLECTION(MM)
KEY WIDTH(MM) #6 
KEY DEPTH(MM)-SHAFT  #6 
-GEAR #6
MI N.  KEY RAD I US(MM) #6 
TRANSIT ION D IAM ETE R( MM )- LEF T  
-RIGHT
REDUCED DIAMETER AT BE AR ING S( MM)-BRG. 1 #7
-BR G.  t  #7
NEAREST STANDARD BEARING D I A . ( MM) - B R G . 1 #3
- BR G.  2 #3
S L O P E ( D E G . ) - B R G .  1 
- BR G.  c
ENc2
4 8 3 .
270 .
2 17 .
* SOLID *
* SIMPLY SUPPORTED ** 889. ** *<♦•75 *
• 775. ** 2 ** 2 *
* 4 ** 2. ** *
* BEARING 1 # BEARING 2 **
* 180. * 190. ** 126. * 132. ** KB / K 6 * KB/K6 ** 115183.75 * 138446.79 *
* ** GEAR 1 * GEAR 2 ★** ** SPUR * SPUR ** 59 * 17 ** 17.0 * 25. ♦* 222. * 292. ** 1COO. * 432. ** 20. * 2 0. ** 0. * 0. ** KEYED * KEYED ** H7/K6 * H7/M6 ** RECTANGULAR * RECTANGULAR ** parallel * PARALLEL *
* ** ** ** 179.752 ** 17.892 ** 3.667 ** 148.112 ** 151.779 ** 1c.06 ** 96.00 ** 86.00 ** *
* DRIVING * BRAKING +.A• 272.0 * 210.6 ** 37644.22 * 34760.31 ** 28.65 * -22.36 ** ** GEAR 1 * GEAR 2 *
* 75284.68 * 174359.54 ** 27401.38 * 63461.68 ** .00 * .00 ** 26377.08 * 38211.31 ** 13574.41 * 31638.22 *• 31638.22 * 28726.40 ** ** ** ** 194. * 212. ** .02651813 * .05491636 ** .12120570 * .12195941 ♦• 45. * 50. ** 15.0 * 17.0 ** 10.4 * 11.4 ** .70 * .70 ** 183. * 205. ** 205. * 197. ** 181. ** 161 . *« 180. ** 190. *
. 0 00 63 54 0
. 0 5 87 9 87 3
r***.*******************************************..*********************************************
#1 SHAFTS WITH POWER OPERATED MOTIONS : FULLY REVERSING TORQUE
#2 BASED ON 0 . 4 5 ( ULTIMATE  TENSILE  STRENGTH)
#3 SKF BEARING CATALOGUE
#4 BASED ON STANDARD BEARING DIAMETER SIZES
#5 R EF .  B0RCHARDT(1973)
#o 0 S 4 23 5 .P AR T  1
#7 CONDITION OF ZERO BENDING MOMENT AT SUPPORT
#8 ALL UNITS IN METRIC
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FIGURE A.1.4 - 1 . T H  M O T I O N  S H A F T  6 c. r A I  L  S -  A S 1 A 0 6  : 1 V 7 9 -
i * * * * * * • i
LOADING ANALYSIS-
MOTOR POWER CKN)
MOTOR SHAFT SPEED(RPM) MAXIMUM DRIVING TORQUE(N M )  
MAXIMUM BRAKING TGRQUE(NM) 
OPERATING MODE »1
MATERIAL-
MATERIAL SPECIFICATION <CL.6.1> ULTIMATE TENSILE STR ENG TH (MP A) 
YIELD STRENGTH(MPA)ENDURANCE LIMIT(MPA) <CL.3.0> #2
SHAFT DETAILS-
CONSTRUCTION 
CONFIGURATION OVERALL LENGTH(MM)
SHAFT SPEED(RPM)
DISTANCE BETWEEN BRG. SUPPORTS(MM) 
NO. GEARS 
NO. SEARINGS
NO. SHAFT MOTIONS IN DRIVE FILLET RADIUS REQ.D(MM)
BEARING DETAILS-
MINIMUM BEARING INSIDE DIAMETEP(MM) #3,4 
APPROXIMATE BEARING WIDTH(MM) #3 
BEARING FIT TO SHAFT RESULTANT BEARING REACTIONS(N)
GEAR DETA1LS-
TYPE OF GEAR 
NO. TEETHTRANSVERSE DIAMETRAL MOOULE(MM) 
FACEWIDTH(MM)PITCH CIRCLE DIAMETER(MM)
GEAR TOOTH PRESSURE ANGLE(DEG.) 
GEAR TOOTH HELIX ANGLE(DEG.) COMPONENT FIT TO SHAFT 
TYPE OF KEYnAY #6
INERTIA ANALYSIS-
SHAFTS ROTATIONAL MASS MOMENT INERTIA(KGM 2) EQUIVALENT " " •• •• >•
" LINEAR " " ••TOTAL SHAFT •• •• ••TOTAL SYSTEM •• » •• ••
SHAFTS PERCENTAGE OF OVERALL SYSTEM INERTIA (%) 
SHAFTS MECHANICAL EFFIC1ENCY(X)OVERALL DRIVE MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY(X)
MOTION
REACTIVE TORQUE(NM)
MAXIMUM SHAFT TORQUE(NM)
MAXIMUM ANGULAR A C C E L E R A T 1 0 N ( R / S 2)
GEAR FORCE ANALYSIS-
TANGENTIAL FORCE(N)
SEPARATING FORCE(N)AXIAL FORCE(N)
RESULTANT BENOING MOMENT(NM)
" " M n -LEFT TRANSITION(NM)' -RIGHT " "
CALCULATED SHAFT GEOMETRY-
DIAMETER AT EACH GEAR(MM) <CL.5.1> #5 
S LCP £(D EG•)DEFLECTION(MM)KEY WIDTH(MM) » 6
KEY DEPTH(MM)-SHAFT *6 -GEAR tt 6MIN. KEY RADIUS(MM) H 6  
TRANSITION DIAMETER(MM)-LEFT 
-RIGHTREDUCED DIAMETER AT BEARINGS(MM)-BRG . I #7
-BRG. Z # 7NEAREST STANDARD BEARING DIA . ( MM )-B R G . 1 # 3
-BRG. 2 #3SLOP£(DEG,)—BRG. 1 -BRG. c
I ***********!
* D A T A *************
* *
* *♦ *
* 149.2 * '* 410.0 ** 5213.0 ** 4067.4 *
* 3 ** *
* *
• *
* EN24 ** 900. ** 500. ** 405. ** *
* ** *
* SOLID *
* SIMPLY SUPPORTED ** 4435. ** 16.16 ** 4134. ** 1 ** 2 ** 4 ** t • ** *
* BEARING 1 * BEARING 2 *
* 85. * 85.* 60. * 6 0. ** KB/K6 * KB /K6 ** 8471.36 * 1162.92 ** •
* GEAR 1 ** *
* SPUR ** 47 ** 25.4 ** 29e • ** 1194. ** . 20. *# 0. ** KEYED- H7/K6 *
» RECTANGULAR PARALLEL *
■ ** ** ** 1247.160 ** 156.030 ** 3.667 ** 184.935 ** 188.602 *• 64.37 ** 96.00 ** 88.00 ** ** DRIVING * BRAKING *
# 272.0 * 210.6 ** -5403.89 * -990.91 ** 23.05 * -18.00 ** ** GEAR 1 ** ** 9053.26 ** 3295.12 ** .00 ** 4227.21 ** 2969.54 ** 4057.30 ** ** ** ** 91. ** .15014536 ** 3.75226046 ** 25. ** 9.0 ** 5.4 ** .40 ** 87. ** 91. ** 86. ** 84. ** 85. ** 85. ** .00021310 ** .75245734 ** *' * # * * * * * • * *  + * + , r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  1 f*******i
» 1nz 
R3 R4 
*5 #6 
t) 7
SHAFTS WITH POWER OPERATED M0TI0NS:FULLY REVERSING TORQUE 
BASED ON 0.45(ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH)SKF BEARING CATALOGUE
BAScD ON STANDARD BEARING DIAMETER SIZES 
REF. BORCHAROT(1973)BS4*35,PART 1
CONDITION OF ZERO BENDING MOMENT AT SUPPORT 
ALL UNITS IN METRIC
10.1.2 COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR EXAMPLE 2
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FIGURE A . 2.1 - 1 S T  N O T I O N  S H A F T  D fc T A I L S - A S 1 4 0 3 : 1 9 7 9-
******* A i t * « * * * * * * *
********1 r ****** *
* LOADING ANALYSIS- * **
* MOTOR POWER(KW) * 74.6 ** MOTOR SHAFT SPEED (RPM) * 460.0 ** . MAXIMUM DRIVING TCRGUE(NK) * 2323.1 ** MAXIMUM BRAKING TOROUE(NM) * 2033.7 ** ' OPERATING MODE * 3 **
* MATERIAL- * **
* MATERIAL SPECIFICATION <CL.6.1> * R 4 *w ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTHCMPA) * 5CU. ** YIELD STRtNGTH(MPA) * 350. ** ENDURANCE LIMIT (MPA) <Cl .3.0> 02 * 225. **
* SHAFT DETAILS- * **
* CONSTRUCTION * SOLID ** CONFIGURATION * SIMPLY SUPPORTED *• OVERALL LENGTH(MM) * 861 . ** SHAFT SPEED(RPM) * 46U.00 ** DISTANCE BETWEEN BRG. SUPPORTS(MM) - * 400. * '* NO* GEARS * 1 ** NO. COUPLINGS * 1 ** NO. BEARINGS * 2 ** NO. SHAFT MOTIONS IN DRIVE * 3 ■ ** FILLET RADIUS REQ.DCMM) * 3. *
* FEARING DETAILS- * BEARING 1 * BEARING 2 *
* MINIMUM BEARING INSIDE DIAMETER(MM) 03,4 * 70. * 70. ** APPROXIMATE BEARING WIDTH(MM) 03 * 51. * 51. ** BEARING FIT TO SHAFT * KB/K6 * KB/K6 *
* RESULTANT BEARIN6 REACT IONS(N) 7055.96 * 20760.31 **
* GEAR DETAILS- * GEAR 1 **
* TYPE OF GEAR * SPUR ** NO. TEETH * 17 *
* TRANSVERSE DIAMETRAL MODULE(MM) * 10.2 ** f a c e w i d t h(MM) * 112. *« PITCH CIRCLE DIAMETER(KN) * 173. *
* GlaK TOOTh PRESSURE ANGLE (DEG.) * i. • ** GEAR TOOTh HELIX AN6LE(D£6.) * 0 . ** COMPONENT FIT TO aHAFT * INTEGRAL GEAR *
« It.EkTU ANALYSIS- - *
* SHAFTS ROTATIONAL MASS MOMENT INERTI A(KGN2) * 24.663 *» EGUIVALENT " " “ “ " * 24.663 ** •• LINEAR " ** " * 34V.730 ** TOTAL SHAFT ** " " M * 394.651 ** TOTAL SYSTEM " " “ “ * 744.361 ** SHAFTS PERCENTAGE OF OVERALL SYSTEM In ERTIA(Z) * 6.30 ** SHAFTS MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY(X) * 100.00 *
* OVERALL DRIVE MEChAMCAL E F FI C I E N C Y (X) * 66.00 *
* MOTION * DRIVING * BRAKING *
. REACTIVE TORQUE(NM) * 235.7 ‘ * 162.5 ** . MAXIMUM SHAFT TORQUE^*!) * 2261.79 * 1979.29 ** MAXIMUM ANGULAR ACCELERATION(K/S2) * 2.47 * -2.19 **
* GEAR FORCE ANALYSIS- * GEAR 1 *
* TANGENTIAL FORCE(N) * 26136.75 ** SEPARATING FORCE(N) * 9513.73 ** AXIAL FORCE(N) * .00 ** RESULTANT BENDING MOMENT(NM) * 2422.31 ** *■ •• -LEFT TRANSITION(NM) * 2027.16 ** -RIGHT “ *• * 1259.74 *
* CALCULATED SHAFT GEOMETRY- * *
* DIAMETER AT EACH GEAR(MM) <CL.5.1> «5 * 66. ** SLOPE(DEG.) * .11324392 ** DEFLECTION(MM) * .13629790 ** TRANSITION DIAMETER(MM)-LEFT * 76. *
-RIGHT * 71. ** REDUCED DIAMETER AT BEARINGS(MM)-BRG. 1 07 * 67. ** -BRG. c 07 * 67. ** NEAREST STANDARD BEARING DIA.(MM)-BRG. 1 03 * 70. ** -BRG. 2 03 * 70. ** SLOPE(D£G. )—BRG. 1 * .00027661 ** -BRG. c * .12047155 **
****** *****************************************************
* *
. * 01 SHAFTS WITH POWER OPERATED MOTIONS :FULLY REVERSING TORQUE ** 02 BAStD ON 0.45(ULTIMATE ItNSILE STRENGTH) ** 03 SKF BEARING CATALOGUE ** 04 BASED Oh STANDARD BEARING DIAMETER SIZES *
05 REF. BORChARDT(1973)
#6 B S 4 c 3 5 , P A R T  1
#7 C ONDI TION OF ZERO BENDING MOMENT AT SUPPORT
06 ALL UNITS IN METRIC
« * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * i I * * ***  * . ************************1 r**************
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F I G U R E  A . 2.2 - 2 N D  M C T i O N  S H A F T  O c T A I L S - A S K O i ; i y 7 V -
* D E S C R I P T I O N * D A T A *
*
* LOADING ANALYSIS-
A
A A
A
* MOTOR POWER(KW) A 74.6 *
MOTOR SHAFT SPEED CRPM) * 460.0 A* MAXIMUM DRIVING TORGUE(NM) A 2323.1 A« MAXIMUM BRAKING TORQUE(NM) ik 2033.7 A
A OPERATING MODE #1 * 3 A
A
A MATERIAL- * A
A
. MATERIAL SPECIFICATION <CL.6.1> * R 4 A« ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTHCMPA) * 500. A
A YIELD STRENGTH(MPa) * 350. A* ENDURANCE LIMIT(MPA) <CL.3.G> #2 * 225. A
A
SHAFT DETa ILS- A A
A
« CONSTRUCTION * SOLID *- CONFIGURATION * SIMPLY SUPPORTED A* OVERALL LENGTH(MM) * 600. A* SHAFT SPEED(RPM) it 115.00 A
* DISTANCE BETWEEN bR G• SUPPORTS(MM) * 547. Aw NO. GEARS A 2 A* NO. BEARINGS * 2 A* NO. SHAFT MOTIONS IN DRIVE * 3 A* FILLET RADIUS REQ.D(MM) * 3. A
A
* BEARING DETAILS- A BEARING 1 * BEARING 2 A
* MINIMUM BEARING INSIDE DIAMETER(MM) #3, 4 * 110. A 11C. A
APPROXIMATE BEARING WIDTH(MM) #3 A 80. A 80. A* BEARING FIT TO SHAFT * KB/K6 A KB/KO A
RESULTANT BEARING REACTIONS(N) * 51014.64 A 77876.el A
* G £ AR D £TAILS — a GEAR 1 A GEAR c -
* TYPE OF GEAR A SPUR A SPUR A* NO. TEETH A 6b A 1 4 A
* TRANSVERSE DIAMETRAL MODULE(MM) A 10.2 A 13. AA FACEWIDTH(MM) * 112. A 222. ** PITCH CIRCLE DIAMETER(MM) A 69 2. A 1 78. A* GEAR TOOTH PRESSURE ANGLE(DEG.) A 20. A 20. A
* GcAR TOOTH HELIX ANGLE(DEG.) A U. A iw • AA COMPONENT FIT TO SHAFT A KEYED A 1NTE6RAL *
* A H7/KO A GEAR *« TYPE OF KtYwAY #6 A RECTANGULAR * - -
- PARALLEL *
* INERTIA ANALYSIS- • *
- SHAFTS ROTATIONAL MASS MOMENT INERTI A(KGMc ) A 19.987* ' EQUIVALENT " ” “ " A 1.199 ** “ LINEAR " " •• ** A 349.730 ** TOTAL shaft •' •• ** A 23.96*. ATOTAL SYSTEM “ " •• A 373.714 A* ShAFTS PERCENTAGE OF OVERALL SYSTEM INERTIA(X) A 5.00 A* SHAFTS MECHANICAL EFFICIEhCY(X) A 96.00 A*
A
OVERALL DRIVE MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY(X) A bo. 00 A
*
A
MOTION A DRIVING A BRAKING A
* REACTIVE TORQUE(NM) A 235.7 A 162.5 AA MAXIMUM SHAFT TORUUE(NM) A 8892.33 A 8446.74 A** MAXIMUM ANGULAR ACCELERATI0N(R/S2) A 4.92 A -4.36 A
*
* GEAR FORCE ANALYSIS- A GEAR 1 A GEAR 2 A* TANGENTIAL FORCE(N) A 25691.46 A  ' 99947.49 A* SEPARATING FORCE(N) A 9350.93 A 36377.91 A* AXIAL FORCE(N) A .00 A .00 A
A RESULTANT BENDING MOMENTS(NM) A 9310.17 A 14296.1b AA u “ '* ” -LEFT TRANSITION (NM) A 6453.35 * 1120C.62 A** -RIGHT • • I A 11200.82 A 11040.85 A
A CALCULATED SHAFT GEOMETRY- A A
* DIAMETER AT EACh GEAR(MM) #5 <CL.5.1> A 125. * 130.
A
A* SLOP E(DEG•) A .03708201 A .09367411 A* DEFLECTION(MM) A .13928752 A .14153204 A* KEY WIDTH(MM) #6 A 32. A - A* KEY DEPTH(MM)-SHAFT P6 A 11.0 A - A* -GEAR ft 6 A 7.4 A _ A* MIN. KEY RADIUS(MM) fit) A .40 A - A* TRANSITION DIAMETER(MM)-LEFT A 117. A 130. A* -RIGHT A 130. A 1 3 o • A
A Reduced diameter at b e a r i n g s(m m)-brg . 1 m A 109. A
A -BRG • £ #7 A 1 09. A* NEAREST STANDARD BEARING DI A.(MM)-BRG. 1 #3 A 110. A* -BRG. 2 fti A 110. A* SLOPE(D£G.)-BRG. 1 A k 00081341 A*A -BRG. 2 AA •09759495 AA
a A A A A A A A A A A A A A A a A A A A i r A A A A A A A A f t A A A A A
*1 SHAFTS 1* I TH POWER OPERATED M O T I O N S : F U L L Y  RE VE RSI NG  TORQUE
»2 BASED Oh 0 . 4 5 ( U L T I M A T E  T E N S I L E  STRENGTH)
«3 SKF BE AR ING  CATALOGUE
#-*• BA S tD  ON STANDARD BE A RI NG  DIAME TE R S I Z ES
#5 R E F .  BORCh A R D T ( 1 9 7 3 )
fi o B S 4 t 3 5 , P A R T  1
»/ CONDITION OF ZERO BENDIwu MOMENT AT SUPPORT
fiti ALL UMTS IN METRIC
. - * A A A * A * * A * * * A * A A A A A A A * A * * * A A A A *
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FIGURE A.2.3 - 3 R D  M O T I O N  S H A F T  D t  T A I L S - A i  U O i  : 1 V 7 S - -
D E S C R I P T I U N
LOADING ANALYSIS-
MuTOR POWERCKW)
MOTOR SHAFT SPEED (RPM ) MAXIMUM DRIVING TORQUE(NM) MAXIMUM BRAKING TORQUE(NM) 
OPERATING MODE P 1
MATERIAL-
MATERIAL SPECIFICATION <CL.6.1> 
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH(MPA) 
YIELD STRENGTH(MPa)
ENDURANCE LIMIT(MPA) <CL.3.0> PZ
SHAFT DETAILS-
CONSTRUCTION 
CONFIGURATION OVERALL LENGTH(MM)SHAFT SPEED(RPM)
DISTANCE BETWEEN 6RG. SUPPORTS(MM)
NO. GEARSNO. COUPLINGS
NO. EiEARInGSNO. SHAFT MOTIONS IN DRIVE 
FILLET RADIUS REQ.D(MM)
BEARING DETAILS-
MIN I MUM BEARING INSIDE DIAMETER(MM) 
APPROXIMATE BEARING WIDTH(MM) Pi 
BEARING FIT TO SHAFT 
RESULTANT BEARING REACTIONS(N)
GEAR DETA1LS-
TYPE OF GEAR 
NO. TEETH
TRANSVERSE DIAMETRAL MOCULE(MM) FACEWIDTH(MM)PITCH CIRCLt DIAMETER(MM)
GEAR TOOTh PRESSURE ANGLE(DE6.) 
GtAR TOOTH HELIX #>NGLE (DEG.) 
COMPONENT FIT TO SHa FI 
TYPE OF KEYwAY Kb
INERTIA ANALYSIS-
SHAFTS ROTATIONAL MASS MOMENT INERTIA(KGME) 
EQUIVALENT •• •' •• ••
" LINEAR “ •• ••TOTAL SHAFT •• • •* ••TOTAL SYSTEM ••
shafts percentage of overall, system i n e r t i a(Z)SHAFTS MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY (Z )
OVERALL DRIVE MECHANICAL E F F I C IE N C Y ( Z )
MOTION
REACTIVE TORQUE(NM)MAXIMUM SHAFT TORQUE(NM)
MAXIMUM ANGULAR ACCELERAT I ON(R/S2)
GEAR FORCE ANALYSIS-
TANGENTIAL FORCE(N)SEPARATING FORCE(N)
AXIAL FORCE(N)
RESULTANT BENDING MOMENT(NM)
-LEFT TRANSITION(NM) -RIGHT M *•
CALCULATED SHAFT GEOMETRY-
DIAMETER AT EACH GEAR(MM) <CL.5.1> P S  SLOPE(DEG.)
DEFLECTION(MM)
KEY WIDTH(MM) P b  
KEY DEPTH(MM)-SHAFT P b  -GEAR Pb
MIN. KEY RADIUS(MM) P b  
TRANSITION DIAMETER(MM)-LEFT 
-RIGHT
REDUCED DIAMETER AT BEARINGS(MM)-BRG. 1 P I
—BRG• c PINEAREST STANDARD BEARING DIA.(MM)-BRG. 1 P i
-BRG. 2 P iSL0PE(D£G.)-BR6. 1 
-BRG. c
!*•*** **«**•••**«** * •* * 1
#1 SHAFTS WITH POWER OPERATED MOTI
BASED ON 0.45(ULTIMATE ItNSILE STRENGTH)
P i skf bearing catalogue
** based on standard bearing diameter sizes
PS REF. BORCHARDT(1973)SO B S413 3» P ART 1
Pi CONDITION OF ZERO BENDIng MOM ENT AT SUPPORTso ALL UMTS IN METRIC
■ * d a t a *
* *
* *
* ** 74.6 *
* 46U.0 *« *323.1 ** 2033.7 *
* 3 *
* ** *
* *
* R4 *
* 5 00. *
* 350. ** 223. ** *
* *
* «
• SOLID * -* SIMPLY SUPPORTED ** 940. *
* 25.99 *
• 470. ** 1 *• 1 ** 2 ** 3 ** 3. ** ** BEARING 1 * BEARING 2 *
, 180. * 160. ** 126. * 12o. *. * KB/K6 * KB/KO *
* 53013.92 * 46936.06 ** *
* GEAR 1 ** *
* SPUR ** 62 ** 12.7 ** 2 0 0. ** 7 66 • ** 20. *
* 0 • ** KEYED- H7/K6 ** RECTANGULAR PARALLEL «* ** *
** 383.839 «
* 16.821 ** 349.730 *
* 21.216 ** 370.948 ** 88.70 ** 96.00 ** 86.00 ** ** DRIVING • BRAKING *
* 635.7 * 162.5 ** 35884.61 * 37005.64 ** 4.95 * -4.39 ** ** GEAR 1 ** ** 93921.08 *• 34184.46 ** • CO ** 11696.49 ** 6396.90 ** 700a .63 ** *ik ** ** 179. ** .01271363 ** .02075160 ** 45. ** 15.C ** 10.4 *
* .70 ** 177. *
* 177. *
* 178. *
* 176. *
* 160. *
* 160. *
* .00029246 ** .01526797 *
-* »: ***** Y******************************
*
f u l l y REVERSING TORQUE *
I***********) t ****** * : r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 1 r * * * * * * * * *
FIGURE A.2.4 - - D R I V E  S H A F T  D E T A I L S - A S  1 4 0 3 :  1 9 7 9 -
*********
*
*
*
*
*
.*
A
*
*
*
*
* * *
*
*
A
*
*
*
*
* * * *
****************************************************
D E S C R I P T I O N  *******************
*
**************** 
D A T A *************** 
*
OPERATING MODE U1
m a t e r i a l s p e c i f i c a t i o n <c l .6.i>
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH(MPA) 
YIELD STRENGTH(KPA)
ENDURANCE LIMIT(MPA) <CL.5.0> #2 
SHAFT LENGTH(MM)
NO. COUPLINGS 
MO. HEARINGS
3
S1 U 6 0 
530. 
300 • 
247. 
jC4tl •
2
* MAXIMUM SHAFT TGRQ(NM) * 37007. 24 ** SHAFT DIANE TER(KM) #3 * 164. ** NEAREST STANDARD BEARING DIA.(MM) * 170•00 ** APPROXIMATE BEARING WIDTH(MM) * 1 2 G . G 0 *A BEARING FIT TO SHAFT * KB/K6 **
* *it COUPLING 1
* COUPLING 2 *
* COMPONENT FIT TO SHAFT * KEYED * KEYED ** * H7/K6 * H7/K6 ** TYPE OF KEYWAY A4 * RECTANGULAR * RECTANGULAR ** * PARALLEL * PARALLEL ** KEY WIDTH! MM) t 4 * AO. * 40. ** KEY DEPTH(MM)-SHAFT £4 * 13.0 ★ li.o ** -GEAR A4 * 9.4 * 9.4 ** MIN. KEY RADIUS(MM) # 4 * . 70 * • 70 ****************************
wl SHAFTS WITH POWER OPERATlD MOTIONS: FULLY REVERSING TORQUE.
tU BASED ON 0.45(ULTIMATE TtNSILE STRENGTH)
Ai REF. BORCHARDT(1973)
A4 B$4*35,PART 1
ALL UNITS IN METRIC
*******************************
FIGURE A.2.5 - D R I V E  S H A F T  D E T A I L S - A S 1 4 0 3 : 19 7 9
********* *************
* D £ S C ************
*
*********************** ***********
R I P T I 0 N
OPERATING MODE #1 
MATERIAL SPECIFICATION <CL.6.1> 
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH(MPA) 
YIELD STRENGTH(MPA)
ENDURANCE LIMIT (MPA) <CL.3.0> UZ 
SHAFT LENGTH(MM)
NO • COUPLINGS
NO. BEARINGS
MAXIMUM SHAFT TORU(Nf)
SHAFT DIAMETER(NM) A3
COMPONENT FIT TO SHAFT
TYPE OF KEYWAY A4
KEY WIDTH (MM) #4 
KEY DEPTH(MM)-SHAFT A* 
-GEAR ft A
MIN. KEY RADIUS(MM) A4* ******************* 
*
* A1
* UZ
* US
* ft 4
* US
*
*********
* D A T A ******************** **************
* *
* 3 ** K 1 C 4 0 ** ‘ 500. ** 3 50. ** 225. ** 256V. ** 2 ** 0 ** 2 261 .79 ★
A 61 . ** COUPLING 1 * COUPLING 2 ** *
* KEYED * KEYED ** H7/K6 * H7/K6 ** RECTANGULAR * RECTANGULAR ** PARALLEL * PARALLEL ** 16. * 16. ** 7.0 * 7.0 *
A 4.4 * 4.4 ** .25 * .25 ******************** **************
SHAFTS WITH POWER OPERATED MOTIONS:FULLY REVERSING TORQUE 
BASED ON 0.45(ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH)
REF. BORCHARDT(1973)
B$423S,PART 1
ALL UNITS IN METRIC
******************************************
10.2 APPENDIX B
NEWTONT S METHOD THEORY 
IN OPTIMISATION ROUTINE
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10.2 NEWTON * S METHOD IN OPTIMISATION ROUTINE
Newton's method has been employed in the optimisation routine 
to find a minimum solution to the objective function F(D)
(see Section 4.1). The process of such is described in detail 
as follows.
*An operator, F, exists for which a solution, D , is desired 
such that
F(D*) = 0 (B.l)
*Assuring Dq is an initial approximation to F(D )=0, then 
the sequence
n+1 = Dn F (V n=0,1,2, ...
*gives a series of approximate solutions to F(D )=0. In general 
the solutions become more accurate with increasing n. The 
process of forming this sequence is called Newton's Method.
Kantorovich's Theorem for Newton's Method18
This theorem gives conditions for Newton's iterative method,
applied to the most general system of non-linear equations,
*F(D)=0, to converge to a solution D near some given point
D .o
For the purposes of this study, Kantorovich's theorem as 
applied to the single variable case will only be discussed.
If the following conditions are satisfied for F(D)=0 and 
for the initial approximation D^:
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(1) F ̂ (D ) ^ 0 and 1 o ^ BF'(D ) o
(2 ) F(Do}
F'(D ) o
^ n
(3) For any D in the interval |D-D 1̂  2ri , |f ^(D)I <Ko'
(4) h =s BKn ^ V2
then the equation F(D)=0 has a solution D in the interval
£ ro
where
ro
l-yj^2h
h . n (B.2)
and a unique solution in
1+ /l-2h\. n 
h
(B.3)
to which the successive approximations
n+1 = Dn
F(Dn)
F-(D ) n
(B.4)
converge.
For this case, _ *the solution D to F(D)=0 is desired where
F(D) = D (B. 5)
and the initial approximation
D = D =  32 o T (B. 6)
(see worked example in AS1403)
and the values K =1.52s
K = 2.53
F = 225 MPa
R
M = 264 Nm s
T = 238 Nm s
P = 1041 N are used,o
Applying this to Kantorovich's theorem, it can be shown 
that:
(1)
f(DT) .$ 9.3 = n (B.7)
(2 ) <1.0155 = B (B.8)
(3) From the Taylor series
f~(D) = f~(D?) + f ~ 1 Dt )(D-Dt) + ... (B.9)
and to the bound for f ̂ D )  in
| D-D | £ 2n = 18.6 is (B.10)
| f "(D) | « |f"(DT) | f | f "  (Dt)| | D-D? | + ... (B.ll)
which we can show
;< 0.0000101 + 6.7 x 10-9 x 18.6
= 1.0225 x 10”5 = K
h = KB n = 0.000096566 >5 0.5
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Thus all the hypotheses in Kantorovich's theorem are satisfied, 
and so there exists a solution of F(D)=0 in the neighbourhood 
of Dt:
|D-DTU r o = (l-(l-2h)*\n = 9.3005 (b .12)
i.e. there exists a solution of f(D)=0 in
| D-Dt | n< 9.3005 (B.13)
10.3 APPENDIX C
TABULATION OF SECONDARY 
STRESS-CONCENTRATION VALUES
Fu Ki K4 (Figure 2.16) K7
(Z=.2) V i K4,2 K4,3 K.4,4 K4,5 K4,6 K4,7 K7,l K7,2 K7,3 K7,4 K7,5 K7,6 K7,7
400 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.75 1.9 2.03 2.55 1.68 1.78 1.88 2.03 2.18 2.31 2.83
500 1.3 1.48 1.6 1.77 1.9 2.1 2.23 2.87 1.74 1.86 2.03 2.16 2.36 2.49 3.13
600 1.28 1.58 1.75 1.95 2.15 2.3 2.45 3.33 1.84 2.0 2.21 2.41 2.56 2.71 3.59
700 1.3 1.72 1.9 2.15 2.33 2.52 2.7 4.0 1.98 2.16 2.41 2.59 2.78 2.96 4.27
800 1.35 1.9 2.13 2.37 2.58 2.82 3.05 - 2.17 2.4 2.64 2.85 3.09 3.32 -
900 1.45 2.1 2.35 2.6 2.9 3.21 3.65 2.39 2.64 2.89 3.17 3.48 3.92
TABLE C.l - TABULATED VALUES FOR SECONDARY STRESS - CONCENTRATION FACTOR, IC-,
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Fu Ki K3 (Figure 2.13) K8
(Z=.2) K3,l K3,2 K3,3 K3*4.. K3,5 K3,6 K3,7 K3,8 K8,l K8,2 V K8,4 K8.5 K8,6 K8,7 V
400 1.4 1.2 1.28 1.37 1.45 1.52 1.63 2.1 2.52 1.64 1.66 1.67 1.73 1.8 1.91 2.38 2.8
500 1.3 1.25 1.32 1.4 1.55 1.65 1.77 2.25 2.7 1.55 1.58 1.66 1.81 1.91 2.03 2.51 2.96
600 1.25 1.32 1.4 1.52 1.67 1.8 1.94 2.4 2.9 1.58 1.66 1.78 1.93 2.05 2.2 2.65 3.15
700 1.3 1.4 1.51 1.65 1.8 1.92 2.1 2.6 3.14 1.66 1.66 1.91 2.06 2.18 2.36 2.86 3.4
800 1.35 1.54 1.65 1.82 1.98 2.14 2.35 2.9 3.42 1.81 1.92 2.09 2.25 2.4 2.62 3.16 3.68
900 1.45 1.7 1.8 1.96 2.17 2.35 2.6 3.17 3.75 1.99 2.09 2.25 2.46 2.64 2.89 3.46 4.04
TABLE C ♦2 - TABULATED VALUES FOR SECONDARY STRESS - CONCENTRATION FACTOR, KQ
I
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110
Fu Ki K2 (Figure 2.10) K9
(Z=.2) K2,l K2,2 K2,3 CM K4,l K4,2 K4,3 K4,4
400 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.78 1.68 1.66 1.64
500 1.3 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.27 1.86 1.76 1.66 1.55
600 1.28 1.71 1.6 1.5 1.36 1.97 1.85 1.75 1.62
700 1.3 1.88 1.77 1.8 1.10 2.14 2.03 1.86 1.72
800 1.35 2.06 1.92 1.74 1.55 2.33 2.19 2.01 1.82
900 1.45 2.28 2.1 1.87 1.7 2.57 2.39 2.16 1.99
TABLE C.3 - TABULATED VALUES FOR SECONDARY STRESS-CONCENTRATION FACTOR, KQ
FU K6 K2 (Figure SM O ) Kii (fp '- 0.1) Ku  (FP = 0.2)
V K2,2 K2,3 K2,A Kn , i Kll,2 Kll,3 Kll,4 Kn , i Kll,2 K11.3 *11.4
400 1.78 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.93 .1.92 1.91 1.9 2.08 2.06 2.04 2.02
500 1.95 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.27 2.11 2.1 2.09 2.08 2.27 2.25 2.23 2.2
600 2.2 1.71 1.6 1.5 1.36 2.37 2.36 2.35 2.34 2.54 2.52 2.5 2.47
700 2.45 1.88 1.77 1.6 1.46 2.64 2.63 2.61 2.6 2.83 2.80 2.77 2.74
800 2.75 2.06 1.92 1.74 1.55 2.94 2.92 2.92 2.91 3.16 3.83 3.1 3.06
900 3.2 2.28 2.1 1.87 1.7 3.43 3.41 3.39 3.37 3.66 3.62 3.57 3.54
TABLE C.4 - TABULATED VALUES FOR SECONDARY STRESS - CONCENTRATION FACTOR K1Q
I
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Fu K9 (Figure 4.17) K5 K11
K9,l K9,2 !* VO V w K9,5 Kll,l Kll,2 Kll,3 K11.4
400 1.78 1.68 1.66 1.64 2.5 2.86 2.84 2.83 2.83
500 1.86 1.76 1.66 1.55 2.7 3.07 3.05 3.10 3.01
600 1.97 1.86 1.76 1.62 2.9 3.30 3.27 3.25 3.22
700 2.14 2.03 1.86 1.72 3.15 3.58 3.56 3.52 3.49
800 2.33 2.19 2.01 1.82 3.4 3.87 3.84 3.80 3.76
900 2.57 2.59 2.16 1.99 3.75 4.26 4.23 4.18 4.15
TABLE C,5 - TABULATED VALUES FOR SECONDARY STRESS - CONCENTRATION FACTOR, K±±
N 3
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Fu K2 (Figure 2.10) K5 K12
K2,l K2,3 A i K13,l K13?2 K13,3 K13,4
400 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 2.5 2.8 2.78 2.76 2.76
500 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.27 2.7 3.02 3.0 2.98 2.95
600 1.71 1.6 1.5 1.36 2.9 3.24 3.22 3.2 3.17
700 1.88 1.77 1.6 1.46 3.15 3.53 3.50 3.47 3.44
800 2.06 1.92 1.74 1.55 3.4 3.81 3.78 3.75 3.71
900 2.28 2.1 1.87 1.7 3.75 4.21 4.17 4.12 4.1
TABLE C.6 - TABULATED VALUES FOR SECONDARY STRESS - 
CONCENTRATION FACTOR, K 2
10.4 APPENDIX D
WORKED EXAMPLE COMPARISON
BETWEEN ASB249 AND AS1403
FIGURE D»1 LAYOUT OF HOIST DRIVE
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10.4
1.
APPENDIX D - WORKED EXAMPLE COMPARISON BETWEEN ASB249 & AS1403
In order to compare the two above mentioned Australian design 
codes, consider a crane hoist drive in which the first motion 
shaft is to be designed, (see Figure D.l).
Loading Analysis of Drive System
Motor: Type = S.C. brake motor
Make = D280S 
Power = 100 kW
Speed = 1440 rpm (24 radsec-1)
Full Load Torque = 663 Nm 
Max. Starting Torque = 928 Nm 
Pull out torque = 2487 Nm
Motor Controller: Type = automatic over 4 steps
Max. Applied Torque = 993 Nm
Brake: Type = Incorporated in motor
Max. Braking Torque = 1000 Nm
External Design
Details - Basic Design Load = 50,300 kg
Gear ratio = 63 x 81 x 134 = 75 
21 18 24
Vertical Velocity = 10 mmin 
6 falls of rope through hook block
Shaft Material Details:
Ultimate tensile strength = 500 MPa
Drive Element Details:
2Motor shaft inertia = 1.274 Kgm
2Coupling inertia = 0.017 Kgm
2Pinion gear inertia = 0.008 Kgm 
Overall mechanical efficiency = 88%
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2. Initial Design Calculations
i) Reactive Torque:
T = 50,300 x 9.81 x 0.5 = 41,120 Nmr — i----------------- *
Hoisting or Lowering:
T = 41,120 x 1 = 620 Nm
r 75 0.88
Braking:
T = 41,120 x 0.88 = 480 Nmr* . ... ■■75
ii) Mass Moment of Inertia of Components with Linear Motion:
Z XEL = WL* [ 2¥n J = 58 *300 ( 60x2Trx24)
= 0.061 Kgm2
iii) Take K =1.7s
K = 3.0 (say)
3. System Inertia Analysis:
Table D.l - SYSTEM INERTIA TABULATION
Motion Component Nc Nc
Nl
"c np Ic
/ \2 
IER ” Ic/Nc\
\NJ
SIER
Motor 24 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.274 1.274
. 1 Coupling 24 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.017 0.017
Pinion 24 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.008 0.008 1.299
It is known that for this system, 70% of the system inertia
is contributed by the first motion, thus,
E I. 1.299 x 100 = 1.856 Kgm' 
70
2
ER
Total mass moment of inertia
E T  = E I + 1 1 =  1.856 + 0.061
Maximum Acceleration:
AS1403:
Hoisting or lowering,
= (T - T )*max max r . n p
e i e
= (995-620) X 0.88 = 172 radsec
Braking,
a = (1,000-480) x 0.88 = -238 radsec 
maX 1.92
ASB249:
Hoisting or lowering,
T = T. + T = 995 Nm max l — r
E ER EL 2=1.92 Kgm
1.92
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= a (1.856 + — ■ x 0.061) max .88
= 1.926 amax
= 1.856 amax
T = 620 N r
.*. T = 1.926 a + 620 max max —
= 1.856 amax
- Full load
- Zero Load (ZI =0)EL
- Full Load
- Full Load
- Zero Load
Braking,
T = T. + T = 1,000 Nm max l — r
T. = “ max • H ER + np . IIEL
= a (1.856 + 0.88 x 0.061) max
= 1 . 9 1  a - Full Loadmax
= 1.856 a - Zero Loadmax
T = 480 N - Full Loadr
.’. T =1.91 a + 480 - Full Loadmax max —
= 1.856 a max - Zero Load
Table D.2 lists maximum angular acceleration for each operating 
mode of the crane hoist. From this table values are transferred 
to Table D.3 where the applied shaft torque is then calculated 
for each acceleration.
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TABLE D.2 - MAX, ANGULAR ACCELERATION
Motion Tmax Load amax(radsec”^) +Ve -Ve
max max (995-620)/l.926 195
Hoisting max 0 (995-0)/l.856 536
0 max -
0 0 -
max max (995+620)/l.926 -839
Lowering max 0 (995+0)/I.856 -536
0 max (0+620)/l.926 ’ -322
0 0 -
max max (1000+480)/1.926 -768
Braking in max 0 (10000+0)/l.856 -539
Hoisting 0 max (0+480)/l.926 -249
0 0
max max (1000-480)/l.026 270
Braking in max 0 (1000-0)/l.856 539
Lowering 0 ^ max -
0 0 —
(hoisting -ve 
lowering +ve 
braking -ve)
5. Shaft Torque:
i) AS1403:
Hoisting or lowering,
T.l = Ti-i
Nc.l
- I,
'Ri
a max
At i=l, T =T , ,o max N =N o 1* nc 1.0
.*. T1D
T x 1 x 1 max
995 x 1 x 1
771.6 Nm
"'‘ER . • a maxl
1.299 x 172
Braking,
T.l = V i N*Ci-l
Nc.i
+ IER.'l
Qtmax
n c.i
.*. T1B
1,000 x 1 x j + 1.299 x (-238) 
690.8 Nm
ASB249:
Hoisting or lowering,
T. = R
■D P
Tmax a .£max
Nc
N
Braking,
Table D.3 lists peak shaft torques for each operating mode 
of the crane hoist. From this table the maximum +ve and 
-ve shaft torques may be chosen.
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TABLE D .3 - PEAK TORQUES
Shaft np E/L D/B Tmax Load amax £ T (Nm) P + -
1.0 H D / / 195 lxl( 995-195x1.291) 743
1.0 H D / X 536 lxlC 995-536x1.291) 303
l.Q L D / / -839 lxl (-995+839x1.291) 88
1.0 L D / X -536 lxl(-995+536x1.291) 303
1st 1.0 L D X / -322 •ro lxl ( 0+322x1.291) 416
Motion 1.0 E B / ✓ -969 lxl(-1000+768xl.291) 9
1.0 E B / X -539 lxl(-1000+539x1.291) 304
1.0 E B X / -249 lxl( 0+249x1.291) 322
1.0 L B / / 270 1x1(1000-270x1.291) 651
1.0 L B / X 539 1x1(1000-539x1.291) 304
From Table D.3 the largest shaft torques for driving or 
braking are 743 and 651 Nm respectively.
Summary:
AS1403: 
ASB249:
Driving
772
743
Braking
691 Nm 
651 Nm
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6  . M a x i m u m  B e n d i n g  M o m e n t :
R e s o l v i n g  f o r c e s  p r o d u c e d  b y  t h e  m a x i m u m  s h a f t  t o r q u e  g i v e s , 
( s e e  F i g u r e  D . 2 ) .
A S 1 4 0 3 : A S B 2 4 9 :
F t p '
1 2 , 2 3 8  N 1 1 , 7 9 4  N
F  : 4 , 4 5 4  N 4 , 2 9 3  N
s p
F  : 7 , 0 6 6  N 6 , 8 0 9  N
a p
F
F I G U R E  D . 2  -  F O R C E  A N A L Y S I S
Horizontal Forces:
AS1403:
R = (4454 x 200 + 7066 x 63)/400 
= 3340 N
R = (4454 x 200 - 7066 x 63)/400 
H
ASB249:
R« = 3219N 
H
R = 1074 N 
H
Vertical Forces:
AS1403:
R, = Rp = 12238 = 6119 N 
V V 2
Resultant Forces:
AS1403:
R2 = (33402 + 61192)^
= 6971 N '
R1 = 6220 N
Maximum bending moments at pinion gear: 
AS1403:
M = 6971 x 0.2 S
= 1394.2 Nm
ASB249:
R =R =5897 N
XV "V
ASB249:
R2 = 6718 N
R1 = 5994 N
ASB249:
M = 1343.6 Nm g
Bending moments at transition point between bearing supports 
and gear are:
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7.
AS1403: ASB249:
M_ =-6220x.18=1120 Nm Tr^ M,Tr„
M = 6971x.18=1255 Nm Tr2 MTr,
Bending moments at bearing supports = 0 Nm
Shaft Diameters:
5994x.18=1078 Nm 
6718x.18=1209 Nm
The general equation for shaft diameter for this application 
is
D3 = 1 2 0 0 0  KK m s + ! s L r  + 3/ T 2 ) %S 8000I + 4  Ts I
For simplification (eliminating the need to calculate a
trial diameter) we will assume shaft is in compression which
allows P ->0, Thus s
D3 1 2 0 0 0
FR
KK IM % 2 \ %
Shaft diameter at bearings; M = 0s
d3 = 1 2 ^ 2 2 2  x l . 7 x 3 .o 0 + %{771.6) 2 1  y2
= 181537.3 
.*. D = 56.62
= 57 mm Dia.
The nearest standard bearing diameter would thus be taken 
as either 5 5  or 60 mm dia. depending upon whether the designer 
considers a safety factor of 1 . 2  sufficient.
LOCATION
B.M (Nm) DIAMETER (mm)
AS1403 ASB249 AS14Q3 ASB249
BEARING 1 0 0 57 57
TRANSITION 1 1120 1078 71 70
GEAR 1394 1343 75 74
TRANSITION 2 1255 1209 76 72
BEARING 2 0 0 57 57
TABLE D.4 -  SUMMARY TABLE FOR WORKED EXAMPLE
ASB249: 57 70 74 72 57
BRG 1 GEAR BRG 2
AS1403: 57 71 75 76 57
FIGURE D.2 FINAL SHAFT GEOMETRY FOR WORKED EXAMPLE
1 2 4
Shaft diameter at gear;
AS1403: D3 = 12000 x 1.7+3.0 1394.22 + 3 (771.6)2 ) ^
225 \ 4  /
D = 74.9
- 75 mm Dia.
ASB249: D - 74 mm Dia.
Shaft diameter at transition points: ,
Left transition point:
AS1403: D3 = 12000 x 1.7x3.0 ((1120)2+%(771.6)2 ) ^
225 \ /
• • DTr^ = 70.5 - 71 mm
ASB249: DTr1 = 69.8 - 70mm
Right transition point:
AS1403: o •-3 (V)
= 75.5 - 76 mm
ASB249: D_Tr2 = 71.8 - 72mm
Table D.4 lists all bending moments with calculated shaft 
diameters for each location and Figure D.2 shows final shaft 
geometry.
10.5 APPENDIX E
RESULTS OF NUMERICAL 
INTEGRATION PROGRAMME
ao u•H 1) 4-1 rO cd g 4-1 3CO !25
Distance
Between
Stations
(m)
Bending
Moment
(N-m)
Moment of 
Inertia x
1 0 (mm̂ )
El x 10“ 6  
(Nm2)
M—  +3 El xlO
(1 /m)
Av.
M 1n3 
EI X 1 0  
(1 /m)
£
Slope xlO 
(Radians)
Average , 
Slope x 10 
(Radians)
Deflection 
Increment 
xlO^ (m)
Integration 
Constant 
x 1 0 6  (m)
Deflection 
x 1 0 6  
(mm)
1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 - .0 . 0
0 . 2 0 1 0.040 2.737 1.369 12.32 0 . 2 2 2 -922.7
2 0.018 110.19 0 . 8 6 6 24.63 - 16.609
0.636 ' 0.127 8 . 6 6 4.763 410.46 66.494 - 16.61
3 0.162 1101.9 4.675 796.23 - 16.39
1.179 0.236 5.194 4.935 845.62 16.912 -149.5
4 0 . 0 2 0 1224.4 5.194 894.97 - 99.37
1.179 0.236 4.675 4.935 944.31 18.886 - 18.45
5 0 . 0 2 0 1101.9 9.918 993.66 -100.91
0.555 0 . 1 1 1 0.918 5.455 1435.51 232.55 - 18.45
6 0.162 110.9 2.737 1877.4 -100.48
0 . 2 0 1 0.04 0 . 0 1.369 1889.68 34.014 -149.5
1902.0
7 0.018 0 . 0 -17.406
TABLE E, 1 - DEFLECTIONS AND SLOPES DUE TO HORIZONTAL LOADS
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St
at
io
n
Nu
mb
er
Distance
Between
Stations
(m)
Bending
Moment
(N-m)
Moment of 
Inertia 
x 1 0 6  
(mm^)
El x 10 6  
(Nm2)
M. 3El x 10 
(1 /m)
Av. ~ 
M x 10 
El
(1 /m)
Slope 
x 1 0 6  
(Radians)
Average 
Slope x 
1 0 6
(Radians)
Deflection 
Increment 
x 1 0  ̂ (m)
Integration 
Constant 
x 1 0 6  (m)
Deflection 
x 1 0 6  
(mm)
1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 -7.48
0 . 2 0 1 0.040 1.494 0.747 6.72 0 . 1 2 1 -415.8
2 0.018 69.147
0.636
0.477 13.45 -7.360.127 4.727 2.60 224.1 36.3 - 7.49
3 0.162 602.47 2.552 434.65 -38.43
1.179 0.236 2.835 2.693 461.6 9.23 -67.4
4 0 . 0 2 0 668.3
0.236
2.835 488.5 -37.511.179 0.851 1.843 506.9 10.13 - 8.31
5 0 . 0 2 0 200.67 1.806 525.4 -35.690.555 0 . 1 1 1 0.181 0.993 605.8 98.15 - 8.31
6 0.162 20.067
0.04
0.498 686.3 - 4.91
0 . 2 0 1 0 . 0 0.249 6 8 8 . 6 12.39 -67.4
7 0.018 0 . 0 690.8
TABLE E.2 - DEFLECTIONS AND SLOPES DUE TO VERTICAL LOADS
NJON
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Station Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3Slope x 10 
(Degrees)
0 . 0 1 . 6 51.98 58.42 64.4 114.5 115.9
g
Deflection x 10 
(mm)
0 . 0 17.695 106.54 107.66 106.63 18.1 0 . 0
TABLE E«3 - RESULTANT SLOPES AND DEELECTIONS
10.6 APPENDIX F
LIST OF INERTIAS 
AND BRAKING TORQUES
10.6.1 MOTOR SHAFT INERTIAS
TABLE F.l - MASS MOMENTS OF INERTIA FOR STANDARD' A. C. MOTOR SHAFTS
Power (kW) Shaft speed (RPM) Frame Size 2Inertias (Kgm )
0.75 1440 D80 . 0 0 1
2 . 2 1440 D100L .003
2 . 2 720 D112M . 1 0 2
4.0 1440 D160M .009
4.0 720 D132M .041
7.5 1440 D160L .024
7.5 720 D160L .049
15.0 1440 D200L .062
15.0 . 720 D180L .322
2 2 . 0 1440 D225M .143
2 2 . 0 720 D225S .618
37.0 1440 D250M .341
37.0 720 D250S 1.274
55.0 1440 D280M 0.652
55.0 720 D280S 0.917
1 0 0 . 0 1440 D315M 1.274
150.0 1440 D618 1.784
2 0 0 . 0 1440 2.5
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TABLE F.2 — BRAKE DRUM MASS-MOMENTS OF INERTIA
10.6.2 BRAKE DRUM INERTIAS
Brake Size (mm) 2Inertias (Kgm )
2 0 0 0.0547
250 0.126
325 0.497 .
400 1.368
475 3.789
575 8.504
10.6.3 COUPLING INERTIAS AND WEIGHTS
TABLE F.3 - COUPLING INERTIAS & WEIGHTS FOR FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS
Inertias Weights
Moment of inertia kg. cm. sep2 Weight kg
Coupling
size
hp/rpm
Outer mass 
of full shaft 
to shaft 
mounted 
coupling
Outer mass 
of flywheel 
mounted 
coupling
Inner
mass
Outer
mass
full
coupling
Outer mass 
of flywheel 
mounted 
coupling
Inner
mass
m
0.03 0.15 0.08 0.013 4.95 2.3 1.4
0.06 0.38 0.22 0.05 8.15 3.9 2.9
0.1 0.68 0.38 0.1 11.25 5 4.4
0.15 1 0.53 0.16 14.1 6.2 5.8
0.23 1.6 0.9 0.3 19' 8.1 8
0.5 3.8 2.2 0.7 32 13.7 14
0.8 6.9 3.8 1.75 49.7 18.7 24
1.5 15.5 8.8 4 76 30.5 38
2.75 37.3 20.8 10;2 127 48.4 67
4 66.7 33.4 23.6 180 61 110
Ail inertia-, and weights include appropriate aiiowances for rubber blocks.
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1 0 . 6 . 4  T O R Q U E  R A T IN G S  F O R  B R A K E S
TABLE F .4 - TORQUE RATINGS FOR IGRAN.IC 'SM* & CUTLER HAMMER 'CH' BRAKES
Brake Size (mm) Winding Duty Rated Torque (Nm)
2 0 0  . Shunt Int. 135.6
2 0 0 Shunt Cont. 101.7
2 0 0 Series % hr 135.6
2 0 0 Series 1  hr 8 8 . 1
250 Shunt Int. 271.2
250 Shunt Cont. 103.4
250 Series Vz hr 271.2
250 Series 1  hr 176.3
325 Shunt Int. 745.8
325 Shunt Cont. 542.4
325 Series V z hr 745.8
325 Series 1  hr 494.9
400 Shunt Int. 2712
400 Shunt Cont. 2034
* 400 Series yz hr 2712
400 Series 1  hr 1762.8
500 Shunt Int. 5424
500 Shunt Cont. 4068
500 Series V z hr 8424
500 Series 1  hr 3525.6
10.7 APPENDIX G
USER GUIDE FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMME
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10.7 APPENDIX G
USER GUIDE FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMME
10.7.1 Introduction
The computer programme is written in ASCII FORTRAN language 
and was developed using the UNIVAC 1106 computer at Wollongong 
University. Graphics plots were obtained using a TEKTRONIX 
device.
The programme produces tabled and graphical output and requires 
entering of only one set of input data in which all operational 
and geometrical requirements are stated. Graphical output 
is only available for gearbox shafts.
10.7.2 Programme Execution
The programme is initiated by executing in the usual manner
>@XQT PROG.SHAFT
Input data to the programme is now entered via a data array 
stored in an appropriate data file. For example,
>@ADD PR0G.DATA1
Where the data element 'DATA1' refers to a specific set 
of data.
The programme will commence execution and depending on the 
user's requirements will give an output listing of input 
and calculated data, and a graphical representation of the 
shaft designed. The user may select either form of output 
or both if facilities are available.
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10.7.3 Input Sequence
Input data for the programme is entered in either of two 
formats depending on the type of shaft to be designed. For 
drive shaft analysis, N^ = 1  and control is directed to 
the relevant section of the input sequence. For a complete 
shaft- analysis N = 2  and control is also directed appropriately.
Drive Shaft Input Data
The second line of input required is:
N
2 * n 3 , n 4 , N5
Where:
N^ = Number of couplings on shaft.
Ng = Number of bearings on shaft.
N4  = Dummy variable indicating type of shaft construction; 
1  = solid, 2  = hollow.
N^ = Dummy variable indicating operational mode of the 
shaft:
1  » shafts of hand operation
2  = shafts of constant or static torque
3 = shafts of power operated motions.
4 = shafts of power operated motions with no torque
reversals.
The third line of input required is:
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Where:
L = Overall shaft length, mm. s
D. = Inside diameter of hollow shaft (= 0 for solid shaft), 
mm •
T = Peak torque shaft experiences.
The fourth line of input required is:
M , F , Fsp u ’ y
Where:
M = Material specification.sp
F = Material's ultimate tensile strength,MPa.u
y = M a te r ia l’ s y ie ld  strength ( t e n s i le ) ,  MPa.
The fifth line of input is required only if the drive shaft 
is mounted on bearings.
N 6 , 
1
Where:
m = Number of bearings.
Ng , Ng . = Dummy variable indicating the type of bearing
1  m fit to shaft: 1  = KE/k6 ; 2  = KB/j6 ;
3 = KB/h6 ; 4 = KB/g6 .
The sixth line of input is required only if the shaft is 
fitted with couplings.
N7. *l
N , N 7 ' . 8n
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Where:
n = number of couplings.
N7. ’i
N7n
= Dummy variable indicating type of coupling 
fit to shaft:
1 = light transition, fit H7/k6
2 = medium transition, fit H7/m6
3 = heavy transition, fit H7/ti6
4 = light interference, fit H7/p6
5 = medium interference, fit H7/r6
6  = heavy interference, fit H7/s6
7 = heavy interference, fit H7/t6
8  = heavy interference, fit H7/u6
9  = side milled (both sides) key fit
10 = Side milled key, fit H7/k6
11 = Side milled key, fit H7/m6
12 = Side milled key, fit H7/n6
13 = Side milled key, fit H7/p6
14 = Side milled key, fit H7/r6
15 = Side milled key, fit H7/s6
N_ = Dummy variable indicating type of keyway used:
8  •
0  = non use; 1  = rectangular parallel; 2  = rectangular 
taper.
The input data array for drive shaft analysis should appear 
as follows:
1 .- Ni
2 . N2 . n 3> n4, I
3. V  D i- T
4. M , F , Fsp u y
5.
N 6  ’
1
• - n,
6. N? ,
i
. , N,
m
7 ’ N 8m
6
Gearbox Shaft InDut Data
The second line of input required is:
P, N, Tmax. maxB
Where:
P
N
T
maxD
TmaxB
T.
B
Power of motor, kW.
Speed of motor shaft, rpm. 
Maximum torque of motor, Nm.
Maximum torque of brake, Nm.
Reactive torque of motor, Nm. 
Reactive torque of brake, Nm.
The third line of input required is:
N9 » Ni o * Nll* N12* N13’ N14* N15* N16* N17* N18* N19* N20* N21
Where:
Ng a Dummy variable indicating use of output display:
1 = tabled data only; 2 = graphical, data only; 3 
3  both outputs.
N^q = Number of the shaft motion to be designed.
N ^  = Number of shaft motions in drive.
N^^ = Number of, components with rotational mass moments
inertia. '
N13 = Number of gears on shaft.
N 4  = Number of bearings on shaft.
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N 1 5  a Dummy variable indicating use of spline at left-hand , 
end of shaft: 0  = non use; 1  = use.
= Dummy variable indicating use of annular groove at 
bearing sleeves: 0  a non use; 1  = use.
— Dummy variable indicating use of annular groove at 
shaft steps near bearings: 0  = non use; 1  = use.
N1S a Dummy variable indicating the geometrical configuration 
of the shaft: 1  a simply-supported, single gear;
2 a simply—supported, double gear; 3 = cantilevered, 
single gear, cantilevered, double gear.
s Dummy variable indicating use of coupling connection 
at left hand end of shaft: 0  * non use; 1  = use.
Ngo - Dummy variable indicating the type of shaft construction;
1  = solid;, 2  = hollow.
= Dummy variable indicating the operational mode of 
the shaft: 1  = shafts of hand operation; 2  = shafts 
of constant or static torque; 3 = shafts of power 
operated motions, with fully reversing torque; 4 = 
shafts of power operated motions with no torque reversals.
The fourth line of input required is:
Where:
n = Number of shafts with gears in drive.
R = Speed ratio of the ith mating gear pair, 
i
n a Mechanical efficiency of the ith mating gear pair, %. 
i _
The fifth line of input required is:
Where:
'R.
1
‘L
n
■R. -
1 + 1
, I_ = Rotational mass moments of inertia for R 2n each component on the shaft, kgm .
2= Linear component of mass moment of inertia, kgm . 
= Overall drive mechanical efficiency, %.
= Shafts percentage of total system rotational mass 
moment of inertia, %.
The sixth line of input required is:
n
‘G* t, Mt, F, N2 2 * N0„, P , 23 a 1 1 H , N24
Where:
L_ = Distance to the gear centre from left hand end, mm.G
t = Number of teeth on gear.
M a Traverse diametral module, mm.
F = Facewidth of gear, mm.
N^ 2  = Dummy variable indicating type of gear: 1 a helical;
2 a spur; 3 = double helical.
N = Dummy variable indicating gear fit to shaft:
1 = light transition, fit H7/k6
2 = medium transition, fit H7/m6
3 = heavy transition, fit H7/n6
4 = light interference, fit H7/p6
5 = medium interference, fit H7/r6
6 » heavy interference, fit H7/s6
7 = heavy interference, fit H7/t6
8 = heavy interference, fit H7/u6
9 a side milled (both sides) key fit
10 a side milled key, fit H7/k6
11 a side milled key, fit H7/m6
12 a side milled key, fit H7/n6
13 a side milled key, fit H7/p6
14 a side milled key, fit H7/r6
15 a side milled key, fit H7/s6
16 a Integral gear on shaft.
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P s Pressure angle of gear teeth, degrees, a
H = Helix angle of gear teeth, degrees, a
N = Dummy variable indicating type of keyway used: 0
= non use; 1  = rectangular parallel, 2  = rectangular 
taper.
Note: The above data is repeated for each gear on shaft.
The seventh line of input required is:
Ls D.l
Where:
N„_ = Dummy variable indicating type of fillet radius:
1  s full fillet; 2  = specific fillet radius.
R- s Fillet radius required between shaft steps (if N_e I 25
= 2 ), otherwise = 0 .
L = Overall shaft length, mm. s
D. = Inside diameter of hollow shaft (= 0 for solid shaft),l
mm.
The eighth line of input required is:
Where:
M = material specification,sp
F = Material's ultimate tensile strength, MPa. u
F = Material’s yield strength (tensile), MPa.
y
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The ninth line of input required is:
N26m Bm
Where:
m
L_ »B. Bm
* number of bearings on shaft.
= Dummy variable indicating the type of bearing 
fit to shaft; 1 = KB/k6 ; 2 = K3/J6; 3 =
KB/h6 ; 4 = KB/g6 .
= Distance to bearing centre from left hand . 
end of shaft, mm.
The tenth line of input is required only if a spline is 
used at the left hand end of the shaft.
N L27 spl
Where: _
N 2 7  s Dummy variable indicating type of spline; 1  = parallel- 
sided spline; 2  = -involute spline.
Lspl = Length of spline, mm.
The input data array for gearbox shaft analyses should thus 
appear as follows:
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1. Ni
2. P, N, T , maxD
3. 9 * 10 * 11
4. R , N , .., s. c.1 1
5*
h .  - h .  •1 1+1
6. Lg , t, Mt> F ,
7. N _ _ y R _ f L ) 25 f s
8. M. , F , Fsp u y
9. N26.* LB .’ *i i
10. N _ ,  L . ■ 27 spl
* V  r b
s c m m
'R ’ ‘o* 'i n
22* 23* a* a* 24
26 * B m m
1 0 . 8 APPENDIX H
PROGRAMME LISTINGS
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PROGRAMME H.l
1
2 0 T H I S  PR O G R A M ^  QBTC£MIMPS CO F F F I  Cl CNT5
3 C FOP QUADRATIC EQUATIONS USED IN S F C r iO M  ?
4 C
5
6
7
8 
9
I 0  
1 1 
l 2  
i 3 
14 
1 5 
16 
! 7 
18 
19
D IM ENS ION  X (3 ) ,  Y ( 3)  , X X ( 3 )  
READ (5 ,1  ) ( X (  J ) ,  Y( J )  , J  = 1 , 3 )  
DO 2 J = U  
XX( J ) = X ( J ) * X ( j )
D 1 = XX ( 3 )- XX (2 )
D 2 = X X (2 ) - X X (  I )
D3= X( 3 ) -X (2 ) •
D4=X( 2) -X ( 1 ) .
D5=Y( 3) - Y (2 )
D 6 = Y (2 ) - Y ( 1 )
P 1 = D3/D 1 
P2=D5/D1
XP1 =P 1 *D2 •
XP ?= P2*D 2
XXP 1 = XP 1-D4
2 0
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28 
29 
3 0
XXP 2=XP2-D6
B=XXP2/XXP1 •
A=( D 6-D 4*8 )/Q 2
C=Y (1 )-A+X( 1 ) +X(1 ) - 3 * X (  1 )
W R IT E  ( 6 , 3 )  ( X ( J ) , Y ( J  ) , J=  1, 3) . A , 3 ,0  
1 FORMAT ( )
3 FORMAT ( '  X ( 1 ) = ' , F ! n . Y (  1) = ' 10 . 4  , / ,  
\ '  X ( 2 ) = ' , FI  0 . 4 ,  / Y( 2) = ' , F 10.4 ,/ ,
2 '  X ( 3 ) = ' , F 1 0. '  Y ( 3 . ) = ' , F i n . 4 #/ t
3 '  A= El  0 . ^ , '  B= ' . E I O . A /  C = ' , E10 . 4 )  
END
PROGRAMME H.2 142
1
2 
T
4
5A
7g
9
10n
12
13
14 
J 5 
16 
17 
1?
19
20 
c1 
- 2
fc4
25
t.6
t7
*829
30
31
12
13
34
35j6
37
32 
39 
%C
4142
43
44 
•*5 
«*6 h7
48
49
30
31
32
32
34
35
36
37
38
39 
60 
a 1 c2 
63 
o4 
65 
06 
a7* o
69
70
71
72
73
74 
73
76
77 
7? 
79 
sC cl 
a2 
a3
64
65
C
C PROGRAMME TO CALCULATE DEFLECTIONS 4 SLOPES 
C FOR SHAFTS MOUNTED ON TWO SEARINGS 
C SHAFTS KAY 6E SIMPLY SUPPORTED OR CauTILEVERED 
C PROGRAMME USES NUMERICAL INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
C
DIMENSION DUO), X (20) , SM (20,2) , A(2Q), Y(20),
1 WL(2G), U ( 20,2 ) , C ( 20 ) , CEFL(20,<J, DSL(ZO), cLC(20,2),
2 Z (20) , wK (20) , DEFLN(20), SLCPEUO), DD(20), UU(20)
C
C READ INPUT DATA 
C
REAO (5,100) M1,M2,M3 
DO 15 K = 1,2
13 READ (5,100) (BM(J,K),J=1,M1)
■ READ (5,100) (D (J),J=1,M2)
REAO (5,100) (X(J) ,J=1,M3)
READ (5,100) N,NO 
C .
C CHECK INPUT DATA 8Y WRITING OUT SAME 
C ’
DO 16 K = 1,2
16 WRITE (6,100) (eM(J ,K) ,J=1,M1)
WRITE (6,100) (D(J),J=1,M2)
WRITE (6,100) (X(J),J=1,M3)
WRITE (6,100) M1,M2,M3,N,NO 
C
C BEGIN CALCULATION PHASE 
C
DO 80 K = 1,2 
NN-N-1
OO 20 LL=1,NN
A(LL)=3.1415V/64.*D(LL)**4.
Y(LL)=2.EM1*A(LL)
WK(LL)S8M(LL,K)/Y(LL)
WL(LL)=8M(LL+1,K)/Y(LL) ‘
Z(LL) = .5*(WK(LL)-*-WL(LL))
DSL(LL)SX(LL)*Z(LL)
20 WRITE (6,100) A(LL),Y(LL),WK(LL),WL(LL>,Z(LL),DSL(LL)
SLO(1,K)=0.
00 30 JJ=2,N
S LO(J J,K)*SLO(JJ-1,K)40SL(JJ-1)
30 WRITE (6,100) SLO(JJ,K)
DO 35 M=1,NN
U(M,K)=0*5*(SL0(M,K)+SL0(M+1,K))
35 WRITE (6,100) U(M,K)
00 40 KK*1 *NN 
D D(KK)®U(KK,K)*X(KK)
40 WRITE (6,100) DD(KK)
D DSUM = 0•
X SUMsO•
N00=N0-1
DO SO MM=1,NOO
0D$UM=0DSUM*0D(MM)
50 XSUM*XSUM+X(MM)
WRITE (6,100) DDSUrt,XSUM 
CF=-DDSUM/XSUM 
WRITE (6,100) CF 
DO 60 LM®1,NN 
C(LM)® X(LM)* C F 
64 WRITE (6,100) C(LM)
0EFK1 ,K)*C.
OEFL(NO,K)s0•
DO 70 NN=2,N
IF (NN•EQ «NO) GO TO 70
DEFL(NN,K)=0EFL(NN-1,K)*C(NN-1)+Ou(NN-1)
WRITE (6,100) DEFL(NN,K)
70 CONTINUE ' '
60 CONTINUE 
C
C DETERMINE VECTOR SUM OF HORIZONTAL 6 VERTICAL 
C COMPONENTS OF SLOPES & DEFLECTIONS 
C
DO 90 LM®1,N
DEFLN(LM)=1000«*SGRT(DEFL(LM,1)*ucFL(LM»1)*DEFL(LM,2)*D£FL(LM,2)) 
UU(LM)=57.fc9576*SQRT(U(LM,1)*U(LM,1)+U(LM,2)*U(LM,2)) 
SL0P£(LM)=57.29 5 78*SGRT(S.L0(LK, 1)*SLO(LM,1)♦SL0(LM,2)*SLO(LM , 2))C
C WRITE OUT FINaL SLOPES S DEFLECTIONS C
90 WRITE (6,100) DEFLN(LM),UU(LM),SLUPE(LM)
100 FORMAT ()
C
ENO
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PROGRAMME H.3
4
5
6
7
8 5
1 0
11
12
13
1415 -1617
18 
19 
*.0 
21 
22
2324
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35 
26 
37 
j8
29 
*0
41
42
43
44
45 
•»6
47
48 
h9
303132
53
54 
.5 
56
C
C
C
C
Cccccccccc
ccc
c
**
*
*
*
DESIGN PROCEDURE *
' TO PRODUCE OPTIMUM SHa FT DIMENSIONS *
FROM REQUIRED GEOMETRY & SELECTED OPERATING CONDITIONS * 
PROCEDURE BASED ON AUSTRALIA* STANDARD AS14G3:1979 **
D. J . GOARD (B.E.(MECH.) ,GRAO • I•c•AUST.) *
M.E. THESIS,1981 *
VARIABLE DIMENSIONING
INTEGER TYPEGC5),COM FITC5),BRGFIT(5),NTEETH(5) ,NK EY(5)
DIMENSION TORQ (10) , TORQD (1 0 ) , SPAATUO), TRMIC1C), BMTR ( 5 ) , T0RQ8 
1(10), FSP(5) , F AP < 5) , FTP(5) , TMGDLE(5>, DEPTHG(5), RBM(5), EFFMG( 
25), BM ( 5 ) , DIA ( 5 ) , WIDTH (5) , 0EPTHSC5), TOTF4(1GCO, SLG(5), RMIC1C- 
3), RADIUS(5), 6W(5) , TOTF3(1 CO), uD(5), SHSPED (10), PA(5), HA(5), 
4SLoRG(5), DTR0IA(5), BDIA(5), T0TF2(10C), FWIDTH(5), DTRANS(5), DR 
5ED ( 5 ) , TCTF1 (100) , TOTF33(5Q), Do «G(5) , D TRAN(5), SFFCD(5), SFRCBD 
6(5), DTRTR(5), DTR6(5), 0(20), XUQ), BMA(20,2>, A(20), Y(20), WL( 
72G), C(20), DEFL(20,2), DSL(2G), SLO(20,2), Z(20), WK(20), DEFLN(2 
£0), SLOPE(20), DDA(20), UU(20), u(20,2), SL(5) , DFL(5), DIAM(5), X 
91(50), Y1(50) , X2(5), Y2 (5) , X3(5), Y3(5), X4(5), Y4(5), X6(5), Y6 
A(5), X7(5), Y7(5), X5(5), Y5(5), GD(50)
CHARACTER DIMENSIONING
CHARa CTER*6 FIT1(8 ),FIT2(4),SPECM,HEAD (5),FIT1N,FIT2N,HEAON
C *****
C INPUT SEGUENCE 
C --------- — ---
C READ DATA
READ ( 5 , 2 0 8 0 )  NDES 
I F  ( NDES• EG•&) GO TO 10 
C
C INPUT DATA FOR GEARBOX SHAFT 
C
REAO ( 5 , 2 0 80»E ND=2050 , E RR =204G)  POWER, S PE E D, TMAXD, TMAXB, REATD, REAT 
1B
READ (5,2060,END*205C,ERR = 2040) NOUT,NMOT,NShA FT,NCRMMI,NGEARS,NBR 
1GS,NSPLIN,NANGRE,NANGRS,NGEOM,NCPuGS,NTYFE,MODc 
READ (5,2C£0,END=2050,ERR=2G40) ( SPRAT CJ ) ,E F.FM6 CJ ), J =1 ,NSHAFT)
READ ( 5,2080,END = 205 0,ERR = 2040) (AMI(J),J=1,NCRMMI),CLMMI,ODME,SPO 
1SI
READ ( 5 , 2 0 8 0 , E ND= 2 G5 0 , E RR =2 0 4 G )  ( S L G ( J ) , NT E E T h ( J ) , T MO O L £ ( J ) , F WI D T H  
1 ( J ) , T Y  P E G U ) , C C M F I T ( J ) , P A ( J ) ,  HA ( J ) , N K £ Y ( J ) , J = 1 , N G  EARS)
READ (5»2C80,END=2G5C,ERR=2G4G) * FR , FR AD SH A F T L, D INS 
• READ (5,2090,END=2C50,ERR=2040) SPECM,TENS,YIELD
READ (5,2C80,END=2C50,£RR=204C) (BRGFIT(J),SLBRG(J),J=1,HBAGS)
I F  ( N S P L I N . E G . G )  GO TO 30
READ ( 5 , 2 0 8 0 , END=2J5Q, ERR=204C)  c S P L F T  , SPLLEN  
GO TO 30
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87vS89
60
6 1
62
o364
65 c6 
6? o8 e°
70
71
72
73 
76
75
76
77 
73 
79 
e0 d
t2
63
s4
t5
66 
c7 
ci8
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
58
59 
luO 
1 0 1  
1 0 2  
1U3
104
105
106 
107 
1o3 
1u9 
1 1 C 
111 
112 
113
C
C INPUT DATA FOR DRIVE SHAFT 
C
10 READ (5,<;0SQ,END = 2G5C,ERR = 2G4G) 
READ (5,2080,£ND=205C,ERR=204G) 
READ (5,2090,END = 205C.,ERR = 2040) 
IF (N6RGS.EQ.0) GO TO 20 
READ (5,208Q,END=2u50,ERR=204C) 
20 IF (NCPLGS.EG.O) GO TO 30
READ (5,208Q,END=2G5Q,ERR=204G) 
30 CONTINUE 
C
C SET CHARACTER ARRAYS 
C
DATA (FIT1(I)t1=1,8) /' H7/K6', 
1,' H 7/S6'»’ H7/T6'y' H 7/U 6'/ 
DATA (FIT2(I),I=1,4) /• KB/K6', 
DATA (HEAD(I),1=1,5) /' -1ST ', 
1 /
IF (NDES.EG.*) GC TO 630
£***•* ★
c ca lculation of parameters • c ----------------------
C EQUIVALENT SHAFT & SYSTEM MASS
C MOMENTS OF INERTIA£#****
LC = 1 
SUM1=0•
IF (NCRMMI.EG.G) GO TO 50 
DO 40 J = 1yNCRMMI 
TRMI(J)=SUM1+RMI(J)
40 SUM1=TRMI ( J)
50 IF (LC.EQ.1) GO TO 120 
60 LC=LC+1
NCPLGS ,NBRGS fNTYPE,MODE 
5hAFTL,DINS,STURQ 
iPECM,TENS,YIELD
(BRGFIT(J),J = 1 ,N5RGS)
(COMFIT(J),NK£Y(J),J=1,NCPLGS)
h7/M6 *,' H7/N6',’ H7/P6 ' » * H7/R6*
K8/J6',1 KB/ho*,' K8/G6 ' /
-2ND »,• -3RD ' -4TH ' -5TH •
\
C INCREASE ROTATIONAL MASS-MOMENTS INERTIAS TO INCLUDE SHAFT SIZES£★★★★★ .
GO TO (70,80,90,100), NGEOM 
C
C SIMPLY-SUPPORTED,SINGLE-GEARED SHAFTS 
C 70 RMIS=771.654c—15*(8W(1)*6DIA(1)**4,«-(1COO•*SSLG-0•5*(FUIDTH(1)+BW( 
11)))*0TRANS(1)**4,fFWIDTH(1)*DIA(1)**<*.+(SLl-0.5*(FWIDTH(1)+6W(2)) 
2)*DTRANS(2)**4.-*-BW(2)*6DIA(1)**4.)
GO TO 110 
C
C SIMPLY-SUPPORTED,DOUBLE-GEARED SHAFTS _
C ’80 RMIS = 771.654e-l5»(SW(1)*BDIA(1)**‘,* + (1 00 0•*SSLG-0.5*(FWIDTH(1)+ BW( 
11 ) ) ) *DT R ANS ( 1) **4# + FWI C?TH (1 ) * DIA ( 1) **4 • ♦ (1 0 0 0 • *SL3-. 5 * ( F W10 TH (1 ) * F 
2WIDTH(2)))*0INT**4.^FWIDTH(2)*DIA(2)**4. + (1000 .*SL2-.5*(FWIDTH(2) + 
3Bw (2)))*DTRAnS(2)**4.+6W(2)*8DIA(2)**4.)
GO TO 110 
C
C CANTILEVERED,SINGLE-GEARED SHAFTS 
C
90 RMIS=771 .654c-1 5* (BW (1 ) *BDIA (1) **<*.♦( 1 00 0 ,*SUPPL-0• 5*(8W (1) ♦Bta (2) )
145
114
115
116
117
118
119
120 
1c1 
122 
1 cZ 
U 4  
1 >5 
126 
U 7  
128
129
130
131
132
133 1-4
135
136
137 
133 
139 
1 , 0
141
142
143
144
145 
1*6 
1,7 
1 *8
149
150
151
152153
154 
135
156
157
138
139 
U O  
1c1 
1 o2 
163 
U 4  
165 
1 36 
U 7  
168 
1 c9 
170
1) *0TRANS(1)**4.+BW(2)*BDIA(2)**4.+(1Q00.*SL4-0.5*(6W(2)«-FWlDTH(1))
2) *DTRANS(2)**4.«-FWIDTH(1)*DIA(1)**4.)
GO TO 110
C ,
C CANTILEVERED,DOU8LE-GEARED SHAFTS 
C
100 RMIS=771.654E-15*(BW(1)*8DIA(1)**4.+(100G.*SSLG-0.5*(8W(1)+FWIDTH( 
11)))*D TRANS C1)**4.+FWIDTH(1)*DIA(1)**4 .♦(1 COO•*SL1 5 * ( FWIDTH(1)♦D 
2lNT**4. + ew(2)*BDIA(2)**4.«‘(1000.*:>L5-Q.5*(FWIDTH(2)+BW(2)))*Bw(2))
3) *OTRAn S(2)**4.+FWIDTH(2)*01A(2)**4.)
110 IF (RMIS.LE.G.1) GO TO 590
TRMI (NCRMMI)=TRMI (NCRMMI)+RMIS 
120 TGTMR=EFFMG(NMCT)/100.*TRMI(NCRMMI)*SPRAT(NMGT)**2. 
TQTMSs(T0TMR/SP0SI)*1QC#
TOTMI=TOTMS+CLMMI
C MAXIMUM ANGULAR ACCELERATION 
£***«*
ACCD=(TMAXD-REa TD)*0DME7(T0TMI*1JU*}
ACC8=-(TMAXB-R£ATB)*0DME/(TOTMI*JuQ.)
C SHAFT TORQUES
Q**** *
DO 160 K = 1»NSHAFT 
IF (K.GT.1) GO TO 130
T0RQ0(1)«THAXD*EFFMG(1)/(100.*SPRaT(1))-TOTMR*ACCD 
TORQBd)=TMAX8*100./(SPRAT(1)*EFFMG(1)>+T0TMR*ACCB 
GO TO 140
130 T0RG0(K)=T0RQD(K-1)*EPFMG(K)/(SPRAT(K)*10C.)-TCTMR*ACCD 
T0RG6(K)*TORQB(K-1)*1 GO./(SPRATU)*EFFM6(K))*TOTMR*ACCB 
IF (TORQOOO ,EQ*T0RQ8(K)) GO TO 130 
C
C FIND MAXIMUM SHAFT TORQUES 
C
140 TGRG(K)=AMAX1(ABS(TORQD(K)), ABS(TORGB(K)))
GO TO 160
150 T0RQ(K)=T0RQD(K)
160 CONTINUEC* ****
C ANALYSE FORCES ON SHAFT 
DO 190 J =1 *N6EARS
FTP(  J)=TORQ(NMOT)/(.G005*NTEETH(J)*TMODLE(J ) )
NTYPEG=TYPEG(J)
GO TO (170,160,180), NTYPEG 
C
C HELICAL GEARS
C '
170 F S P ( J ) s F T P ( J ) * T A N ( P A ( J ) / 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 8 )
F A P ( J ) = F T P ( J ) * T A N ( h A ( J ) / 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 3 )
GO TO 190
C _
C SPUR 6 DOUBLE-HELICAL GEARS 
C
180 FSP(J)*FTP(J)*TAN(PA(J)/57.29578)
FAP(J)=0.
190 CONTINUE
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171
172
173
174
175
176
177 175 
179 
160 
151 
1 o2 
163 
1 o4
165
166 
167 
138 
169
190
191 
1 92
193
194
195
196
197
198
199 
2C0 
2 0 1  
202
203
204
205
206 
2C7 
208
209
210 
211 
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220  
221 
222 
223 
2«:4
225
226 
227
IF (LC.EQ*2*AND.NGEOM,GT.2) GO Tu 250 
IF (LC.EQ.2) GO TO 270£**♦**
C CALCULATE BENDING MOMENTS FOR EACH GtAR 
C IN BOTH HORIZONTAL & VERTICAL DIRECTIONS &
C FIND RESULTANT£*«***
DO 200 J=1fNGEARS 
200 SLG(J)=SLG(J)*0.0C1 
DO 210 J =1,NfaRGS 
210 SL3RG(J)=SLBRG(J)*U.QQ1 
SUPPL=SL6RGU)-SLBRG(1 )
SL1=SLBRGC2)-SLG<1)
SSLG*SLG(1)-SLSRG(1)
D1AMC1)=FLQAT<.VTEETH(1)*TM0DLE(1) )
R1=Q.0005*DIAM(1>
IF CNGEARS.EQ.1> GO TO 220
DIAM(2)*FL0ATCNTEETH<2)*TM0DLE<2>) .
R2 = 0.0005*01 AM(2)
SL2-SLBRGC2)-SLG<2) ,
SLi=SLG<2)-SLG(1)
SSLTH2=SLG(2J-SLBRG<1)
220 Bto(1)=15.
BWC2)=15.
GO TO (230,240,250f260>, NGEOM
C SIMPLY SUPPORTED SINGLE GEAR SHAFT ANALYSIS
230 RBAX=FTP<1)*SL1/SUPPL 
R8BX»FTP(1)*SSLG/SUPPL 
BMGX=RSAX*SSLG
RBAY=(FSP(1)*SL1*FAPC1)*R1>/SUPPL 
RBSY=(FSP(1>*SSLG-FAP<1)*R1)/SUPPL 
RBA=SQRT(RBAX*RBAX+RBAY*RBAY)
R5BsSQRTCRBBX*R6BX+RBBY*RBBY>
R5MAX-AMAX1(RBA»RB6)
BMGY=R8AY*SSLG
RBMG1=SQRT(BMGX*8MGX+BMGY*BMGY)
BMTR1X=R8AX*(SSLG-0.0005*FWIDTH(1))
BMTR2X*RBAX*(SSL6-*-0*0005*FWIDTH< J ))-FTP<1)*0*0CG5*FWIDTH(1 ) 
BMTR1Y*RBAY*(SSLG-G.CQQ5*FWIDTH<1>>
BMTR2Y=R8AY*(SSLG+0*0005*FWIDTH(1))-FSP(1)*Q.GGG5*FUIDTH(1)-FAP(1) 
1 *R1
RBMTR1=SQRT(6MTR1X*BMTR1X+BMTR1Y*8MTR1 Y) 
RBMTR2=SQRT(BMTR2X*BMTR2X+BMTR2Y*bMTR2Y)
GO TO 270
C***** .
C SIMPLY SUPPORTED DOUBLE GEAR SHAFT ANALYSIS 
C* * * * *
240 RBAX=(FTP(1>*SL1+FTP(2)*SL2)/SUPPL -
R98X = C FTP<1)*SSLG + FTP<2)*SSLTH2)/SUPPL 
6MG1X=RBAX*SSLG 
* BMG2X=R8AX*SSLTH2-FTP(1)*SL3 
RBAY=<FSP(1)*SL1+FAP(1)*R1♦FAP<2)*R2-FSP(2)*SL2)/SUPPL 
8B8Y = C-FAP<1)*Rl-FSP(2)*SSLTH2-FAPC2)*R2+FSPa >*SSLG)/SUPPL 
RBA*SQRTCR8AX*RBAX*RBAY*RBAY)
R68*SQRT(R8BX*RBSX+R6BY*R8BY)
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148
BMTR3X=RBAX*(SOPPL-Q.0GQ5*BW<2)>-FTP(1>*(SL1-O.G005*6W<2)) 
BMTR4X*RBAX*(SUPPL+0«QQG5*6W(2))“FTP(1)*(SL1+G»UG05*6W(2))*R6BX*#Q 1QG5*8W(2)
BMBX=RBAX*SUPPL-FTP<1)*SL1
RBAY=(FSP<1)*SL1-FSP(2)*SL5-FAP(1)*R1)/(SUPP0C-SL5)
R68Y*(FSP<1)*<SUPPDC-SL3)-FSP(2>*SUPPDC-FAPC1)*R1)/(SUPPDC-SL5) 
R6A-SQRT(RBAX*R8AX*RBAY*RBAY)
R6B»SQRT( RBBX*RBBX+RB8Y*RPBY)
RBMAX=AMAX1(RBA.RBB)
BMG1Y=RBAY*SSL6
BMTR1YsRBAY*CSSLG-0.0005*FV#IDTH<1))
BMTR2Y*RBAY*(SSLG+FUIDTH<1)*Q.G0C5)-FSPC1)*0 .G005*FWIDTH(1)-FAP(1) 
1 * R1
BMTR3YsRBAY*(SUPPL-0*0005*8W<2))-FSP(1)*(SL1-0*0005*8WC2)J-FApCD* 
1R1
BMTR4Y=RBAY*(SUPPL*0.0005*BW<2))-FSP(1)*(SLl+0*0005*8W<2J)-FAP<1)* 
1R1♦R8B Y*0#00U5*BW(2)
RBMINl*SQRT(6MTR2X*BMTR2XfBMTR2Y*6MTR2Y)
R6MIN2sSQRT(BMTR3X*8MTR3X*BMTR3Y»oMTR3Y)
8MBY=R8AY*SUPPL-FSP(1)*SL1-FAP(1)*R1
R6MG1SSQRT(BMG1X*BMG1X*8MG1Y*8MG1Y)
RSM62=0•
RB«TR1*SaRT(BMtRlX*BMTRlX+B«TRlY*BMTR1Y)
RBMTR2*AMAX1(RBMIN1*R3MIN2)
R8MTR3=SQRT(8MTR4X*BMTR4X*BMTR4Y*BMTR4Y)
R8M8*SQRTCBMBX*BMBX*BM8Y*BM8Y)
270 CONTINUEC*****
C OPTIMISATION 
C ----------—
C SET SENDING MOMENTS TO CALCULATE 
C STEPPED SHAFT GEOMETRY FOR SHAFT
DO 580 J =1»2 
RBM (1)*0*
8HTR(1>*RBMTRT
IF (NG&OM* £0*3) GO TO 280
8M(1)*RBMG1
IF (NGE0M.EQ.4) GO TO 290
RBM C 2)*0*
BMTR(2)*RBMTR2 
BM(2)=RBMG2 
GO TO 300 
230 BM(1)-RBMB 
RBM(2)=R6MG1 
GO TO 300 
290 RBM(2)*RBMG2 
BMTR(2)-RBMTR3 
RBMINT>RBMTR2 
BM(2)*RBMB
300 IF (NGEARS.EQ.1) FAP(2)*FAP<1)
C*****
C SHAFT DIAMETER AT BEARING SUPPORTS £**«**
ENDLT=Q*45*T£NS
DO 570 M=2,100
IF (M.EQ.1C0) GO TO 2060
3*2
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377 
578 
379 
360 
36T 
3S2
363364
-o5
3663o7
368
3c9
390
591
392
393
594
595
396
397
398
IF (M.tQ.2) GO TO 510 .
TOTF1CM)=TQTF1(M-1)
TCTF2(M)*TCTF2(M-1)
T0TF3(M)=TQTF3(M-1 >
TOTF4(M)*TGTF4(M-1)
310 IF (M.GT.2) 60 TO 320 
C
C INITIAL VALUE OF ZONE 1 S.C.LEVEL 
C
T0TF1(1)=2*0
CALL OTHIAL (RBM(J),TORQ(NMOT),0TR8(J))
320 CALL SHPFCT (DTRB(J),SFACT1)
CALL DIAMM (DTRB < J),ENDLT,YIELD,rQRQ(NMQT),SFACT1,T0TF1(M-1),F AP(J 
1)t RBM(J)fMODEf DBRG(J))
IF CNTYPE.EQ.1) 60 TO 330
DBRGH=(DBRG(J)**3.+1.7*0INS**3.)**(1./3.)
IF ((DoRGH—DINS).LT.(0»1S*D8RG(J))) DBKGH=DINS+U.15*DBRG(J) 
DBRG(J)=DBR6h 
330 FD1SDTRB(J)—DBRG(J)
c
C CHECK CONVERGENCE-ZONE 1 
C
IF (ABSCFD1).LE.0.QQ5.AND.ABS(DTF1)*LE.0•05) GO TO 340 
CALL DERIV (DTR6(J),ENDLT,YI ELD,TORQ(NMOT),SFACT1,T0TF1<M-1) , FAP(J 
1),RBM(J),M0DE.FDD1)
DTRB(J)SDTRB(J)—FD1/FDD1
C*****
C SELECT STANDARD BEARING DIAMETERS & WIDTHS 
£**★*■*
IF (NGE0M.GE.3.AND.J.EQ.2) GO TO 590 
CALL ST3RDM (DTRB ( J) ,8DIA ( J) , 8W(J))
CALL TTOTF2 (N6RGS,8 RG FIT(J),TENS,DTRTR(J),BDIA(J),DTRDIA(J),NFR,F 
1RA0,NANGRB,NANGRS,T0TF2(M))
DTF2ST0TF2(M)—T0TF2(M—1)
IF (M.LT.1QO) GO TO 350 
340 DRED(J)*FLOAT(INT(DBRG(J) ))
IF ((06RG(J)-0RED(J)).GT.0.2) DRtG(J)=DRED(J)+1.£*«*** •
C TRANSITION SHAFT DIAMETERS 
£*★***
350 IF (M.GT.2) GO TO 36C 
C
C INITIAL VALUE OF ZONE 2 S.C.LEVEL 
C
TOTFid ) s2.
CALL DTRIAL (8NTR(J) ,TORQ(NMOT)td TRTR(J))
360 CALL SHPFCT (DTRTR(J),SFACT2)
CALL DIAMM (OTRTR(J),ENOLT,YI ELD,TORQ(NMOT),SFACT2,TCTF2(M),FAP(J) 
1,6MTR(J),MODt,DTRAN(J)) '
IF (NTYPE.EQ.1) GO TO 370
DTRANH*(0TRAN(J)**3.+1.7*0INS**3.)**(1./3.)
IF ((DTRANH-OINS).LT.(0.15*DTRAN(J))) DTRANH = DINS + Q•15*DTRAN (J) 
DTRANQ )=DTRANH
370 F02=DTRTR(J)-DTRAN(J) .
C
C CHECK CONVERGENCE-ZONE 2 
C
150
i V9 
4*0 
4u1 
4*2 
403 
4u4 
4*5 
4*6 
407 
4*8
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420 
4t1 
4*2
423
424
425
426
427 
4*8 
4*9
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438 
4*9 
44C 
4*1 
442 4*3
444
445
446
447 
4*8 
4*9 
430 
451 
4*2
453
454
455
IF U8SCFD2).LE.0.005.AND.ABS(DTF*).LE.0.05) GO TO 450
CALL DERIV (OTRTR(J),ENDLT,YIELD,TORO(NMOT),3FACT2,TOTF2(M), FAP(J)
1y SMTR ( J )fMOOctF 002)
.DTRTR(J)*DTRTR(J)-FD2/F0D2 
IF (NSPLIN.EG.O) GO TO 3&0 
C
C DISTANCE FROM BEARING TO SPLINECIF ANY)
C .
SP6RL3SLBRG(1)-(SPLLEN*Q.C01)-(B*(1)*G.Gl 05) ■
GO TO 390 
380 SP9RL=0.
NSPL FTsO -
GO TO 400
390 BDIA(2)SDTRB(2) .
400 IF (M.GT.2) GO TO 4Z0 
DTRTR(J)*BD1a (J)
IF (MSEARS.EG.1.AN0.J.EQ.2) GO TO 410 
DTRDIA(J)-BOIACJ)
GO TO 420
410 OTROIA(2)3DTRDIA(1)
c
C UPDATE ZONE 1 S.C.LEVEL 
C
420 CALL TTOTF1 (J ,NSPLIN,NSPLFT,NeRGS*BRGFIT(J)»TENS,DTRTR(J)f8DIA(J)
1,DTRDIA(J),NFR,FRAD,NANGRB,NANGRS,DTRB(J),SPBRL»TOTF1(M)) 
DTF13T0TF1(M)-T0TF1(H-1)
IF (M.EQ.2) DTRDIA(J)3DTRTR(J)
IF (J•EQ•1) GO TO 430 
DMIN*AMIN1(DTRTR(1),DTRTR(2))
GO TO *40 
430 DMIN*OTRTR(J )
C
C UPOATE ZONE 3 S.C.LEVEL 
C 440 CALL SSFGSS (COMFIT(J),TENS*DMIN,BDIA(5),DTRDIA(J),NFR,FRAD,SFFGSS 
1 )
TQTF3(M)*SFFGSS
T0TF33(J)ST0TF3(M)
DTF3*T0TF3(M)-T0TF3(M-1)
IF (M.LT.1G0) GO TO 460 
450 DTRANS(J)=FLOAT(INT(DTRAN(J)))
IF ( (DTRAN(J)—DTRANS(J) ) .GT.O.Z) oTRANS(J)*OTRANS(J)*1.£**•*♦* _
C SHAFT DIAMETER AT GEARS 
C *****
460 IF (NGEARS.LT.2.AND.J.EQ.Z) GO TO 550 
IF (M.GT.2) GO TO 470 
C
C INITIAL VALUE ZONE 3 S.C.LEVEL '
C
T0TF2(1)*2.0
CALL DTRIAL (BM(J>,TORQ(NMOT),OTKuIA(J))
470 CALL SHPFCT (DTRD IA(J) , SFACT3) , . „
CALL DIAMM (DTRDIA(J),ENDLT,YIELu,TORU(NMGT),SFa CT3,TOTF3(M-1),FAP
1 (J)fBM(J),MOoEtDD(J>)
IF (NTYPE.EQ.1) GO TO 480 
DDHs (DD(J)**i.*1.7*DINS**3.)** (1./3.)
456
k>7
43S
459 
4c0 
4c1 462 
4o3
464
465466
407
408
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
4 77
478
479
460
461
462
463
464 
4o5
466
467 4d8 
469 
450
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
4995 90 
5w1 
5U2 
5*3 
5w4
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
IF < (DOH-DINS) .LT.(0.15*DD(J))) 0 DH*D1 NS ♦C • 1 5 * 00 ( J )
OOCJ)=U0H
46U IF (NGEOM «£Q.3) CALL STBRDM (DO(1),DO(1) ,BU(2) )
IF (NGE0M.EQ.4.AND.J .EQ.2) CALL STBROM ( D D ( 2) , DO ( 2 ) , 6W ( 2 ) ) 
FD3=0TRDIA<J)-DD(J)
C
C CHECK CONVERGENCE-ZONE 3 
C
IF (ABS(FD33.LE.C.005.AND.ABS(DTFj).LE.Q.Q5) GO TO SCO 
CALL DtRIV (DTRDIAU),ENDLT,YIELD,TORQ(NMOT),S FACT3,TOTF3(M-1),FAP 
1(J),BM(J)»MODE » F D Di)
0TRDIA(J)sDTliDIA(J)-FD3/FDD3
C
C UPDATE ZONE 2 S.C.LEVEL
c
CALL TTOTF2 (NBRGS,BRGFIT(J),TENS,DTRTR(J),BDIA(J),DTRDIA(J),NFRfF 
1RAD,NAN6RB,NANGRS,TOTF2(M))
DTF2=TGTF2(M)-T0TF2<M-1>
C
C UPDATE ZONE 3 S.C.LEVEL 
C
CALL SSFGSS (COMFIT(J),TENS,DMINfSDIA(J),DTRDIA(J),NFRrFRAD,SFFGSS 
1)
T0TF3(M)*SFFGSS
T0TF3i(J)*T0TF3(M)
IF (NGEARS.EG#1) GO TO 490 
C
C UPDATE ZONE 4 S.C.LEVEL 
C
T0TF4(M)*AMAX1(TOTF33<1),TOTF33(6))
DTF4-T0TF4CM)—T0TF4(M—1)
490 DTF3*T0TF3(M)-T0TF3(M-1)
IF CM.LT.10G) GO TO 510 
500 DIA(J)*FLOAT(INT(DO(J)))
IF ((DD(J)-DIA(J)).GT.0.02) OIA(J) ~ 0IA ( J) •C * ** ■* *
C INTERMEDIATE SHAFT DIAMETERS FOR 
C D0U6LE GEARED SHAFTS ■
510 IF (NGEARS.LT.Z.OR.J.EQ.1) GO TO 550 
IF (M.GT.2) GO TO 520 .
C
C INITIAL VALUE ZONE 4 S.C.LEVEL 
C
T0TF4(1)=2.
CALL DTRIAL (RBMINT,TORQ(NMOT),DTRINT)
320 CALL SHPFCT (DTRINT y SFACT4)
CALL OIAMM <DTRINT,€NDLT,YI ELD,TOkQ(NMOT),SFACT4,TOTF4(M-1),FAP(J) 
1,R8MINT,M0DE,DDINT)
IF (NTYPE.EQ.1) GO TO 530 
DINTh=(DDINT**3. + 1 .7*0INS**3 • )**<1•/3. )
IF ((DINTH-OINS)*LT.<0.15*DDINT)) DINTH=DINS+ 0.1 5*ODINT 
DOINT=DINTH 
330 F04=DTRINT-DDIKT
C '
C CHECK CONVERGENCE-ZONE 4
C .
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520 
5-1 
522 5*3 5*4 
525 
5*6 
5*7 
5*8 
5*9
530
531
532
533
534
535
536 
557 
5 j8 
5j9 
5*0
541
542
543 
5*4 
5*5 
546 
5*7
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559 ’ 3oQ
561
562 
5o3 
564 
365 
5o6 567 
5o3 
5o9
IF (ABS(F04).Lfe.0.U05.AN0,ABS(DTF*).Lc.0.05) GO 70 540 
CALL DERIV (QTRINT,ENDLTfYIELD,TOKQ(NMGT),SFaCT4,TOTF4(M-1), FaP(J) 
1 ,R8MINT,M0DEfFDD4)
DTRINT*DTRINT-FD4/FDD4 
IF CM.LT.1uO) GO TO 560 
540 DINT=FLQAT<INT(DDINT))
IF C(DDINT-DINT).GT.0.2) DINT=DI*T+1.
GO TO 560 
550 FD4=C.
DTF4*0.
C
C FINAL CHECK ON CONVERGENCE-ALL DIAMETERS & ZONES
C .
560 FDMAX=AMAX1(A8SCFD1),ABS(FD2),ABS(FD3),A8S(FD4))
DTFMAX*AMAXl(ABSCDTF1),ABS(DTF2),ABS(0TF3),ABS CDTF4))
IF CFDMAX.GT.Q.005.CR.DTFMAX.GT.u.05) GO TO 57Q 
GO TO 580 
570 CONTINUE 
580 CONTINUE 
C
C CONTROL IS DIVERTED TO CALCULATE SHAFT MASS-MOMENT 
C OF INERTIA.IF SIGNIFICANT ADD TO TRMI(NCRMMI)
C
IF (LC.EQ.2) GO TO 590 
GO TO 60 
C
C TRANSFER SHAFT SIZES FOR CANTILEVERcD SHAFTS 
C
590 IF (NGE0M.LT.3) GO TO 610 
IF (NGE0M.EQ.4) GO TO 600 
DCS=DRED(2)
8DIA(2)=0IA( 1)
DIA(1)=0CS 
DRED(2)=DD (1 )
GO TO 610 •
600 DCD-0REDC2)
BDIA(2)=DIA(2)
DIA(2)SDCD 
D RED(2)SDD(2)C***** '
C DETERMINE KEY GEOMETRY(BS423S,PART1)£★****
C10 DO 620 J=1,NG£a RS .
IF (CCMFIT(J).LT.9) GO TO 620
02G CALL KEY WAY ( 01A < J ), WI DTH (J > f DEPTHS CJ ) *D EPTHG C J) , RAO IUS ( J >, NICE Y (J ) 
1)
GO TO 700
C * *** *
C CALCULATE DRIVE SHAFT GEOMETRY 
c3G EN0LT=0.45*TENS
CALL DTRIAL CO.,STORQ♦DTR) '
CALL SHPFCT (OTR » SFACT)
SUM2=0. -
IF CNCPLGS.EQ.C) GO TO 650 
DO 640 J = 1 »NCPLGS
CALL SSFFC <COM FIT(J),TENS,SFFCD (J))
5/1
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579 
5s0
561
562
563564 
5c5 
5c6
567
568
569
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600 
601 
602
603
604
605
606 
6w7 
6w8 
6w9 
610 
611 
612
613
614
615
616
617
618 
619 
6«.C 
6 * 1  
6*2 
6*3 
6*4 
6*5 
6*6
570 640 IF (SFFCD(J).GT.SUM2) SUM2*SFFC0(J) 
oSC CONTINUE 
SU«3=C.
. IF (NBRGS.EQ.O) GO TO 670 
00 6o0 J=1tNBRGS
CALL SSFRCB (NoRGS,BRGFIT(J),TENifSFRCEOCJ))
660 IF (SFRCBOCJ ) #GT,SUM3) SUM3s S FRC80( J )
670 CONTINUE
TOTFsANAXlCSUM*,SUM3)
CALL DIAMM ( OTR , ENDLT, YIELD , STORCi, S FACT, TOT F , O'. , 0 • ,M0D E , ODS )
IF (NTYPE.EQ.1) GO TO 680
DDSS*(DDS**3.+1.7*DINS**3.)**0.33i
IF ((DDSS-DDS)«LT*(0.15*DDS)) DD6$=DINS+0«15*DDS
oos-ooss
680 0 DS1sFLOAT(INT(DOS))
IF C (D0S-D0S1 ) *LT.0,*) DDS1«DDS1+1*
CALL STBRDM (00S1,SBD,BBW)
IF (NCPLGS*EQ*0) GO TO 1170
00 690 J*1,NCPLGS
IF (COMFITCJ).LT.9) GO TO 1170
690 CALL KE.YLAY COOS 1 t WIOTH ( J ) , 0EPTHS ( J ) , 0 EPTH6 ( J ) fRAOIUS ( J ) , NKEY < J ) ) 
GO TO 1170 
C
C CALCULATE DEFLECTIONS 8 SLOPES AT ALL CRITICAL 
C LOCATIONS ALONG SHAFT(GEARBOX SHAFTS ONLY)
C --------------------------------------------------
C SET DIAMETERS,BENDING MOMENTS 8 INTERVALS ALONG SHAFTC * * * * *
700 D(1)=B0IA(1)
0(2)=DTRANS(1)
X(1)=8W(1)**lOG5 
BMA(1,1)=0•
8MA(1,2)-0 »
BMA(2,1)*RBAX*BW(1)*.0005 
BMA(2,2)=RBAY*6W(1)**0005 
IF (NGE0M.EQ.2) GO TO 710
IF (NGE0M.EQ.3) GO TO 720
IF (NGE0M.EQ.4) GO TO 730
C
C SIMPLY-SUPPORTED,SINGLE-GEARED SHAFT 
C
0(3)=0IA ( 1 )
D(4)=DIAC1)
0(5)=DTRANS(t)
0(6)*BQIA(2)
X(2)sSSL G— •0u05*(BW(1) + FWI0TH(1))
X (3)=.0005*Fi»IOTh(1)
x(4)=.o q g 5*f w i d t h (i y
X (5)=SL1-.00U5*(BU(2)**'FWIDTH(1) )
x <o)=e*(*)*.u005
SNA(3,1)S8MTR1X
B MA(L,1)=8MGX
6HA(5,1)S9MTR2X
BMA(6,1)~R6AX*(SUPPL-BW(*)*«G0C5)-FTP(1)*(SL1-BW(*)*«G005)
B MA ( 7 , 1 ) = 0 •
SMA(3,*)s8MTK1Y
6*7 6f*A (*, <.) =8KGT
6*3 BMA(5,2>SBMTR2Y
6*9 BMA(c,2)=ReAY*(SUPPL-BW<2)*.GCG5)-FSP(1)*(SL1-BW<2)*,0005>-FAP<1 )
6iC 1H1 ■
631 BMA( 7 » *)s0•
632 N0 = 7
6j3 N = 7
65 4 GO TO 740
655 C
656 C SIMPLY—SUPPORTED, DOUBLE-GEARED SHAFT
657 C
658 710 0<5)-DIA<1)
6i9 0(4)SDIA(1)
640 D C5)SDINT
6*1 D(6)SDIA(2)
642 D(7)=0IA(2)
643 D(8)sDTRANS(*)
644 D(9)=80IA(*)
645 X <*) =SSLG-.0005*(8W(1)+FWIDTH(1>)
646 XC3)s*U005*FwIDTH(1)
6*7 X(4)=.0QG5*Fw IDTH<1) .
648 X(5)=SL3-.GQG5*(FWIDTH(1)+FWIDTHU))
649 XC6)s.u005*FV*IDTH(2)
650 XC7)=.GQG5*FWI0TH<*)
651 X(8)sSL2-.00o5*(FWIDTH(2)>8W(2))
652 X<9)*.0005*B«(2)
653 NO*1 0
654 N = 10
655 BMA(3,1)=8MTR1X
656 BMA(4, DsBMGIX
657 BMA(5,1)=6MIn 1X
658 SMA(6,13s8MIN2X
659 8MAC7, U*BMG*X
6o0 SMA(8»1>-BMTn2X
6u1 BMA<9,1)s RBAX*(SUPPL-.0005*BW(2)3-FTP<1)*<SL1- .U0Q5*BW(2))-FTP(2)
6o2 1<SL2-.CGG5*0#C2))
663 BMA<10,13=0. .
664 BMA<3,2)=8MTR1Y
665 BMA<4,*)*BMG1Y .
6o6 BMA<5,23*BMIN1Y
667 8MA<6,*)s8MIN2Y
668 BMAC7,*3=8MG*Y
609 BMA<8,*3*8MTR2Y
670 BMA<9,2)*RBAY*<SUPPL-.QQ05*8W<2)3-FSP<13*<SL1-.G005*6W<23)-FAP<13
671 11 —FAP(2.) *R*+FSP<2)*(SL2-*00Q5*6W<*) 3
672 BMA<1G,2>*0.
673 GO TO 740
674 C -
675 C CANTILEVERED,SINGLE-GEARED SHAFT
676 C
677 720 D <33 S6DIA <*3
678 0(4)=8DIA(*)
679 D <5)SDTRANS < *3
6*0 D(6)s0IA ( 1)
6*1 X <*)*.G0G5*6*<13
662 X<33*SUPPL-,G0U5*<oW<13*6W<23)
663 X (4)=.u005*BW(*)
155
6o4 X(5)=.u005*BW(2)
6a5 X(6)=SL4-.uQ05*(6U(2)*FWIDTH(1))
606 N 0=4
667 m =7
668 BMAC3,1)=BMTR1X
669 BMA(4*1)=BM8*
650 8MA(3,1)=8MTR2X
691 BHAC7,1)=0. .
692 BMA(3»2)=BMTk1Y
693 BMA (<** 2) =8MB Y
694 BMA(5,2)=BMTk2Y
695 BMA(7 * 2)=0 •
696 GO TO 740
697 C
093 c CANTILEVERED,DOUBLE-GEARDED SHAFT
699 c
7C0 730 0(2)= DIA(1)
7u1 0(4)=0IA(1)
702 0(5)=0INT
703 0 (6)=BOIA(2 )
704 0(7)=BDIA(2)
705 0 (8)=DTRANS(*)
706 0(9)*0.IA(2)
707 N0 = 7
708 N = 1 0
709 X(2)=$SLG-*OOQ5*(BW(1)+FWIDTH(1))
710 X(3)=.Q005*FwI0TH(1)
711 X(4)=.0005*FklDTH(1)
712 X(5)=SL1-.U005*(BW(2)+FWIDTH(1))
713 X(6 )=.G0G5*8w(2)
714 X(7)=.QQG5*Bw(2)
715 X(3)=SL5-.CG05*(BW(2)+FW1DTH(2))
716 X(9)=,Q0G5*FbIDTH(2)
717 3MA(3»1)=8MTR1X
718 BMA(4 f1)=BMG1X ’
719 BMA(5,1)=BMTR2X
720 8MA(6 ,1)=BMTR3X
7̂ 1 8MA(7 * 1)=8M8 X
722 BMA(8,1)=8MT*4X
723 BMA(9,T)=RBAX*(SUPPDC-.0Q5*FWIDTh(2))-FTP(1)*(SL3-.0Q05*FWIOTH(2) )
724 . H-RBBX*(SL5-*oGu 5*FWIDTH(2))
725 BMA( 1 C * 1 )=0•
726 BMA(3,2)=8MTk1Y
727 BMA(4* 2)=BKG 1 Y
7*8 BMA(5,2)=BMTR2Y
729 BMA(6*2)=8MTr3Y
730 BMA(7*2)=8MB Y
731 BMA(6,2)=8MTR4Y -
732 BMA(9,2)=RBAY*(SUPP0C-.0005*FWIDfh(2))-FSP(1) * CSL3-.GQG5*FUIDTH(2)
733 1)-FAP(1)*R1+kBBY*(SL5-.GQ05*FwID rh(2))
7i4 ■» BMA<10,2)=0.
735 740 CONTINUE
736 NN=N-1
727 c
728 c DETERMINE DEFLECTIONS S SLOPES
729 c
740 00 820 K = 1 , 2
741
74Z
743
744
745
746
747
7 48
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
753
759
760
7o1
7c 2
7c3
764
765
7c6
767
768
7c9
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
760
761
762
763
7 64
765
7c6
767
768
769
790
791
792
793
794
795
796
797
156
NN*N-1
00 750 LL = 1. NN
A(LL)=3.14159/64.*(Q,QG1*D(LL))**4.
Y(LL)*6,£>11*A(LL)
' 0K(LL)S8MA(LL.K)/Y( LL)
WL(LL)*8MA(LL-H ,K)/Y(LL)
Z(LL)«.5*(WK(LL)+WL(LL))
750 DSL(LL)=X(LL)*Z(LL)
S LO(1.0=0. .
DO 760 JJ=2,N
760 SL0(JJ,K)=SLG(JJ-1,K)+DSL(JJ-1)00 770 M*1,NN
770 U(M,K)*0.5*(SLC(M,K)+SL0(M+1 ,K) )
00 780 KKS1 . NN 
780 DDA(KK)~U(KK, K )*X(KK )
0 0SUM = U•
XSUM=G.
NOO=NO-1 
DO 790 MM=1,NOQ 
DQSUM*DDSUM«*ODA(MM)
790 XSUM=XSUM*X(MM) .
CF=-DDSUM/XSUM '
00 800 LM=1,nN 
C(LM)=X(LM)*CF 
SCO CONTINUE
0EFL(1,K)=0.
0 £ FL(NO.K)=0•
00 810 NMS2.N 
IF (NM.EQ.NO) GO TO 810
DEFL(NM,K)=D£FL(NM-1 , K)+C(NM-1> + O0A(NM-1 ) 
s1U CONTINUE
620 CONTINUE ' .
00 830 LM=1,N
DEFLN(LM)*1000.*SQRT(DEFL(LM,1)*DEFL(LM,J)+0EFL(LM,2)*0EFL(LM,2)) 
UU(LM)=57.29578*SQRT(U(LM,1)*U(LM,1)+U(LM»2)*U(LM.2)) . 
SL0PE(LM)-57.29578*SQRT(SL0(LM,1)*SL0(LM,1)+SL0(LM,2)*SL0(LM.2))830 CONTINUE
. IF (NGE0M.EQ.2) GO TO 840
IF (NGE0M.EQ.3) GO TO 850 -
IF (NGE0M.EQ.4) GO TO 860
0 F L(1)=AMAX1(0EFLN(3),0EFLN(4),DEFLN(5>)
SL(1)=AMAX1(SLOPE(3),SLOPE(4).SLOPE(5) )
GO TO 870 
C
C MAXIMUM OEFLECTIONS & SLOPES 
C
64U 0 FL ( 1 ) «AM AX 1 (0 E FLN ( 3 ) , 0EF LN ( 4) , 01FLN (5 ))
SL(1)aAMAX1(SLOPE(3).SLOPE(4).SLOPE(5))
0FL(2)*AMAX1(D6FLN(6),DEFLN(7),DEFLN(8))
SL(2)*AMAX1(SLOPE(6).SLOPE(7).SLOPE(8))
GO TO *7G
850 0FL(1)*AMAX1(DEFLN(6),0EFLN(7))
SL(1)*AMAX1(SLOPE(6).SLOPE(7))
GO TO 670
660 0 F L(1)=AMA X1(0EFLN(3),0EFLN(4),0tFLN(5))
SL(1) = AMAX 1(SLOPE(3).SLOPE(4).SLOPE(5))
0 FL(2)aAMAX1(0EFLN(9),OEFLN(10))
793 
799 evQ 
£u 1 
£02 
803 2vi4
805
806 
8u7 cu8 
sU9 
810 
811 
812
813
814
815
816 
817 
218 
819 
8..0 3d 
8«-2 3 23 
£<.4 
Sc5 
£26 
.827
£t8
829
850
331
232823
834 .
835 
856 
337 328 
839
a<*o
641642 
£43 
c<*4 
8**5
846
847 
£48 
8^9 
£50 
651 
352
853
854
SL(2)=AHAX1(SLOPE(9),SLOPE(10))
670 CONTINUE 
C
IF (NOUT»EQ«1) GO TO 1160 
C£**«**
C DRAW SHAFT WITH RELEVANT DATA(GEARBG* SHAFTS ONLY)
C --------- - ----------------- ---------- -------------£***«*
c
C FIRST ASSIGN CO-ORDINATES FOR PLOT 
C
SHAFTL=SHAFTL*.001 
IF (NGEARS,E&.2) GO TO 900 
IF (NGE0M.EQ.1) GO TO 880 
S L11=SLBRG(2)
SL12=SLG(1)
GO TO 890 
680 SL11sSLG(1)
SL12=SLSRG(2)
690 CONTINUE 
C
C SINGLE-GEARED ShAFTS
c .
D«X=AMAX1(D(1)fD(2),D(3),D(4)fD(5),0(6>) 
X1(1)=U.
X1(2)=0•
X1(3)=$LSRG(1)
X1(4)=X1(33+XC1)
XI(5)=X1(4)
X1(6)-SL11—X (4)
XI(7)*X1(6)
X1(8)=SL11 
XI(9)*X1(8)*X(4)
X1(10)SX1(9)
X1(11)=X1(10)+X(5)
XI(12)*X1 (11 )
X1(13)*SL12 
X1(14)*SHAFTL 
X1(15)=X1(14)
X1(10)=X1(13)
X1 (17)»X'1 (11 )
XI(16)=X1 (11 )
X1(1V)*X1(9)
X1 (20)*X1(9)
X1(21)=X1(8)
X1(22)SX1(6)
'X1 (23)=X1 (6)
X1(24)=X1(4)
XI (25)*X1(4)
X1 (Z6)*X1(5)
X1 (27-)»0.
Y1(1)*.5*(DMX-D(1))
Y1 (2) = .5*(DMX + D(1))
Y1 (3)*Yl(2)
Y1(4)*Y1(3)
Y 1 (5)-.5*(D«X+D(2))
655
656 
3o7 
S5S 
359 
6o0 
861 
862 8o3 364 
865 
3o6 
867 
3u8 
3o9 
870 
371
872
873
874
875
876
877
8 78 
879 
660 
661 
852
863
864
865 
366 
867 
368 
689
390
391
892
893 3y4
895
896
897
698
699
900
901
902 
9vi3
904
905
9 06 
9 o7 
9..8
909
910 
9 J1
Y1 (6)*Y1(5)
Y1 (7)=.5*(DMX+0(3))
Y1( 8 ) » Y1(7)
Y1(9)=Y1(8)
Y1(10)*.5*(DNX+D(5))
Y 1 (11) * Y1 (1 0 )
Y1(12)=.5*(DMX+D(6))
Y1(1 3 ) = Y1(12)
Y1(14)-Y1(13)
Y1(15)=.5*(DMX-D(6))Y1(16)SY1(15)
Y1(17)=Y1(16)
Y1(18)*.5*(DKX-D(5))
Y1(19)*Y1(18)
Y1(2G)s«5*(DtfX — 0(4))
Y1(21)*Y1(20)
Y1(22)*Y1(21)
Y1(23)*.5*(DMX-D(2))
Y1(24)«Y1(23)
Y1(25)®Y1(1)
Y1(26)=Y1(25)
Y1(27)*Y1(26)
X2(1)*X1(4)
X2(2)=X1(25) .
Y2(1)=Y1(4)
Y2(2)=Y1(25)
X3(1)=X1(6)
X3(2)=X1(23)
Y3(1)=Y1(6)
Y3(2)SY1(23)
X4(1)*X1(10)
X4(2)*X1(19)
Y4(1)=Y1(10)
Y4(2)=Y1(19)
X5(1)=X1(12)
X5(2)*X1(17) •
Y5(1)=Y1(12)
Y5(2)=Y1(17)
GO TO 930
900 IF (NGE0M.EQ.2) GO TO 910 
SL13=SLBKG(2)
SL14=SLG(2)
GO TO 920
91 U SL13 = SLG(2)
SL14=SL3RG(2) '
920 CONTINUE
C
C DOUBLE-GEARED SHAFTS
C
DMX=ANAXl(D(1),0(2)fD(3)tD(4),D(D),D(6),D(7),D(6),D(9))
X1(1)*0.
X1(2)=0.
XI(3)*SL8RG(1) '
X1(4)*X1(3)+X(1)
X1(5)»X1(4)
X1(6)=SLG(1)-X(3)
X1(7)*X1(6)
912 X1 (8)*SLG(1)
913 X1(9)=X1(8)+X(4)
914 X1 (10)=X1(9)
915 X1 (1 1)«X1<10)*X(3)
916 X1(12)*X1C11)
917 X1(13>s SL13
918 X1(14)2SL13^X<7)
919 X1 (1S)»X1(14)
9*0 X1(16)*X1(15)+X(8)
9*1 X1 (17)*X1(16)
922 X1(18)=SL14
9*3 X1 (19)*SHAFTL
9*4 XI (2Q)*X1(19)
9*5 X1(21)*X1(18)
9*6 X1(22)*X1(17)
9*7 X1(23)*X1(22)
9*8 X1C24)*X1<15)
9*9 XIC25)*X1(24)
930 X1(26)=X1(13)
931 X1(27)*X1(11)
932 X1(26)»X1(27)
933 XU29)«X1 (10)
934 X1(30)*X1(29)
935 X1 (31)*X1(8)
936 X1(3*)=X1(6)
937 X1(33)»X1(32)
9:>8 X1(34)=X1(4)
939 X1(35)=X1(34)
940 X1(3C)=X1(3)
941 X1(37)*X1(1)
9*2 Y1(1)=,5*(DMX-D(1))
943 Y1(2)**5*(0MX+0(1))
944 Y 1 (3)*Y1 (2)
945 Y1(4)=Y1(3)
9*6 Y1(5)=.5*(DMX*D(*))
947 Y1(6)*Y1(5)
948 Y1(7)=.5*(0MX+D(3))
949 Y1(8)SY1(7)
950 Y1 (9)«Y1(8)
951 Y1 (1G)=.5*(DMX+0(5) )
952 Y1(11)*Y1(10)
953 Y1(12)=*5*(0«X+0(6>)
934 Y1(13)*Y1(12)
955 Y1(14)*Y1(13)
936 Y1 d3)*.5*(DfcX + 0(8))
937 Y1(10)*Y1(15)
958 Y1(17)=.5*(DMX+D(9))
959 Y1(18)*Y1(17)
9o0 Y1(19)«Y1(18)
9o1 Y1(2U)*.5*(DHX-0(9))
9o2 Y1 (21)=Y1(20)
963 Y1(22)*Y1(21)
>64 Y1(23)=.5*(DMX-0(8))
965 Y1 (2*»)=Y1 (23)
966 Y1(25)=.5*(DMX-D(7))
9c7 Y1(2o)*Y1(25)
9c8 Y1(2 7)s Y1(26)
9w9
970
971
972
973
974
975
976 
9 77
978
979 
9o0 
961
902
903964
965
966
967 
963 
9o9
990
991
992
993
994
995
996
997
998
999 
TOGO 
1061 
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006 
1 Ou7 
1G08 
10u9 
1 0 1 0  
1 Gl 1 
1 Cl 2
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018 
1 C19 
ICtO 
1 o* 1  
1 0c2 
1 Q&3 
1Q<;4 
10«.5
Y 1(2c)=.5*(DNX-D(5) )
Y1 (29)=Y1(28)
Y1(3u)*.5*(DhX-0(4))
Y1( 31) » Y1(30) .
Y1(32)s Y1(31)
Y1C33)*.5*(0MX-0(2))
Y1(30=Y1(33)
Y1 (35)*.5*(DKX-D(1))
Y1(36)»Y1(35)
Y1(37)»Y1(36)
X*(1)=X1(4)
X2(2)=x1 (35)
X3(1)*X1(6)
X3(2)=X1(33)
X4C1)«x1(10)
X4(2)-X1(29)
X5(1)=X1 (11)
X5(2)=X1(28)
Y2(1)*Y1(4)
Y2(2)*Y1(35)
Y3(1)=Y1(6)
Y3(2)=Y1(33)
Y 6(1)-Y1(1C)
Y<*(2) = Y1 (29)
Y5(1)*Y1 (11)
Y 5(2)*Y1(28)
X 6(1)SX1(15)
X6(2)=X1(24)
X7(1)=X1(17)
X7(2)=x1(22)
Y6(1)»Y1(15)
Y 6(2)-Y1(24)
Y7(1)=Y1(17)
' Y7(2)=Y1(22)
C
C BEGIN TO ORAW SHAFT
C
930 CALL PPBGN (15)
CALL PPMODc ChELPOFF*)
CALL PPALL (’DISPLAY',200.,500.,9wG.,600. 
CALL PPALL (’USER * » 0•t 0•tSHAFTLfONX)
CmLL PPKODE (’SCALON1)
CALL PPSIZE (2)
CALL PPSET (’RIGHT')
IF (NGEARS.EQ.2) GO TO 940 
X11=.5*(X1 (5)*X1(6))
X12S«5*(X1(1u)+X1(11))
Y11*.5*DKX 
CALL PP0RAW 
CALL PPDRAW 
CALL PPDRAW
call pp dr aw 
call pp dr aw
CALL PPNUMM 
CALL PPNUHK
Call p p n l m m
CALL PPNUMM
( X1» Y1» 27 » * ’)
(X6 , Y 2,2 , ' ’)
(Xi, Y3,2,' *)
(X4*Y4V2 V> ’)
(X 5 t Y 5 ♦ 2 » ' ’)
(X1 (3)rY11t D(1)» ' (F 4 • 6) '»4 ) 
(X11,Y11,D(2)t'(F4.0)’,4) 
CX1(5)»Y11T D ( 4) f ' (F4«g) * , 4 > 
(X12» Y11,0(5),'(F4.0) ’,4)
161
1 V £ 610*7
1C28
10*9
1030
1031 
1Q32
1033
1034
1035 
1C36 
1037 
103 8 
1 Gj9
1040
1041
1042
1043 
1G44 
10*5
1046
1047
1048 10*9
1050
1051
1052 .
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057 
1 0a8
1059
1060 
10c1 
1062
1063
1064 
1 CoS 
1 066
1067
1 068
1 Cc9
1070
1071
1072
1073 
10 74
1075
1076
1077 
1073 
1C if 9 
1060 
1061 
10c2
94u
950
960
970
CALL PPNUMM (X1 (13) ,Y11,0(6),'(F*.0)*,*) 
GO TO 950
X13**5*(X1(1u )+x1(11))
X14=.5*(X1(15)*X1(16))
')•)•)•)')’)
Y1*=.5*0MX
X11=.5*(X1(5)*X1(6))
CALL PPORAW (X1,Y1,37,' ')
CALL PPORAW (X*,Y2,2,*
CALL PPORAW (X3,Y3,2,'
CALL PPORAW (X4,Y4,Z,»
CALL PPORAW (X5,Y5,2,'
CALL PPORAW (X6,Y6,2 , '
CALL PPORAW (X7,Y7,2 , '
call ppnumm (xi (3) ,yi2,d (D , • cf4.o) • ,4>
CALL PPNUMM ( X11 , Y1 2,0 (2) , ' ( F*.0) ' , 4)
CALL PPNUMM (X1(8) , Y12,0(4), ' (F4•6)*,4> 
CALL PPNUMM (X13,Y12,0(5),'(F4.0)',4)
CALL PPNUMM (X1(13),Y12,0(7),'(F*.0)*,4) 
CALL PPNUMM (X14,Y12,0(8),'(F4.0) ' ,4)
CALL PPNUMM (X1<18),Y12,0(9),*(F4.0)',4) 
CALL PPMODE CSCALOFF')
CALL PPSET ('RIGHT')
CALL PPSIZE (2)
HEAON-HEAD(NMOT)
CALL PPTEXT (275•,750.,HEAON,6)
CALL PPTEXA ('MOTION SHAFT DETAILS',*0) 
CALL PPTEXA ('-AS 1*03:1979-•,13)
CALL PPTEXT (260.,730.,'-----------------
CALL PPTEXA ( '------------- • ,13)
IF (NGEOM.GT.2) GO TO 960
CALL PPTEXT (275*,675•,'SIMPLY-SUPPORTEO'
GO TO 970
CALL PPTEXT (275.,675.,'CANTILEVERED',1*) 
IF (NGEARS.EU.*) GO TO 980
980
990
CALL PPTEXA (' 
GO TO 990 
CALL PPTEXA (' 
IF (NTYPE.EQ.2) 
CALL PPTEXA (' 
GO TO 1010
SINGLE-GEAR
DOUBLE-GEAR 
GO TO 1000 
SOLID',8)
14)
14)
1UGG CALL PPTEXA (' HULLOw',9)
1U10 CONTINUE
CALL PPTEXT (45C•,630. , 'MATERIAL-',9) 
CALL PPTEXA (SPECM,6)
CALL PPTEXT (50.,550., 'OIA.(MM)=‘ ,6) 
CALL PPTEXT (50.,400.,'BEARING 1',9)
CALL PPTEXT (50. ,380.,'--------- ',9)
IF (NGEARS.E0.6) GO TO 1030 
CALL PPTEXT (475•,400.,'GEAR',4)
CALL PPTEXT (475.,380.,'-----',5)
1020 CALL PPTEXT (775 . , 400.,•3EARING *',9)
CAlL PPTEXT (775.,580.,'--------- ',9)
CALL PPTEXT (10.,350.,'APP. WIDTh =',11) 
CALL PPNUMA (BW ( 1), '(F4.0) ' ,4)
CALL PPTEXT (10.,325.,'FIT*',4) 
NBRGFIsBRGFITd)
FIT2N=FIT2(NBRGF1)
17)
' ,26)
162
I 140
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145 
1 1 * 6  
1147 
11*8 
1149 
1130
1151
1152
1153
1154
1155
1156 
1137
1158
1159
1160 
1161  
1162
1163
1164
1165
1166
1167
1168
1169
1170
1171
1172
1173
1174
1175
1176
1177
1178
1179
1180 
1161 
1182
II c3
1164
1165
1166 
1167 
1188 
1169
1190
1191
1192
1193
1194 
11V 5 
1196
1140 CALL PPTEXT (GD (LL),175.,*INTEGRAL GEAR ' ,13)
1150 CONTINUE
CALL PPTEXT (750. ,350.,*APP• WIDfM«,f11)
Call p p nu ma (bw (2),'(f*.o )’,4)
CALL PPTEXT. (750.,325.,'FIT*',4)
NBRGF2=BRGFIT(2)
CALL PPTEXA (FIT2CNBRGF2),6)
CALL PPTEXT (750. ,300.,'SLOPE=*,o)
CALL PPNUMA (SLOPE(NN),'(F10.5)',10)
CALL PPMTXT (500. ,35., 'ALL DIMENSIONS IN MM',2 0)
CALL PPMTXT (500.,TO.,1 ALL SLOPES & ANGLES IN DEG.*,27) 
CALL PPEND
IF (NOUT.EQ.2) GO TO 2070
C*****
c
C OUTPUT SEQUENCE
C -----------------------
C PRINT HEADING C * * * * *
1160 WRITE (6,2100) HEAD(NMOT)
WRITE (6,2160)
GO TO 1180
1170 WRITE (6,2110) MODE 
GO TO 1190
C * * * * *
C PRINT LOAOING ANALYSIS
C*****
1180 WRITE (6,2170) POWER,SPEED,TMAXD,TMAX8 ,MODE
C *****
C PRINT SHAFT MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS 
£*****
1190 IF (N0ES.EQ.2) GO TO 1200 
WRITE (6,2390)
1200 WRITE (6,2400) SPECM,TENS,YI ELD,En OLT
C *****
C PRINT SHAFT DETAILS 
£*****
NK = 4
IF (NDES.EQ.1) NK=NK*2 
IF (NDES.EQ.2) GO TO 1280 
SHSPED(1)*SPEED 
DO 1210 J=2,NM0T
1210 SHSPED(J)*SHSPED(J-1)*SPRAT(J)
WRITE (6,271w)
IF (NTYPE.EQ.1) GO TO 1220 
WRITE (6,2720)
GC TO 1230 
1220 WRITE (6,2730)
IF (N0ES.EQ.2) GO TO 1280 
1230 IF (NGE0M.LE.2) GO TO 1240 
WRITE (6,2590)
GO TO 1250 
1240 WRITE (5,2580)
1250 SUPPL=1G00.*SUPPL
IF (nOUT.EQ.L.OR.NOUT.EQ.I) SHAFTl=1G0C.*$HAFTL.
WRITE (6,2180) SHAFTL,SHSPED(NMOT),SUPPL,NGEa RS 
IF (NCPLGS.EQ.G) GO TO 1260
1197 WRITE (6,2600) NCPLGS
1198 1260 CONTINUE
1199 WRITE (6,2190) NbRGS
1200 WRITE (6,2210) NSHAFT
1201 IF (NFR.LT.2) GO TO 1270
1202 WRITE (6,2220) FRAO
12v3 GO TO 1290
1204 1270 WRITE (6,2230)
1205 1280 WRITE (6,2120) SHAFTL,NCPLGS,NBRGS
1206 IF (N0ES.EQ.1) GO TO 1290
1 2w7 WRITE (6,215u) STCRQ
1208 WRITE (6,2140) DDS1
12*9 IF (NBRGS.EQ.O) GO TO 1320
1210 WRITE (6,2420) BB D , B6W
1211 GO TO 1300
1212 c*****
1213 C PRINT BEARING DETAILS
1214 c*****
1215 1290 N6RGF1S8RGFIT(1)
1216 NBRGF2*BRGFIT(2)
1217 WRITE (6,2200) BDIAd) ,BDIA(2) ,8w(1 ) ,BW(2)
1218 WRITE (6,2910) FIT2(NBRGF1),FIT2(NBRGF2)
1219 WRITE (6,2790) R8A , RBB
1220 GO TO 1330
12*1 1300 IF (NBRGS.EQ.O) GO TO 1320
1222 N6RGF1*BRGFIT(1 )
1223 IF (NBRGS.EQ.2) GO TO 1310
1224 WRITE (6,2130) FIT2(NBRGF1)
1225 GO TO 1320
1226 . 1310 NSRGF2=BRGFIT(2)
1227 WRITE (6,2830) FIT2(NBRGF1),FIT2(NBRGF2)
1222 c *****
1229 C PRINT GEAR DETAILS(COUPLINGS FOR DRIVE SHAFTS)
1220 c*****
1251 1320 IF (NCPLGS.EQ.O GO TO 2030
1232 IF (NCPLGS.EG.2) GO TO 1540
1233 GO TO 1380
1234 1330 NTYPG1*TYP£6(1)
1235 IF (NGEARS.GT.1) GO TO 1440
1236 WRITE (6,2440)
1237 GO TO (1340,1350,1360), NTYPG1
1233 1340 WRITE (6,2540)
1239 60 TO 1370
124C 1350 WRITE (6,2550)
12*1 GO TO 1370
12*2 1360 WRITE (6,2560)
1243 1370 WRITE (6,2570) NTEETH(1),TMOOLE(1)» FWIDTHd),0IAH(1),PA(1),HA(1)
1244 1380 NCQMFTSCQMFIT(1)
1245 IF (NC0MFT.6T.8) GO TO 1390
12*6 WRITE (6,2610) FIT1(NCOMFT)
■1247 GO TO 1760 -
12*8 1590 IF (NCOMFT.EG.16) GO TO 1410
12*9 IF (NCOMFT.EG.9) GO TO 1400
1250 WRITE (6,2620) FIT1(NC0MFT-9)
1251 GO TO 1420
1252 1*00 WRITE (6,2630)
1253 60 TO 1420
1254
1255
1256
1257
1258
1259
1260
1201
12o2
1 2c3
1264
12o5
1266
1267
1203
1 2fc9
1270
1271
1272
1273
1274
1275
12/6
1277
1278
1279
1 2 6 0
1 Z61
1262
1263
1264
1265
1 2&6
1287
1 2 6 8
12o9
1 cVC
1291
1292
1293
1 294
1295
1296
1297
1298
1299
1300
1301
1 iu2
i 303
1304
130
13 06
1307
13*8
1 3y9
1310
141Q 
1 420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1 550
1 560 
1570 
1580
UNITE (6,2930 
CONTINUE
IF (NK£Y(1)•£Q•0) GO TO 1760
IF (NKEY(I).EQ.I) GO TO 1430
WRITE (6,3090 NK
GO TO 1760
WRITE (6,3100 NK
GO TO 1760
NTYPG2*TYPEG(2)
NSUMT6*NTYPG1+NTYP62 
WRITE (6t 2430)
IF (NTYPG1.EQ.NTYPG2) GO TO (1 5Ou , 1 51 0 ,1 520 , NTYPG1 
IF (NTYPG1.LT.NTYPG2) GO TO 1470
IF (NSUMTG.EQ.3) GO TO 1460
IF (NSUMTG.EQ.4) GO TO 1450
WRITE (6,2880)
GO TO 1530
WRITE (6,2870) •
GO TO 1530
WRITE (6,2410)
GO TO 1530
IF (NSUMTG.EQ.4) GO TO 1490
IF (NSUMTG.EQ.3) GO TO 1480
WRITE (6,2860)
GO TO 1530
WRITE (6,2470
GO TO 1530
WRITE (6,2850
GO TO 1530
WRITE (6,2450
GO TO 1530
WRITE (6,2460
GO TO 1530
WRITE (6,2840
WRITE (6,2480 NTEETH(1),NTEETH(&),TM0DL£(1),TMGDLE(2),FWIDTH(1),F
1 WIDTH(2) ,DIAM(1),DIAM(2),PA(1),Pa (2),HA(1),HA(2) 
NCMFT1*CQMFIT(1)
NCMFT2=C0MFIT(2)
IF (N0ES.EQ.2) WRITE (6,2350)
IF (NCMFT1.EQ.NCMFT2) GO TO 1580 
IF (NCMFT1.EQ.16.0R.NCMFT2.EQ.16) GO TO 1620 
IF (NCMFT1.LT.9.AN0.NCMFT2.GT.8) GO TO 1550 
IF (NCMFT1.LT.9.AND.NCMFT2.LT.9) GO TO 1570 
WRITE (6, 2660)
WRITE (6,2690) FIT1(NCMFT1-9),FIT1(NCMFT2-9)
GO TO 1680
IF (NCMFT2.EG.9) GO TO 1560 
WRITE (6,2670)
WRITE (6,2690) FIT1(NCMFT1) , FIT1(NCMFT2-9)
GO TO 1660
WRITE (6,2670
WRITE (6,2640) FIT1(NCMFT1)
GO TO 1660 
WRITE (6,2680)
WRITE (6,2690) FIT1(NCMFT1),FIT2UCMFT2)
GO TO 1doO
IF (NCMFT1.GT.8) GO TO 1590
1311 WRITE (6,268v)
1312 WRITE (6,269.0) FIT1 (NCMFT1) ,FIT1 (NCMFT2)
1313 GO TO 1660
1314 1590 IF (NCMFT1.EQ.16) GO TO 1600
1315 IF (NCMFT1.EQ.9) GO TO 1610
1316 WRITE (6,2660)
1317 WRITE (6,2690) FIT1(NCMFT1-9),FIT 1(NCMFT2-9)
1318 GO TO 1680
1319 1600 WRITE (6,2940)
1320 GO TO 1660
1321 1610 WRITE (6,2660)
13*2 WRITE (6,2650)
1323 GO TO 1680
1324 1620 IF (NCMFT1.EQ.16) GO TO 1630
1325 IF (NCMFT1.GT.8) GO TO 1660
1326 WRITE (6,2950) FITKNCWFT1)
1327 GO TO 1680
1328 1630 IF (NCMFT2.GT.6) GO TO 1640
1329 WRITE (6,2890) FIT1(NCMFT2)
1330 GO TO 1680
1331 1 040 IF (NCMFT2.EQ.9) GO TO 1650
1332 WRITE (1216) FIT1(NCMFT2-9)
1333 GO TO 1680
1334 1650 WRITE (6,2960
1335 GO TO 1d80
1336 1660 IF (NCMFT1.EQ.9) GO TO 1670
1337 WRITE (6,2920) FIT1(NCMFT1-9)
1338 GO TO 1680
1339 1670 WRITE (6,2900)
1340 1660 IF (NKEY(1).EQ.NKEY(2)) GO TO 1690
1341 IF (NKEYd) .£Q.0.0R.NKEY(2) .EQ.O) GO TO 1710
1342 WRITE (6,3010) NK
1343 IF (NKEY d ).EQ »1) GO TO 1730
1344 WRITE (6,3080)
1345 GO TO 1760
1346 1690 IF (NKEY(1).EQ.O) 50 TO 1760
1347 IF (NK EY(1)•EQ•1 ) GO TO 1700
1348 WRITE (6,2980) NK
1349 GO TO 1760
1350 1700 WRITE (6,2970) NK
1351 GO TO 1760
1352 1710 IF (NKEYd) .EQ.O) GO TO 1740
1253 IF (NKEYd) .EQ.1) GO TO 1720
1354 WRITE (6,2990) NK
1355 GO TO 1760
1356 1720 WRITE (6,3000) NK
1357 GO TO 1760
1358 1730 WRITE (6,3070)
1359 ' ■ GO TO 1760
1360 1740 IF (NKEY(2).EQ.t) GO TO 1750
1361 WRITE (6,3060) NK
1362 GO TO 1760 '
1363 1750 WRITE (6,3020) NK
13o4 1760 CONTINUE
1365 IF (N0ES.EQ.2) GO TO 1790
1366
1367 C PRINT INERTIA ANALYSIS
166
1 ic3 
1 3is9
1370
1371
1372
1373
1374
1375
1376
1377 
1373 
1379 
13o0
1361
1362
1363
1364
1365
1366
1367
1368 
1 3c9
1390
1391
1392
1393
1394
1395 
1296
1397
1398
1399
1400
1401
1402 
1 4y 3 
1 4k4 
14u5
1406
1407
1408
1409
1410
1411
1412
1413
1414
1415
1416
1417
1418
1419 
14*0 
1461 
14*2 
14fc3 
1464
Q* * *» H
WRITE C6,224o) TRMKNCRMMI),TOTMK,CLMMI,TQTMS,TOTMI,SPOSI,£FFMG(NM 
10T), GDME
WRITE (6,2250) REATD,REATE,TORGD(iiMOT) ,TORQB(NMOT),ACCD,ACCB C * *** * ,
C PRINT FORCE ANALYSIS
IF (NGEARS.LT.2) GO TO 1780
WRITE (6,2270) FTP(1),FTP(2),FSP(1),FSP(2),FAP(1),FAP(2),REMG1, RBM 
1G *
IF (N6E0M.EQ.4) GO TO 1770
WRITE (6,228o) RBMTR1,RBMINT, RBMImT,RB MTR 2 
60 TO 1800
1770 WRITE (6,2290) RBMTR1,RBMTR3,RBMINT 
GO TO 1800
1780 WRITE (6,226u) FTP(1),FSP(1),FAP(1),R8MG1,RBMTR1,RBMTR2 
GO TO 1800£**«**
C PRINT CALCULATED SHAFT GEOMETRY 
£*****
1790 IF (NCPLGS.EG.O) GO TO 1970 
IF (NCPLGS.EQ.1) GO TO 1910 
GO TO 1810
1600 IF (NGEARS.LT.2) GO TO 1900 
WRITE (6,2300) DIA(1),DIA(2)
WRITE (6,3050) S L d ),SL(2),DFL(1),DFL(2)
IF (NTYPE.EQ.1) GO TO 1810 
WRITE (6,2750) DINS,DINS
1610 IF (COMFITd).EG.16.AND.C0MFIT(2).EQ.16) GO TO 1880 
IF (COMFITd).LT.9.AND.C0MFIT(2).uT.9) GO TO 1630 
IF (C0MFIT(2).LT.9) GO TO 1850 
IF (COMFITd).l T.9) GO TO 1830 
IF (COMFITd).LT.16) GO TO 1820 
GO TO 1840
1620 IF (C0MFIT(2).LT.10) GO TO 1870 
GO TO 1860
1630 IF (C0MFIT(2).EQ.16) GO TO 1880
1640 WRITE (6,2370) NK,WIDTH(2),NK,DEPTHS(2>,NK,0EPTHG(2),NK,RAO I US(2) 
GO TO 1880
1650 IF (COMFITd).EQ.16) GO TO 1880
1360 WRITE (6,2380) NK , WIDTH(1),NK,DEPTHS(1>,NK,DEPTHG(1) ,NK , RAD I US(1) 
GO TO 1880
1870 WRITE (6,2210) NK,WIDTHd),WIDTH(*),NK,DEPTHS(1),DEPTHS(2),NK,DEPT 
1HG(1),DEPTHG(2),NK,RADIUS(1),RADIUS(2)
1680 IF (NDES.EQ.2) GO TO 1970 
IF (NGE0M.EQ.4) GO TO 1890
WRITE (6,2320) DTRANSd) , DINT, DINT, DTR ANS (2) , D RED (1) , 0 R E D ( 2) , 5D IA ( 
11 ) »BDIA(2)
GO TO 1960
1690 WRITE (6,2760) DTRANS(1),DINT,DTRANS(2>
GO TO 1950
1900 WRITE (6,2330) DIAd) -
’ WRITE (6,3040) SL(1),DFLd)
1910 IF (NTYPE.EQ.1) GO TO 1920 
WRITE (6,274o) DINS
1920 IF (COMFITd ) .LT.9.OR.COMFITd) .EQ.16) GO TO 1950
WRITE (6,234k) NK,WIDTH(1),NK,DEPTHSd),NK,DEPTHGd),NK,RA0IUS(1)
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14*5 1446 
14t7 
1 4i8 
1 429
1450
1451
1452 14j3
1454
1455
1466
1467
1468 1459 
1440 
1*41
1442 
14*3
1444
1445
1446
1447
1448 
1 449
1450
1451
1452
1453
1454
1455
1456
1457
1458
1459 
1 4c0 
1 461 
14o2
1443 
14o4
1465
1466
1467 
14c 3 
1 4o9 
14/0 
14/1 
1472 
14/3
1474
1475 
14 76
1477
1478
1479
1460
1461
1930
1 940 
1950 
1960
IF (NOES.EG.2) 
IF (NGE0M.EQ.3) 
WRITE (6,2360) 
GO TO 1960 
WRITE (6,2770) 
WRITE (6,2780) 
WRITE (6,3030)
GO TO 1970 
GO TO 1940
DTRANSd) , DTRANS (*:) ,DRED(1),DRED(2),B0IA(1),B0IA(2)
DTRANSd) ,DTRANS(2)
DREDd) , OREO (2) ,B0IA(1) ,B0IA(2)
UUd) , SLOP E (NN )C*****
C PRINT NOTES
1970 GO TO (1980,1990,2000,2010)
1980 WRITE (6,2500)
GO TO 2020
1990 WRITE (6,2510)
GC TO 2020
2000 WRITE (6,2520)
GO TO 2020
2010 WRITE (6,2530)
2020 CONTINUE
IF (NOES,EQ,2) GO TO 2030
WRITE (6,2490)
GO TO 2070
2030 WRITE (6,2700)
NODE
C TERMINATION OF PROGRAMME£*****
GO TO 2070 
2040 WRITE (6,2800)
GO TO 2070 
2050 WRITE (6,2810)
GO TO 2070 
2060 WRITE (6,2820)
2070 STOP
C FORMAT STATEMENTS 
O****
C
2080 FORMAT () .
2090 FORMAT (A6,F6.0,F6.0)
2100 FORMAT (1H1,///,31X,A6,'MOTION SHa FT DETAILS-AS1403:1979-')
2110 FORMAT (1H1,//,31X,'-DRIVE SHAFT DETAILS-AS1 <*03:1979-',/,31X,33(1H 
1-) ,//,3X,95dHO ,/,3X,lH*,15X, 'D E S C R I P T I O  N ' , 25 X , ’ * ' , 1 2X , 
2'D A T A',12X»'*'»/»3X,95(1H*)»/,5X,'*,,61X»'**,31X,'*',/,3X»'*',1 
30X,'OPERATING MODE #1' , 34X,'* ' ,15X,11,15X,'*')
2120 FORMAT (3X,'*',10X,'SHAFT LENGTH(MM)»,3 5 X 9 X ,F7.0,15X 3 X  
1, '*' ,1GX,'NO. COUPLINGS',38X,'*',15X,I1,15X,'*,,/,3X,'*’,10X,'N0. 
25EARINGS',39X,'*',15X,I1,15X,'*')
2130 FORMAT (3X,'*',1 OX, ' BEARING FIT TO SHAFT' ,31X 12X,A6,13X,•*') 
2140 FORMAT ( 3 X 1 OX,'SHAFT DIAMETER(MM) #3',30X , '*',12X,F4.0,15X,’* 
1 ' )
2150 FORMAT ( 3 X 1 OX,'MAXIMUM SHAFT TORO (Nrt)',29X,'*',1 OX,FI 0.2,11X, 
1'*')
2160 FORMAT (32X,38(1H-),//,3X,95(1H*),/,3X,1H*,15X ,’D E S C R I P T I  
10 N',25X,'*',12X, '0 A T A*,12X,'*',/,3X,95(1h*>,/,3X,'*' ,61X,'*',3 
21X, ,/,3X, '*' ,1CX, 'LOADING ANALYSIS-' ,34X, , 3 1  X 3X 1
30X,16(1H-),35X,'*',31X,'*')
2170 FORMAT (3X,,10X,'MOTOR POWER(K*)',3 6 X 12X,F5.1,14 X 3 X
168
1462 
1 4a 3
1464
1465 
1 466
14 67
1468 
14t9
1490
1491
1492
1493 
1 4v4
1495
1496 
149 7
1498
1499 
15*0 
15*1 
15*2 
1 5 U3 
15*4 
15 05 
15*6 
15*7 150"
1509
1510
1511
1512
1513
1514
1515
1516
1517
1518
1519 
1 520 
1561 
1 5 *_ 2 
15*3 
1 5 64
1565
1566 
15*7 
1568 
15*9 
1560 
15*1
1532
1533 
i 5*4
1535
1536 
15 37 
1 5 68
1 » ' * ' »1UX,'MOTOR SHAFT SPEED(RPM) ', 29X , 11X , FO . 1,14 X 3 X  , '*
6*,1 OX,'MAXIMUM DRIVING TORQUE (NM) ' ,25X , '* ' ,11X , F6.1,14X, ' *',/,3X, ' 
3*',1 OX,'MAXIMUM BRAKING TORQUE(NM)',25X,'* *,11X,F6•1,14X,'*',/,3X, 
4'*',10X,'OPERATING MODE #1', 3 4 X 15X,II,15X 3 X 61X ,'*
5.. 31X,,*,> .
2180 FORMAT (3X,'*',10X,'OVERALL LENGTH(MM) *,3 3 X 9 X ,F7.0,15X,'*',/, 
13X,'*',1 OX,'SHAFT SPEED(RPM) ' ,35X,'*' ,11X,F7,2,13X,'*',/,3X,'*',10 
2X,'DISTANCE BETWEEN BRG• SUPPORTS(MM)'f17X,'*' ,9X,F7.0,15X 3
3X,'* *,1 OX , 'NO• GEARS',42X»'*',15X,11,15X,'*')
2190 FORMAT (3X,'*',10X,'NO• BEARINGS ' ,39X , •*' , 15X,11,15X,'*')
2600 FORMAT (3 X 61X 31X 3 X 1 OX,'BEARING DETAILS-',35X 
1,'*•,3X,'BEARING 1'»3X,'* *,3X »'BLARING 2',3X,'*',/,3X,'*',10X,15(1 
2H-),36X,'*',3X»9(1H-),3X,'*',3X,9(1H-)f3X,'*',/,3X,'*',10X,’MINIMU 
3M ','BEARING INSIDE DIAMETER (MM ) ttZ , 4 • ,11 X , ’ * • ,5X , F4.Q , 6X , ' * ' , 5X , F
44.0. 6X,,/,3X,,10X,'APPROXIMATE BEARING WIDTH(MM) #3',19X,'*' 
5,5X,F4.0,6X,,5X,F4.0,6X,'*')
2210 FORMAT (3X,•*•,TQX,•NO. SHAFT MOTIONS IN DRIVE •,25X,'*',15X,11,15X 
1, '*' )
2620 FORMAT (3X,'*',10X,'FILLET RADIUS REQ.D(MM)',68X,'*',13X,F3•0,15X, 
1'*') .
2230 FORMAT (3X,'*',1 OX,'MAX•FILLET Rm OIUS REQ.0(MM)',24X,'*',6X,'FULL 
1FILLET RADIUS’,7X,'*')
2240 FORMAT ( 3 X 6 t X 31X 3 X 1 OX,'INERTIA ANALYSIS-',34 
1X,'*',31X,'*',/,3X,,1QX,16(1H-),35X.'*',31X , ,/,3X,'*',10X,'S
2HAFTS ROTATIONAL MASS MOMENT INERTIA(KGM6)',6X 9X,F1G.3,12 X *
3*,/,3X,,10X,'EQUIVALENT n o n  o n  »,6X,’*
4' ,9X,F10.3,1*X, '*' ,/,3X, '*' ,10X, ' n LINEAR',' n ®
5 n n *,8X, ,9X,F10.3,16X,'*' ,/,3X, '**,10X,'TOTAL SHAFT
6 o o n o  ',7X,'* *,9X,F10 .3,12X,'*' ,/,3X, '*' ,
710X,'TOTAL SYSTEM n o o n  ',7X,'*',9X,F10.3
8,16X,'*',/,3X,'*'10X,'SHAFTS PERCENTAGE OF OVERALL SYSTEM INERTIA( 
9X)',5X,,16X,F6.2,13X,'*',/,3X, ,1 OX,'SHAFTS MECHANICAL EFFICI
AENCYU)',2CX,'*',12X,F6.2,13X,'*',/,3Xt'*',1GX , 'OVERALL DRIVE MECH 
BANICAL EFFICIENCY(X) ',13X,'*' ,13X,F5.2,13X,'*' )
225 0 FORMAT (3X,'*,,61X,'*',31X,'*',/,3X,'**,1 OX,'MOTION',45X,'*',4X,* D 
1RIVING*,4X,**',4X, 'BRAKING' »4X,'*',/,iX,'*',61X»'*',4X,7(1H-),4X, ' 
2*',4X,7(1H—) ,4X,'*',/,3X,'*',10X,'REACTIVE TOR QUE(NM)',323C,'*',5X , 
3 F 5• 1 ,5X, , 5X,F5•1,5X,'*',/,3X, , 1 0  X,'MAXIMUM SHAFT TORQUE(NM) • 
4,27X,'* ',F1U.2,4X,'* ',F10.2,4X,'*',/,3X,'*',1GX,'MAXIMUM ANGULAR 
5 ACCELERATION(R/S2)',17X,,4X,F7.2,4X,'*',4X,F7.2,4X,'*')
2260 FORMAT (3X,'*',61X,'*',31X, ,/,3X,'* *,1 OX,'GEAR FORCE ANALYSIS-'
1,31X,'*',12X,'GEAR 1',T3X,'*',/,3X,'*' ,10X,19(1H-),32X,•*',12X,6(1 
2H-),1 3 X , , / , 3 X , '*',10X,'TANGENTIAL FGRCE(N)',32X,'*',8X,F10.2,13 
JX,'*',/,3X,'*',1GX,'SEPARATING FORCE(N)',32X, ,8X,F10.2,13X,'*', 
4/,3X,'*',10X,'AXIAL FORCE(N) ' ,37X,'* ' ,8X,F10.2,13X,'*',/,3X,'*',10 
SX, 'RESULTANT BENOING MOMENT (NM) * , *3X 8X , F1 0.2,13X 3X , '* '
6,14X,'b •, 8 X , * 7 X , ,4X,'b -LEFT TRANSITION(NM)',3X,'*',6X,F10•2 
7,13X,'*',/,3 X,'*'»38X,'-RIGHT',4X,'n',6X,'n'f3X,,*',SX,F10.2,13X,' 
6* ' )
2270 FORMAT (3X,'*',61X,'*',31X,'*' ,/,JX,'* *,1 OX,'GEAR FORCE ANALYSIS-' 
1,31X, '*' ,4X, 'GEAR 1 ' »5X, '*' »5X, '-GEAR 2 ',4X,'*' , 3X,'*',1 OX,19(1H-
2),3 2 X ',4X,6(1H —),5X,'*',5X,6(1H-),4X,'*',/,3X,'*',10X,'TANGENTI 
3AL FORCE(N) ' ,32X,'* ' ,F10.2,4X,'* ',F1C.*,4 X 3 X 1 OX,'SEP 
4ARATIN6 FORCt(N)',32X,* * ’,F10.2,*X, '* ',F10.2 , 4 X 3 X 1 OX
5, 'AXIAL FORCt(N)',J7X, ' * ',F10.2,4X,'* ', F10.2 ,4X 3 X 1 OX
6, 'RESULTANT BENDING MOMENTS(NM)',62X,'* ' ,F10•6,4X,'* ',F10.2,4X,' 
7* ' )
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1575 
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1 5o8
1569
1590
1591
1592
1593
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2*8Q FORMAT (3X,'**,14X,*n',8X,1 a • ,7x, *n•,5x, 'n -utFT TRANSXT ION(NM) ’,2 
1X,'* ’,F10.2,4X, '* ' , F 1 0 . 2 , 4 X , ,/, 3X 3VX ,'-RIGHT',4X,'a*,6X, 
*,B,.»4X,'* *,F10.2,4X,’* ’,F10.2,*X,'*•>
2290 FORMAT (3X,•*',14X,1n*ffix,'n•f7x,'o•,5x,•a -LEFT TRANSITION(NM) ' , 2 
• 1X,,* ,,4X,F7.2,4X,'* ' ,F10»2,4X,'* ' , /, 3 X» * ** , 39 X,'“RIGHT* ,4X,'a* , 6X
2, 'a* f*X,•* ', F 1 C . 2 , 4 X , , 7 X , ’-',7X,'* ')
2300 FORMAT ( 3 X , , 6 1 X , , 3 1 X , / , 3 X , ’**,10X,‘CALCULATED SHAFT GEOM 
1ETRY-',2 5 X , ,31X,’*’,/ ,3X , '*',10X,25 C1H-),26X,'*',31X, ’*• ,/,3X, ' 
2* ' ,10X ,’DIAMETER AT EACH GEAR(MM) #5 <CL*5.1>' , 14X,’*’,5X,F4.0,6X, 
3* *',5X,F4*0,6X,' *' )
2310 FORMAT (3X,’*■,1 OX,'KEY WIDTH(MM) 0•,11,35X,’* •,5X,F4.0,6X,’*',5X, 
1F4«0,6X,' * ', /, 3 X ,' *' » 1 0 X ,’KEY DEPTHCMM)-SHAFT 0',11V29X« ,6X,F4.
21,5X,' *' » 6X tF4* 1, 5X ,' * *, /,3x,'*•,c3X,’-GEAR 0' ,11,30X,’* ’,6X,F4•1, 
35X,' *',6X,F4•1, 5 X , ,/,3X,,10X,'MIN* KEY RADIUS(MM) 0',I1,29X, 
*’*’,7X,F4.2,4X,,7X,F4.2,4X,’* ’)
2320 FORMAT ( 3 X , , 1 0 X , ’TRANSITION DIAMETER(MM)-LEFT',23X,•*’,5X,F4.0, 
16X,'*•, 5 X , F 4 . 0 , 6 X , 3 X , '*’,33X,'-RIGHT',*2X,’*',5X,F 4*0,6X,'*’ 
2,5X,F4.0,6 X , , / , 3 X , ’**,1QX,’REDUCED DIAMETER AT B E A R I N G S ( M M ) - 
3BRG. 1 07', 9 X , , 1 2 X , F 4 * 0 , 1 5 X , , 3 X , , 42X,'-BRG• 2 07*,9X,'* 
4',12X,F4.0,15X,'*', / , 3 X , , 1 0 X , ’NEAREST ’,'STANDARD BEARING 0IA.< 
5MM)—6RG• 1 03',8 X , 1 2 X , F 4 . 0 , 1 5 x , 3 X , ’*',43X,’-BRG. 2 03’,8 
6X,’*',12X,F4.0,15X,’*’)
2330 FORMAT ( 3 X 1,61X ,31X , 3 X 1 OX,'CALCULATED SHAFT GEOM 
1ETRY-*,25X,’ * *, 3 1 X , ,/, 3 X , , 1 0 X , 2 5 ( 1 H - ) , 2 6 X , ,31X , , / , 3 X , ’ 
2*’,1CX,’DIAMETER AT EACH GEAR(MM) <CL.5.1> #5' ,14X,•*’,12X,F4.0,15 
3 X , ' * ’ )
2340 FORMAT (3X,’*',10X,'KEY WIDTH(MM) #*,I1,35X,'*'»12X,F4*0,15X,'*',/
1,3X,'*’,1 OX,'KEY DEPTH(MM)-SHAFT 0*,11 ,29X, ,13X,F4.1,1 4 X ,
23X,'*',23X,’-GEAR 0' ,11,30X, ,13X,F4.1,14X,’*', / , 3 X , , 1 0 X , ’MIN
3. KEY RAOIUS(MM) # ’ , 11,29X,•*•,1*X,F4.2 ,13X,'* *)
2350 FORMAT < 3 X , , 6 1 X , , 2 X , ’COUPLING 1’, 3 X , 3 X ,’COUPLING 2’,2X,’ 
1*’, / , 3 X , , 0 1 X , , 2 X , 1 G ( 1 H - ) , 3 X , '*',3X,10(1H-),2X,’* ’)
2360 FORMAT (3 X 1 OX,’TRANSIT ION DIAMETER<MM)-LEFT',23X,’* ’,12X,F4,0 
1, 1 5 X , , / , 3 X , '*’,33X,’-RIGHT*,22X,,12X,F*,0,15X,,/,3X,’*’,1 
20X,’REDUCED OIAMETER AT BEARINGS(MM)',*-SRG» 1 07’,9X,’* ’,12X,F4,0 
3 , 1 5 X , , / , 3 X , ’*»,*2X,'-BRG• 2 #7 ',9X, ,12X,F*.0,15 X 3 X ,'*
*',10X,’NEAREST STANDARD BEARING DIA.(MM)-BRG• 1 03',8X,'*',12X,F4• 
50,15X, ,/,3X,'*',43X,’-BRG• 2 05’,8X , ’*',12X ,F4.0,15X,’*’)
2370 FORMAT ( 3 X , ,10X,'KEY WIDTH(MM) 0’,11,35X,’*',7X,’- ’,7X,•*’,5X,F
14.0,OX,,*>,/,3X,I*I,10X,VKEY DEPTH(MM)-SHAFT 0 ',11,29X,' ,7X,’-’, 
2 7 X , , 6 X , F 4 « 1 , 5 X , 3 X , , 2 i X , ' - G E A R  0 * , 11,3CX, ’* ’,7X,’-'7X,' 
3*', 6 X , F 4 . 1 , 5 X , ,/,3X,,10X,'MIN, KEY RADIUS(MM) 0 *,11,29X,’*', 
*7X,’-',7X,’* ’,7X,F4.2,4X,’*’)
2380 FORMAT (3X,* *',1GX , 'KEY WIDTH(MM) 0* ,I1,35X,’ * *,5X,F4*0,6X,'* *,7X ,
I ' - * , 7 X , ’*’,/ , 3 X ’ ,10X, ’KEY DEPTH (MM) -SHAFT 0 ' , 11,29 X , ' * ’ , 6X , F4.1 
2,5 X,’**, 7 X , , 7 X , ' * ' ,/,3 X, , 2j X,'-GEAR 0',I1,3OX,’*',6X,F4.1,5X 
3,'*’,7X,'-', 7 X , , / , 3 X , '*•,10X,’MIN. KEY RAOIUS(MM) 0 ’ , 11,29X , ' * ’ 
* , 7 X , F 4 « 2 , 4 X , , 7 X , , 7 X , '**)
2590 FORMAT ( 3 X , , 1 0 X , ’MATERIAL-’,4tX,’ *' ,31X, ’ *' , /,3X, ,10X,8(1H->
1,43X,’*’,31X,’* ’)
2400 FORMAT ( 3 X , ,10 X,'MATERIAL SPECIFICATION <CL .6•1>',20X,’*’,11X,A 
16,14X,’*•,/,3X,,10X,'ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH(MPA)’,21X,’*’,12 
2X,F4.0,15X,’*’,/,3X, ’* ’ ,10X, 'YIELD STRENGTH(MPA)’,32X,’*',12X,F4.0 
3,15 X, , / , 3  X,**’,10X,'ENDURANCE lIMIT(MPA) <CL.3.0> 02 ' ,19X , ’ * ' , 1 
42X,F4« 0,15X , ' * ' )
2*10 FORMAT (3X,,10X,'TYPE OF GEAR’ ,39X, ,5X,’S P U R ' , 6 X , , 4 X , ’HEL
II CAL’*X , '*’)
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1611 
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1615
1616
1617
1618
1619
1620 
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1622
1623
1624
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1627
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1629 
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1652
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16*4 
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16*7 
16*8 
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2420 FORMAT ( 3 X,' *'»1 0 X ,’NEAREST STANDARD BEARING DIA.(MM)*,16X, ’ * • , 11 x
^ » ^ 7 # 2 f 1 3 X , »3X,* * ’, 1 OX,'APPROXIMATE BEARING WIDTH(MM)',22X, ' * ' 211X,F?.2,13X,'*') 9 ’
2430 FORMAT (3X,'*•,61X,•*•,31X,' *•,/,5X,•* • ,1 OX,*GEAR DETAILS-',3 8 X * 
1‘»4X,'GEAR 1' » 5 X ,' *'»5X ,'GEAR 2',4Xf'*',/,3X,'*',1 OX,12(1H-),39X,'
_ 2*',4X,6(1H-), 5X ,' *',5X,6(1H-),4Xy' * * )
2440 FORMAT (3X,•* *,61X,'*',31X,* **r /,jXr* * • ,1 OX,*GEAR DETAILS-'r38X,'* 
1' ,12X,'GEAR 1', 1 3 X , , / , 3 X , '*',10X,12(1H-),39X,'*'f12X,6(1H-),13X 
2 , 1 * 1)
2450 FORMAT (3X,' *'»1 OX,'TYPE OF GEAR',39X, ' ,4X ,‘HELICAL'»4X,' * '.4X,* 
1 HELICAL 1, 4 X , )
2460 FORMAT (3X,'*',10X,•TYPE OF GEAR • f3 9 X 5 X ,'S P U R 6 X 6 X S P U  
1R*,5X* ' *')
2470 FORMAT C 3 X , ,10X,'TYPE OF GEAR•,39X, ' ,4X,'HELICAL',4 X 6 X ,• 1 SPUR' , 5X, ' *') ’
2480 FORMAT (3X,'* *,1GX,•NO • TEETH•,4iX,'**,6X,12,7X,* * *,6X,I 2 7X,•*•,/ 
1, 3 X , ,1 OX,'TRANSVERSE DIAMETRAL MODULE(MM)',20X,'* 1,6X,F4.1,5X, ' 
2*',6X,F3.0,6X,'*',/,3X,'*',10X,'FaCEWIDTH(MM)' ,38X,'*',5XtF4.0,6X , 
3'**»5X,F4.0,O X » 3 X , ' *•,1 OX,'PITCH CIRCLE *f ' DIAMETER(MM)*26X, 
4'*',4X,F5.0,OX,'*',4X,F5.0,6X,**',/,3X,'*',1OX , 'GEAR TOOTH PRESSUR 
5E ANGLE (DEG*) ' , 20 X , , 6X , F 3 *0 »6X , , 6X , F3 • 0,6X 3X 1 OX ,
6'GEAR TOOTH HELIX ANGLE(DEG.)',2 3 x , 6 X ,F3.0 , 6 X 6 X ,F3.0,6X,• 
7*')
2490 FORMAT (3X,'★ ',16X,'#2 BASED ON 0.45(ULTIMATE 'TENSILE STRE
1NGTH)',29X,'*',/,3X,'*',16X,'*3 SKF BEARING CATALOGUE',4 8 X *
2',/,3X,'*■',1oX,'#4 BASED ON STANOARD BEARING',' DIAMETER SIZE
3S',29Xr'*',/,3X,'*',16X,'#5 REF. B0RCHAR0T(1973)', 4 9 X , 3
4X,'*',16X,'#6 3S4235,PART 1',56X, •*',/,3Xf'*',16X,'#7 CO
5NDITI0N OF ZERO BENDING MOMENT AT SUPPORT'r2 o X , 3 X 1 6 X ,'# 
68 ALL UNITS IN METRIC',5 0 X 3 X ,93 X 3 X ,95(1H*) ,
7///) ,
2500 FORMAT C3X,95(1H O ,/,3X 9 3 X 3 X , ' , 1 6X,'#1 SHAFTS 0
1F HANO OPERATION*,46X,'*')
2510 FORMAT (3X , 9 5 C 1 H* ) , / , 3X , • * * , 93X , ' *' , / , 3X , • *•' , 1 6X , ' #1 SHAFTS W
1ITH STATIC TOROUE*,45X,'*')
2520 FORMAT (3X,95(1H*),/,3X,'*',93X,'*»,/,iX,'*',1oX,'#1 SHAFTS W
TITH POWER OPERATED MOTIONS : FULLY',' REVERSING TORQUE',12X,'*')
2530 FORMAT (3X,95(1H*),/, 3 X 9 3 X 3 X 1o X #1 SHAFTS W
1ITH POWER OPERATED MOTIONStNO REVERSING T O R Q U E 16X,'*')
2540 FORMAT (3X,,10X,'TYPE OF GEAR' ,39X,***,12X, 'HELICAL',12 X ) 
2550 FORMAT (3X,'* *,1 OX,'TYPE OF GEAR', 3 9 X 13X, 'SPUR',14 X )
2560 FORMAT (3X,'*',1 OX,'TYPE OF GEAR' ,39X, ■* ',6X,'DOUBLE HELICAL',9X,' 
1* ' )
2570 FORMAT (3X,'* *,1 OX,'NO• TEETH',4 2 X ,14X,12,15 X 3 X 1 OX 
1, 'TRANSVERSE DIAMETRAL MODULE(MM)',20X ,13X,F4.1,14 X 3 X ,•
2*',1 OX,'FACEWIDTH(MM)',38X,'*',11x ,F5.0,15X,'**,/,3X,'*' ,10X,'PITC 
3H CIRCLE DIAMETER(MM)',2 6 X 11X,F5.0,15 X 3 X 1 OX,'GEAR 
4 TOOTH PRESSURE ANGLE(DEG.) ' , 2 0 X 13X,F3.0,15X 3 X 10X 
5,'GEAR TOOTH HELIX ANGLE(DEG • ) ' , 25X,'* • ,13X,F5.0,15X,'*')
2580 FORMAT ( 3 X , 1 0 X , 'CONFIGURATION', 3 6 X , 7 X ,  'SIMPLY SUPPORTED ' ,8 
1X,'*')
2590 FORMAT (3X,'* *,1 OX, ' CONFIGURATIOn ',38X , '* *,9X, 'CANTILEVERED',10X, ' 
1*')
2600 FORMAT (3X,'*',1CX,'N0. COUPLINGS ' ,38X »'*',T5X ,11,15X,'*')
261U FORMAT ( 3 X 1 OXCOMPONENT FIT TO SHAFT',*9X,,6X,'INTERFEREN 
1CE-',A6,6X,'»')
2o20 FORMAT ( 3 X , 1 0 X , 'COMPONENT FIT TO SHAFT’, 2 9 X , 1 0 X , 'KEYED-A
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*900 FORMAT (3 X f’ *'»1 0 X ,'COMPONENT FIT TO SHAFT',29X,'**,5X,'KEYED',5X, 
1'*'»3X,'INTEGRAL' , 4X 3X, ,61X, , 2X , 1 BOTH SIDES ' , 3X , '*',5
*x f 'g e a r • ,6x, '*')
2910 FORMAT (3X,'*',1 OX , ' BEARING FIT TO SHAFT ' ,3IX, '*',4X»A6,5Xf'*',4X, 
1A6.5X,'* ' )
29*0 FORMAT ( 3 X ,1 OXCOMPONENT FIT TO SHAFT'»*9 X,'*'f 5X t'KEYED', 5X , 
1 ,iX,'INTEGRAL',4Xf'*', / , 3 X , ,61X, ** ' ,4X,A6,5Xf•*•,5X,•GEAR',6 
2X »'* ')
*930 FORMAT (3 X 10X,'COMPONENT FIT TO SHAFT*,*9X , 9 X ,'INTEGRAL G 
1 EAR'»9X,'*')
2940 FORMAT ( 3 X 1 Q X ,'COMPONENT FIT TO SHAFT',29X 3 X ,'INTEGRAL', 
14X,'*',4X,'INTEGRAL',3X,'*',61X,* * *,5X,'GEAR',6X,* *',6X,'GEAR' ,5X, 
2'*')
2950 FORMAT C 3 X 10X,'COMPONENT FIT TO SHAFT',29X,* *',2X,'INTERFEREN 
1 CE *' ,3.X, 'INTEGRAL' ,4X, '** ,/,3Xf '*' , 61 X, * * 1,4X ,A6,5X , ' * ' ,5X , 'GEAR ' 
2,6X,'*')
17*7 2960 FORMAT ( 3 X 1 OX,'COMPONENT FIT TO SHAFT',29X 3 X ,'INTEGRAL’,
17*3 14X,'*',5X,'KEYED'r5 X , 3 X , ' * ' f6lX,**',5X,' GEAR*,6X , ' *• ,2X,*80T
17*9 2H SIDES',3Xt '*') '
1730 2970 FORMAT <3X,'*',10X,'TYPE OF KEYWa Y #', 11,34X 2X,'RECTANGULAR ' ,
1731 12X,'*',2X»'RECTANGULAR *, 2 X 3 X 01X 3 X ,'PARALLEL',4X, '
1732 2*',3Xf'PARALLEL*,4Xf'*')
1733 2980 FORMAT (3X,’*•110X,'TYPE OF KEYWa Y 11,3 4 X 2 X ,'RECTANGULAR',
1734 12X,'*',2X,'RECTANGULAR',2X,'*',/,3X,'*,,6lX,’*',5Xf'TAPER', 5X , ,
1735 25X,'TAPER',5X,’*')
1736 2990 FORMAT C3X,•*',10X,•TYPE OF KEYWAY #.*, 11,34X 2X ,'RECTANGULAR ' ,
1737 12X,'*',7X,'-',7X,'*',/,3X,'*',61X,'*',5X,'TAPER',5X,'*'^ 1 5 X , )
1733 30CQ FORMAT (3X,'*',1 OX,'TYPE OF KEYWa Y » ',II,34X,'*',2X,'RECTANGULAR',
1739 12Xf'★•,7X,'-* » 7X,'*',/,3X,'*',61X,'*',3X,'PARALLEL',4X,'*',15X,
1740 2)
1741 3010 FORMAT (3X, ' , 1  OX,'TYPE OF KEYWAY #',11, 3 4 X 2 X ,*RECTANGULAR' ,
1742 12X, '*' ,2X, 'RECTANGULAR ' ,2X, '**)
1743 3020 FORMAT <3X, ' , 1GX,'TYPE OF KEYWa Y *',11,34X,'*•,7X,'-•»8X,•*•,2X,
1744 1 ' RECTANGULAR' ,2X, '*•',/ ,3X ,61 X 15X , ' * ’ , 3X , ' PAR ALLEL ' ,4X,
1745 2)
1 746 3030 FORMAT <3X,’*',1 OX , ' SLOPE(DEG•)-BRG. 1 a,33X,1 * *,1 OX,F10*4,11X,1 *',
1747 1/,3X,'*',21X,'-BRG. 2',33X,'*',1Gx,F10*8,11X,'*',/,3X,'* *,61X,'*•,
1748 231X,'* ' )
1749 3040 FORMAT < 3 X 10X,'SLOPE(0 EG.)*,4 0 X 10X,F10.8,11X 3 X *
1750 1 ',1QX,'DEFLECTION(MM)',37X,'*',1UX,PTQ .8,11X , ' *')
1751 3050 FORMAT <3X, '*• ,1GX, •SLOPECDEG.)', 4 0 X , •*' »2X fF 1 0*8 »3 X ,'* ' ,3X,F10«8,
1752 1 2 X , ,/ t 3X y • * ' ,10X , 'DEFLECTION(MM) 1 ,37X t ,*X » F10 *8» 3X f ' * 3X , F1
1753 *0*8,2 X , '*')
1754 3060 FORMAT (3X, ** •,10X, •TYPE OF K£YW*Y #' , 11 ,34X ,'*',7X,'-',8X,'*',2X,
1755 1'RECTANGULAR i»*X, '* ' ,/ ,3X,'*',61X,1*' , 15X ,' * •,5X,'TAPER' , 5 X , ' * ' )
1756 3070 FORMAT (3X, '* •» 61 X , ' * ' r3 X t 'PARALLEL ' »4X , 5X ,'T A P E R 'f5 X , '* ' )
1757 3080 FORMAT C3X, ’* •»61 X , '*'f5 X , ' T A P E R ',5 X , '*' f 3X y 'PARALLEL*,4X,'*')
1758 3090 FORMAT (3X, '* • .10X, 'TYPE OF KEYWAY , 11 »34X t '*•,7X,'RECTANGULAR T
1 739 TAPER',7X, '*' )
1760 3100 FORMAT (3X, '* * c X 'TYPE OF KEYWAY n •, n , 34X ,5X,'RECTANGULAR P
17e1 1AKALLEL 1 »6 X , •* •)
1762 C
17o3 SUBROUTINE SSFRCB (NBRGS,NBR6FT,TENS , SFRCB)
1704 C
1705 C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES S.C*FACTGRS FOR
1766 C SHAFT FITTED WITH ROLLING CONTACT 8 CARINGS(REF.AS 1654)
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C --------------------------------------------------------
C * ****
IF (NBRGS.£Q.O) GO TO 50 
GO TO (10,20,30,40), NBRGFT 
10 SFRC8S1 .633E-6*TENS*TENS-5.8333E-a*TENS+1 .472 
RETURN
20 S FRC6*1.333E-6*TENS*TENS-3.333E-4*TENS-*>1.32 
RETURN
30 SFRCB=4.o67E-7*TENS*TENS-5.333E-4*TENS+1.012 
RETURN
40 SFRCB=5.0E-7*TENS*TENS-3.5£-4*TENS*.96 
RETURN 
50 SFRCB-O.
RETURN
C
Q* «***
c
SUBROUTINE SSFAGB (NANGRB,NANGRS,TENS,NBRGS,NBBGFT,SFAGBR) 
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES S.C.FACTORS FOR 
C ANNULAR GROOVES LOCATED NEAR FITTED BEARINGS
C*****
CALL SSFAG (NANGRB,NANGRS,TENS,SFAG)
CALL SSFRCB (NBRGS,NBBGFT,TENS,SFRCB)
IF (NANGRB.EQ.O) GO TO 20 
IF (SFRCB.LT.SFAG) GO TO 10 
SFAG6R*SFRCB+.2*SFAG 
RETURN
10 SFAGoR=SFAG+.2*SFRCB 
RETURN
20 S FAGBRsO•
RETURN
. C
c * * * * *
c
. SUBROUTINE SSFSS (NSPLIN,NSFLFT,(ENS,SFSS)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES S.C.FACTORS FOR 
C SPLINED SHAFTS(REF.6S2059,BS355o)
C --------------------------------------------
C * * * * *
IF (NSPLIN«EG.O) GO TO 20 
IF (NSPLFT.EG.2) GO TO 10
S FSS*2.567E-o*TENS*TENS-5.167E-4»TENS*1.586 
RETURN
10 SFSS=1•333E-6*TEn S*TENS-7*333E“4*rENS+1.i8 
RETURN 
20 S FSS=C.
RETURN
C
C
SUBROUTINE SSFAG-(NANGRB,NANGRS,TENS,SFAG)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES S.C.FACTORS FOR 
C SHAFT WITH ANNULAR GROOVES
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C ---------------------------- -----------_---
C *****
IF (NANGRB.EG.G.AND.NANGRS.EQ.O) GO TO 10 
SFAGO•533E-o*TENS*TENS + 4.667E-4* FENS + 2,068 RETURN 
10 SFAG-0.
RETURN
C
C * *** *
c
SUBROUTINE SSFGSS (NCMFIT,TENS,DTRNS,BBDIA,D01A,NFRfFRAD,SFFGSS)
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES S.C.FACTORS FOR.
C GEARS FITTED NEAR SHAFT STEPS
C ---------------------------------------------C * * * * *
CALL SSHSTF (DTRNS/, BBDIA , DDIA , NFR f FRAD »TENS , SH ST F1 , SHSTF 2)
CALL SSFFC (NCMFIT,TENS,SFFC) .
IF CSHSTF2.LT.SFFC) GO TO 10
SFFGSS=SHSTF2*.2*SFFC
RETURN
10 SFF6SS=SFFC+.2*SHSTF2 
RETURN ■
Cc **** *
c
SUBROUTINE SSHSTF (DTRNS,8BDIA,DDIA,NFR,FRAO,TENS, SHSTF1,SHSTF2) C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES S.C.FACTORS FOR 
C STEPPED SHAFTS
C ----------------- ----------------- --------C* ** * *
DIMENSION SHSTF(2)
DO 50 LS1,2 
IF (L.EQ.2) GO TO 20 
RAT=DTRNS/SBDIA 
D£LTA=5.633*fcXP(—3.519*RAT)
IF (NFR.EQ.2) GO TO 10 
ZA=.5*(RAT—1,)*DELTA 
GO TO 40
10 ZA=FRAO/BBDIA+DELTA 
GO TO 40
20 RAT=DDIA/DTRNS
DELTA=5.633*EXP(-3.519*RAT)
IF (NFR.EQ.2) GO TO 30 
ZA*.5*(RAT-1.)+DELTA 
GO TO 40
30 ZA=FRAO/DTRNS+OELTA
40 CALL FaCT (ZA,TENS,SHSTF(L)>
50 CONTINUE
SHSTF1*SHSTF(1)
SHSTF2=SHSTF(2)
RETURN
CC * * ***
c
SUBROUTINE SSFFC (NCOMFT,TENS,SFFC)
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C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES S.C.FACTu kS FOR 
C SHAFTS WITH FITTED COMPONENTS
C --------------- ---------------— -----------
C * **•* *
IF (NC0MFT.EQ.16.0R.NC0MFT.EQ.C) GO TO 160
GO TO <10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100,110,120,130,140,150), NCOMFT 
C
C COMPONENT FITS WITHOUT KEY OR SPLINE(REF.AS 1654)
C
10 S F FC = 1 .933E-0*TENS*TENS-3.333E-5*TENS+2.24 
RETURN
20 SFFC=2.G67E-e*TENS*TENS-5.667E-4*TENS*1.996 
RETURN
30 SFFC*1.033E-6*TENS*TENS*6.167E-4*TENS*1,208 
RETURN
40 SFFC*6.667E-7*TENS*TENS*6.333E-4*TENS*1.06 
RETURN
50 SFFC=7.E-7*TENS*TENS*5.5E-4*TENS*1.088 
RETURN
60 SFFC=1.333E-6*TENS*TENS-5.333E-4*TENS*1.i5 
RETURN
70 SFFC-1•567£-6*TENS*TENS-1•017E-3*TENS*1.446 
RETURN
SO SFFC=1.367E-b*TENS*TENS-8.167E-4*TENS*1.308 
RETURN 
C
C COMPONENT FITS WITH KEY(REF.AS1654,834235-PART 1)
C .
90 SFFC=1.033E-5*TENS*TENS-6.433E-3*TENS*3.4*»
RETURN
100 S F FCS1.333E-6*TENS*TENS-3.333E-4*TENS*1.32 
RETURN
110 SFFC=1.5E-6*TENS*TENS-2.5E-4*TENi>*1.36 
RETURN '
120 SFFC=8.333E-7*TENS*TENS*9.167E-4*TENS*1.11 
RETURN
130 SFFC=1.167E-6*TENS*TENS+7.833£-4*TENS*1.25 
RETURN
140 SFFC=2.E-6*TENS*TENS*2.794E-9*TENii*1.56 
RETURN
150 SFFC=3.8E-6*TENS*TENS-1.?E-3*TENS*2.102 
RETURN 
160 SFFC=0.
RETURN
C
c
SUBROUTINE SSFSPB (LL,NSPLIN,NSPLFT,TENS,NBRGS ,N8RFFT,DRD,SPBRL,SF 
1SPBR)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES S.C.FACTOAS FOR 
C SHAFTS WITH SPLINES NEAR FITTED BEArtiNGS
C --------------------------------------------  .c *■ * * ■*
CALL SSFSS (NSPLIN,NSPLFT,TENS,SF3S)
CALL SSFRCB (N6RGS,N6RFFT ,TENS,SFkCB)
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IF (LL.EQ.2) RETURN 
IF (NSPLIN.EO.O) 60 TO 30 
IF (NBRGS.EQ.Q) 60 TO 30 
DIST1=.GG0c5*Dk D 
DIST2=.0o016*DRD 
FMIN=AMIN1(SFSS,SFRC5)
FMAXsAMAX 1(SFSS,SFRCB)
IF (SPBRL.GT.0IST1) GO TO 20 
IF (SPBRL.GT.DIST2) GO TO 10 
SFSP6R=FMAX+.2*FMIN 
RETURN
10 SFSPBR=FMAX+.1*FMIN .
RETURN
20 SFSP6R*FMAX 
RETURN
30 S FSPBRsQ•
RETURN
C
C*****
c
SUBROUTINE SSFA6S (NANGRB,NANGRS,TENS,DTRNS,BB01A,00IA,NFR,FRAO,SF 
1AGSS 3 
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES S.C.FACTORS FOR 
C ANNULAR GROOVES NEAR SHAFT STEPS
c ---------------------------------------------------------- - ­
£*****
CALL SSFAG (NANGRB♦NANGRS,TENS,SFAG) _
CALL SSHSTF COTRNS , BBOIA,DO IA,NFR,FRAO»TENS,SHSTF1,SHSTF*)
IF (NANGRS.EG.O) GO TO 20 
IF (SHSTF1.LT.SFAG) GO TO 10 
SFAGSS*SHSTF1*.2*SFAG 
RETURN
10 SFAGSS=SFAG*.2*SHSTF1 
RETURN
20 SFA6SS=0.
RETURN
C
c*****
c
SUBROUTINE SST6RF (NBRGS,NBBGFT,TENS,DTRNS,BBOIA,DO IA,NFR,FRAD,STB 
1R F )
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES S.C.FACTORS FOR 
C FITTED BEARINGS NEAR SHAFT STEPS
C ------------------------------------- - ----C*****
CALL SSFRCS (NBRGS,NBBGFT,TENS,SFRCB)
CALL SSHSTF COTRNS,BBDIA,00IA , NFR , FRAO ,TENS,SHSTF1,SHSTF2)
IF (NBRGS.EQ.O) GO TO 20 
IF (SHSTF1.LT.SFRCB) GO TO 10 
STBRF=SHSTF1+.2*SFRCB 
RETURN
10 STaRF=SFRCB+.2*SHSTF1 
RETURN 
20 STBRFsO*.
RETURN
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C
c*****
c
SUBROUTINE SSBSTG (N6RGStN8RSFT,TcNS»NANGRB»NANGRS»DTRNS,B8DIA,DDI 
1A ,NF R,FRAOySBSTAG)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES S.C.FACTORS FOR 
C FITTED BEARINGS NEAR ANNULAR GROOVES AND 
. C SHAFT STEPS
C --------- -----------------------------------C ■* * * * *
IF (NANGRS•EQ•0} GO TO 2C
CALL SSFAG UANGRB,NANGRS,TENS,SFmG)
CALL SSTBRF CNBRGS,N8RGFT,TENS,DTRNS»BED IA,DDIA,NFR,FRAD,STBRF)
IF (SFAG.LT.STBRF) GO TO 10 .
S6STAG*STBRF+Q.2*SFAG
RETURN
10 S8STAG-SFA6'*.2*ST8RF '
RETURN
20 SGSTAG=0. .
RETURN
C
C**** *
c
SUBROUTINE DIAMM (DDT,EENDLT,YYIELD,TTORQ,FF1,FF2,FFAP,8MM,MMOOE,D 
1DIA)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES SHAFT DIAMETERS 
C FOR OPERATING MODES 1 TO 4
C ---------------------------------------------
C * * * * *
GO TO (10y(0f30f40)» MMODE
10 DDIA = (2000G./YYIELD*SQRT< <BMM(FFaP*DDT/8GG0.)**(.+0.75*TT0RQ*TT0RQ 
1))**0.333 
RETURN
20 DDIA=((12000,/EENOLT)*SQRT((FF1 *FF2*(BMM + FFAP*DDT/8000•>)**2**0.75 
1*TTORQ*TTORQ))**0.333 
RETURN
30 DDIA=<(12000.*FFI*FF2/EENDLT)*SQRT(CBMM+FFAP*DDT/8000.)**2.+0.75*T 
1TORQ*TTORQ))**0.333 
RETURN
40 DOIA=<(12000./EENDLT)*SQRT(<FF1*FF2*(BMM+FFAP*DDT/80GQ•>)**2.+0.18 
175*((1•♦FF1*FF2)*TTORQ)**2.))**0.233 
RETURN 
Cc * * ***
C
SUBROUTINE FaCT C7Z*TTENS*FSHSTF)
C
C • THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES S.C.FACTORS 
C FOR STEPPED. SHAFT GEOMETRY
C ----------------------------------------  •L * *** *
IF (ZZ.GT.O.i) GO TC 70 
IF (ZZ.LT.0.1) GO TO 10 
0A-10.
GO TO 20
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DTTE=DT-DTE
IF (DTTE.GT.O.) DTE=DTE+1.
RETURN
C '
c
SUBROUTINE KEYWAY (DIAM,W0TH,DPTHS,DPTHG,RDIUS ,NK)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES STANDARD KEYWAY 
C SIZES FOR SHAFT SECTIONS WITH FITTED COMPONENTS 
C. --------------------------------------------------
Q *
DIMENSION DIARI21), W<21), DS(*1), DGPC21), R(£1), DGTC21)
DATA DIAR /3u•,38.,44.,50•,58•,65•,75• ,85.,95. , 110.,130•,150.,170•
1.200., *30.,2o0.,290.,330.t380.,4*0.»500./
DATA w /8.,1G.,1*.,14.,16»,18.,2u •,2**,25.,26. ,32.,36.,4U.,45»,50«
1.56.. 63..7C.,80.,90.,1GU./ .
o ATA DS /4.,5.,5.,5.5,6.,7.,7.5,9.,9.,10«,11.,1*.,-13.t15«,17»,2Q.,
120., *2.,25.,*8.,31./
DATA D6P /3a3,3.3,5.3,3.8,4.3,4.4,4.9,5.4,5.4,6.4,7a4,8.4,9.4,10.4 
1,11.4,12.4,1*.4,14.4,15.4,17.4,19.4/
DATA D6T /*.4,£.4,2.4,2.9,3.4,3.4,3.9,4.4,4.4,5.4,6.4,7.1,8.1,9.1, 
110.1,11.1,11.1,13.1,14.1,16.1,18.1/
DATA R /.16,.25,.25,.25,.25,.25,.4,.4,.4,.4,.4,.7,.7,.7,.7,1.2,1.2
1.1.2.2.. 2..2./
C
DO 30 M*1,21 •
IF (DIAM.GE.OIAR(M)) GO TO 30 
WDTH=W(M)
DPTHS*0S(M)
IF (NK.EQ.*) GO TO 10 
DPTHG-DGP(M)
GO TO £0 
10 DPTH6*DGT(M)
£0 CONTINUE 
RDIUS=R(M)
RETURN 
30 CONTINUE 
C
C***** '
c
SUBROUTINE STBRDM ( DDR ED,BBOIA,BoW)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES STANDARD BEARING DIAMETERS 
C aS STIPULATED IN BEARING CATALOGUES
C --------------------------------------------------------
DIMENSION BRGDIAC4*}, BRGWIDU*)
DATA SRGDIA /2C.,25.,30.,35*,40.,45.,50.,55.,60*,65.,70.,75.,80.,8
15.. 90..95..100..110..120..130..1*>u.,15(i.,l60.,l70.,180.,19c.,*00., 
*220.,240., *60 .,280. ,300.,320. ,34-v.,360.,380.,400.,420.,440.,460.,4
380.. 500./
DATA BRGWID /15.,18.,20.,23. ,33.,56.,40.,43.,46.,48.,51.,55.,38.,6 
10 •, 64 • ,.6 7 • , 73 • , 80 •, 86 • , 93 • »1 G * • , 1 oS • , 114 • , 120 • »1 *6 • , 132 • , 138 • , 1 45 • 
£,160.,180.,160.,200.,218.,243.,243.,243.,256.,280.,280.,300.,310., 
3336./ .
C
2 1 c6 IF (CORED.GT.400.) GO TO 10
*.1c7 IF (ODREO.GT.3GO.) GO TO 20
4 1 o3 IF (OOREO.GT.20C.) GO TO 3G
1 1 c9 IF (CORED.GT.100.) GO TO 40
c 1 70 OOROOsOORED
21 71 GO TO 50
4172 10 D0R00=DDRED-4OQ.
4173 GO TO 50
4174 20 0DRDD=0DRED-5QG.
4175 GO TO 50
c1 76 30 DDRDD-DORED-40C.
2177 GO TO 50
4178 40 DDROD-DDRED-100.
4179 50 0DRED1=DDRDD*0.1
2160 BBDIA=FL0AT(INT(00RE01))
2161 IF (OCRED.GE.2G0.) GO TO 100 -
2162 0IFF=00RED1-o80IA
2163 IF (0IFF.GT.0.1.ANO.OIFF.LE.0.6) GO TO 80
21 c4 IF (0IFF.GT.0.6) GO TO 70
2165 IF (0DRE0.GT.10Q.) GO TO 60
2166 B8DIA=BBDIA*10.
2187 GO TO 130
2168 60 8BDIA=(BS0IA*10.)+10G.
2169 GO TO 130
2190 70 IF (CORED.GT .100.) GO TO 90 .
2191 BBDIAS(BBDIA*1U.)+10.
2192 GO TO 130
2193 SO IF (OORED.GT.100.) GO TO 90
4194 BB0XA=(8BDlA*1C.)+5.
2195 GO TO 130
2196 90 8B0IA=(BB0IA*1O.)+110.
2197 60 TO 130
2198 100 BBBDIA=BBDIA*Q.5
4199 B800IA=FLOAT(INT(BB8DrA))
2200 0IFF=8BB0IA-6B0DIA
2201 IF (OIFF.EQ.U) GO TO 110
2202 6BDIA=(B8D1A*10.)+10.
2203 GO TO 130
2204 110 D0IFF*00RE01-BB0IA \
2205 IF (00IFF.GT.0.2) GO TO 120
42u6 B8DIA=1G.*BBQIA
2207 GO TO 130
2208 120 BBOIA=(10.*B6DIA)>20.
2209 130 CONTINUE
2210 IF (D0RE0.GT.400) GO TO 140
4211 IF (CORED.GT.300) GO TO 150
4212 IF (00RED.GT.2O0) 6BDIA=BB0IA«,20w.
2213 GO TO 160
2214 140 BBDIA=8B0IA+A00.
4215 GO TO 160 .
2216 150 8BDlA=BBDIA+iGQ.
4217 160 00 170 L*1»44
2218 IF (8B0IA.EQ.BRGOIA(L)) GO TO 18w
2219 170 CONTINUE
2220 180 B3W=BR6WID(L)
2241 RETURN
2222 C
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C * ■* * » *
c
SUBROUTINE DERIV (ODT, EENDLT,YYIci.D,TT OR Q,FF1,FF2,FFAP,BMP,MMODE,F 
1 0 0 )C
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE DERIVATIVE 
C VALUE OF THE DIAMETER EQUATIONS
C ------------- ------ ----------------------
60 TO (10,20,30,40), MMODE
10 FDD*1•-.333/C((2CCG0./YYIELD)*SQkT((BMM+FFAP*DDT/80Q0.)**2•+.75*TT 
1GRQ*TT0RQ))*».o7)*(10000•/YYIELD)/SQRT((BMM+FFAP*DDT/8000•)**2•♦•7 
25*TTGRQ*TTQRQ)*(BMM + FFAP*DDT/8QOQ.)*FFAP/aOOO..
RETURN
20 F00*1•-•333/(<(12000./EENOLT)*SQRT( < FF1*FF2*(BMM*FFAP*0DT/80G0•))* 
1*2.+.75*TT0RQ*TTQRQ) )**.67) * (6000./EENDLT)/SQR T( ( FF1 *FF2*(6MM +F FAP 
2* DDT/8000 •) ) **2.+.75*TT0RQ*TT0RQ) *F F1 * FF1 *F F2-* FF2* (BMM + F F AP* DDT/60 
3Q0.)*FFAP/40GQ.
RETURN
30 FD0=1.-.333/(((12000.*FF1*FF2/EENDLT)*SORT((6MM+FFAP*DDT/8Q0Q.)**2 
1.+.75*TT0RQ*TT0RQ))**.67)*(60C0.*FF1*F F2/EENDLT/SORT((BMM+FFAP*DDT 
2/8G0C.)**2.*.75*TTORQ*TTQRQ))*FFAP/4Q0G.*(BMM*FFAP*DDT/8G0Q.)*FFAP 
3/4000.
RETURN
40 F0D*1.-.333/((12G00./EEN0LT)*SGRr((FF1*FF2*(BMM*FFAP*0DT/80C0.))** 
12.*.1875*((1.*FF1*FF2>*TTORQ)**2.))**.67*(oOOO./EENDLT)/(SQRT((FF1 
2*FF2*(BMM+FFAP*DDT/8000.))**2.+.1875*( (1•*FF1 *FF2)*TT0RQ)**2•))*(F 
3F1*FF2*-(B«M«’FFaP*DDT/4GQ0.) )*FF1*FF2*F FAP/40GG.
RETURN
CQ*****
c .
SUBROUTINE TT0TF1 (JJ,NNSPLN,NNSPLF,NNBRGS,NBR6FT,TTENS,DTRNS,BSD I 
1A,DDIA,NNFR,FFRA0,NANGB,NANSS,DRO,SPBRL,TOTF11)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE TOTAL STRESS- 
C CONCENTRATION LEVEL FOR ZONE 1
C * * * * *
1
1
1
CALL SSFSPB (JJ,NNSPLN,NNSPLF,TTENS,NN6R6S,N6RGFT,DRD,SPBRL,SFSPBR 
)
CALL SSFAGB (NAN6B,NANGS,TTENS,NNBRGS,NBRGFT,SFAGBR)
CALL SSTBRF (NNBRGS,NBRGFT,TTENS,OTRNS,6BDIA,DDIA,NNFR,FFRAD,STBRF 
)
CALL SSBSTG (NNBRGS,N8R6FT,TTENS,NANGS,NAN6B,DTRNS,BSD IA,DDIA,NNFR 
,FFRAD,SBSTAG)
CALL SSFRCB (NNBRGS,NBRGFT,TTENS,SFRCB)
TCT F11*AMAX1(SFAGBR,STBRF,SBSTAG,SFRCB)
IF (JJ.EQ.1) T0TF11=AMAX1(T0TF11,SFSPBR)
RETURN
C 'C★** **
c SUBROUTINE TTOTF2 (NNBRGS,NBRGFT,TTENS,DTRNS,aBDIA,DDIA,NNFR,FFRAD 
1,NANGB,NANGS,TQTF22)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE TOTAL STRESS-
d t o C
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C
CONCENTRATION LEVEL FOR ZONE 2
CALL SSTBRF (NN6RGS,N8RGFT,TTENS,uRTNS 
1 )
CALL SSBSTG (NNBRGS,NBRGFT,TTENS,wANGS 
1y FFRADfSBSTAG)
T0TF22*AMAX1(STBRF,SBSTAG)
RETURN
fBBDIAfDOIAfNNFRy FF 
,NANGB,OTRNStBBOIA,
RAO ,STBRF 
OOIAyNNFR
ENO
